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The creation of carbon and oxygen in our Universe is one of the forefront questions in nuclear
astrophysics. The determination of the abundance of these elements is key to our understanding of
both the formation of life on Earth and to the life cycles of stars. While nearly all models of
different nucleosynthesis environments are affected by the production of carbon and oxygen, a key
ingredient, the precise determination of the reaction rate of 12Cðα; γÞ16O, has long remained
elusive. This is owed to the reaction’s inaccessibility, both experimentally and theoretically.
Nuclear theory has struggled to calculate this reaction rate because the cross section is produced
through different underlying nuclear mechanisms. Isospin selection rules suppress the E1
component of the ground state cross section, creating a unique situation where the E1 and
E2 contributions are of nearly equal amplitudes. Experimentally there have also been great
challenges. Measurements have been pushed to the limits of state-of-the-art techniques, often
developed for just these measurements. The data have been plagued by uncharacterized
uncertainties, often the result of the novel measurement techniques that have made the different
results challenging to reconcile. However, the situation has markedly improved in recent years,
and the desired level of uncertainty ≈10% may be in sight. In this review the current
understanding of this critical reaction is summarized. The emphasis is placed primarily on the
experimental work and interpretation of the reaction data, but discussions of the theory and
astrophysics are also pursued. The main goal is to summarize and clarify the current under-
standing of the reaction and then point the way forward to an improved determination of the
reaction rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The baryonic matter that is a product of the big bang takes
the form of hydrogen, helium, and very small amounts of
lithium. This is the seed material that has fueled the chemical
evolution of our Universe. Through the many generations of
stars their life cycles have been governed by myriads of
microscopic interactions driven by the short range strong and
weak forces and the long range electromagnetic force.
Chemical reactions define the molecular configurations of
elements in our environment, while nuclear processes are
responsible for the formation of the chemical elements
themselves. The history and environments where the forma-
tion processes occur dictate the elemental and isotopic
abundance distributions that we observe today.
The nuclear reactions necessary for the formation of the
elements can take place only at conditions of high density and
temperature. These conditions occur only in special settings in
the Universe, such as the center of stars and during stellar
explosions. Tens of thousands of nuclear reactions can
participate in a specific nucleosynthesis scenario, depending
on the various environmental conditions. However, only a
small fraction of these reactions have a strong impact on the
overall chemical evolution of the elements. These few
reactions have far reaching consequences for the chemistry
and the subsequent molecular evolution of baryonic matter.
There is one reaction of particular relevance 12Cðα; γÞ16O that
influences the 12C=16O ratio in our Universe. This reaction,
together with the 3α process, the fusion of three 4He nuclei
into one 12C nucleus, defines the carbon and oxygen abun-
dance that is the fundamental basis for all organic chemistry
and for the evolution of biological life in our Universe. As
Willy Fowler wrote in his 1983 Nobel Prize lecture (Fowler,
1984), “The human body is 65% oxygen by mass and 18%
carbon with the remainder mostly hydrogen. Oxygen (0.85%)
and carbon (0.39%) are the most abundant elements heavier
than helium in the Sun and similar main sequence stars. It is
little wonder that the determination of the ratio 12C=16O,
produced during helium burning, is a problem of paramount
importance in nuclear astrophysics.” As a consequence, the
reaction has been dubbed “the holy grail of nuclear
astrophysics.”
The significance of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction for energy
production and nucleosynthesis in stars is closely tied to that
of the 3α process. The simultaneous fusion of three α particles
was discussed by Bethe (1939), but it was not until prelimi-
nary measurements of the long lifetime of the 8Be were made
that it was realized by Salpeter (1952) that a much more
efficient two-step reaction was possible. Finally it was Hoyle
(1954) who deduced that there must be an actual resonance in
the 8Beðα; γÞ12C reaction, the famous Hoyle state in 12C, that
enhances the cross section even further (Salpeter, 2002). The
experimental work of Cook et al. (1957) rather quickly
established the rate of the 3α process since it depends mainly
on the strength of the Hoyle state [see Freer and Fynbo (2014)
for a recent review]. Current estimates of the uncertainty in the
3α rate are at about the 10% level over the regions of typical
astrophysical interest. However, at lower temperatures
(< 0.1 GK), the uncertainty is likely much larger, because
other reaction mechanisms become significant [see, e.g.,
Suno, Suzuki, and Descouvemont (2016) and references
therein].
Nature is not so kind to us with the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction.
Here the cross section enhancement is not the result of a single
narrow resonance or even several such resonances, but stems
from the very delicate (and seemingly devious) interferences
between broad overlapping resonances and nonresonant
reaction components, properties which are much more diffi-
cult to determine accurately. Originally only the E1 contri-
bution to the cross section was thought to dominate and the
reaction rate and estimates were based purely upon the
properties of the 1− subthreshold state in 16O. At that time,
since no direct measurements had been made, only very rough
predictions of the cross section, based on theory and indirect
measurements, were possible. For example, in the seminal
work of Burbidge et al. (1957) (B2FH), the ground state γ
width of the 1− subthreshold level at Ex ¼ 7.12 MeV had
been measured by Swann and Metzger (1956) as Γγ0 ¼
130þ90−80 meV but no experimental information was available
for the reduced α width, which had to be calculated based on
rudimentary nuclear theory. The significance of the compa-
rable E2 contribution was not realized for another 30 years
(Redder et al., 1987).
This review provides an overview of the astrophysical
significance of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction, the particular role it
plays in nuclear physics, and a review of the interpretation and
analysis of the experimental nuclear physics data that provide
the basis for the presently used nuclear reaction rate in
astrophysical simulations. In this work we seek to employ
as comprehensive a study of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction as
possible by including other measurements that provide
important information on the 16O compound nucleus for
our interpretation of the reaction mechanism. This is imple-
mented using a state-of-the-art R-matrix analysis, whose
theoretical basis and implementation is explored in detail.
Based on this complementary information a reaction rate
analysis is performed that includes all available reaction and
decay data associated with the 16O compound nucleus. The
goal is to investigate the uncertainties associated with the low-
energy extrapolation of the existing laboratory data into the
stellar energy range. The uncertainties in the reaction rate are
determined by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation techniques and a
detailed investigation of the systematic uncertainties in both
data and model. Finally, the impact of these uncertainties will
be investigated in the framework of stellar model simulations.
II. HELIUM BURNING AND ITS ASTROPHYSICAL
SIGNIFICANCE
The 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction plays a major role in key nuclear
burning phases driving the evolution and the associated
nucleosynthesis in low mass and massive stars. This includes
main-sequence hydrogen burning, where 12C and 16O formed
by the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction in previous generations of stars
can play a critical role. On the main sequence, hydrogen
burning fuses four hydrogen nuclei into helium releasing
about 25 MeV of energy. This energy release generates the
internal pressure conditions for maintaining the stability of the
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stellar core against gravitational contraction. For low mass
stars with initial masses M ≲ 1.5M⊙ the fusion process is
facilitated by the pp chains, a sequence of light ion capture
reactions building upon the fusion of two protons into a
deuteron by the weak interaction. In more massive stars
M ≳ 1.5M⊙, the importance of the pp chains is diminished
and the fusion process is dominated by a catalytic reaction
sequence, the CNO cycles that are characterized by four
proton capture reactions and two βþ decays on carbon and
oxygen forming a cycle by emitting an α particle. The result of
CNO nucleosynthesis is the conversion of hydrogen to 4He
and enrichment of 14N based on the depletion of the initial 12C
and 16O nuclei.
With the depletion of hydrogen in the stellar core, hydrogen
burning continues only in a shell surrounding the inert core.
The hydrogen depleted core contracts gravitationally, increas-
ing the density and temperature of the core matter. This
contraction is halted with the ignition of helium burning as a
new energy source. Helium burning is triggered by the
3α process releasing 7.5 MeV in fusion energy and producing
12C. This is a rather unique process, setting stringent con-
ditions for the ignition of helium burning in stars. The
3α process is followed by the subsequent α capture reaction
12Cðα; γÞ16O, converting the 12C into 16O. These two isotopes
are the principal products of helium burning. The ratio of these
products affects not only their own nucleosynthesis but the
future evolution of the star in its subsequent burning phases.
The ratio of 12C=16O is determined by the competition
between the 3α and 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction rates at a given
temperature. The time evolution of the molar abundances
Yð12CÞ and Yð16OÞ can be calculated as a function of the
helium seed abundance Yð4HeÞ, the reaction rates λreaction of
the helium burning processes, and the density ρ using the
following equations:
dYð12CÞ
dt
¼ 1
3!
Y3ð4HeÞρ2λð3αÞ − Yð4HeÞYð12CÞρλ12Cðα;γÞ16O;
dYð16OÞ
dt
¼ Yð4HeÞYð12CÞρλ12Cðα;γÞ16O
− Yð4HeÞYð16OÞρλ16Oðα;γÞ20Ne; ð1Þ
where the stoichiometric factor of 1=3! accounts for indis-
tinguishable α particles.
Figure 1 illustrates a typical evolution of Eq. (1) at
constant temperature and density. Putting helium on the
x axis instead of time makes the evolution largely indepen-
dent of the exact thermodynamic conditions. The feeding of
12C, driven by the 3α process, occurs early in the evolution
when the abundance of carbon is low and helium is high.
Oxygen production occurs later by α capture on the freshly
produced 12C. This shows the sensitivity of the 12C=16O ratio
to the strengths of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O and 16Oðα; γÞ20Ne rates in
addition to the 3α process that facilitates the feeding of these
isotopes. Both reactions are therefore critical for our under-
standing of the emergence of 12C and the evolution of its
abundance.
In typical helium burning environments the reaction rate
λ16Oðα;γÞ20Ne is considerably smaller than λ12Cðα;γÞ16O. Both
the 3α process and the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction burn with
high efficiency through pronounced resonance mecha-
nisms. In contrast, the 16Oðα; γÞ20Ne reaction lacks any
such resonance enhancement in the stellar energy range
making its rate comparatively much lower (Costantini
et al., 2010). This essentially prohibits further helium
burning beyond 16O and maintains the 12C=16O balance
as we observe it today. This effect of a sensitive balance
between these three reactions is frequently discussed as an
example for the anthropic principle, a prerequisite for the
evolution of biological life as we know it in our Universe
(Carr and Rees, 1979). These deliberations dominated the
discussion of the importance of the interplay between these
three reactions in the early second half of the 20th century
(Kragh, 2010).
With the emergence of more sophisticated stellar modeling
and nucleosynthesis simulation techniques, a number of more
intricate questions emerged that underlined the importance of
the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction. It plays a crucial role for stellar
evolution and the associated nucleosynthesis during later
stages. The aspects and consequences of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
rate have been investigated in detail by performing extensive
modeling of the evolution and nucleosynthesis patterns in
stars over a wide range of stellar masses. These simulations
were performed using tabulated reaction rates (Caughlan and
Fowler, 1988; Angulo et al., 1999), or later (Buchmann and
Barnes, 2006), with variations based on the predicted uncer-
tainty ranges. There are pronounced differences with respect
to the role of the reaction rate for nucleosynthesis in low- and
intermediate-mass stars M ≤ 8M⊙ that develop into asymp-
totic giant branch (AGB) stars with subsequent mass loss,
ending as white dwarfs and massive stars M ≥ 8M⊙ that
develop toward their final fate as core-collapse supernova. The
outcome of these studies is discussed in the following
sections.
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FIG. 1. Typical evolution of 12C and 16O mass fractions as a
function of the 4He mass fraction at constant temperature and
density. A mass fraction Xi of isotope i is related to the molar
abundance Yi of Eq. (1) by Xi ¼ WiYi, where Wi is the atomic
weight. The oxygen mass fraction rises above the carbon mass
fraction only when the helium abundance is relatively small.
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A. Helium burning in low- and intermediate-mass stars
When a single star on the main sequence exhausts the
supply of hydrogen in its core, the core contracts and its
temperature increases, while the outer layers of the star expand
and cool. The star becomes a red giant (Iben, 1991; Stancliffe
et al., 2009; Karakas and Lattanzio, 2014). The subsequent
onset of helium burning in the core, for stars with initial
massesM ≳ 0.5M⊙, causes the star to populate the horizontal
branch in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram for more metal-
poor stars or the red clump for more metal-rich stars (Cannon,
1970; Faulkner and Cannon, 1973; Seidel, Demarque, and
Weinberg, 1987; Castellani, Chieffi, and Straniero, 1992);
Girardi, 1999). After the star depletes the supply of helium in
its core, the carbon-oxygen (CO) core contracts while the
envelope once again expands and cools along a path that is
aligned with its previous red-giant track. The star becomes an
AGB star (Hansen, Kawaler, and Trimble, 2004; Herwig,
2005; Kippenhahn, Weigert, and Weiss, 2012; Fishlock et al.,
2014; Salaris et al., 2014).
A variation of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O rate affects the core helium
burning lifetime which in turn impacts the mass of the
resulting He-exhausted core at the onset of the AGB phase.
This mass is an important quantity that affects many of the
star’s properties during the AGB phase. Low- and intermedi-
ate-mass stars enter the AGB phase with hydrogen and helium
fusion continuing in shells around a hot core composed
primarily of carbon and oxygen and a trace amount of the
neutron-rich isotope 22Ne. The precise influence of the
12Cðα; γÞ16O rate on the nucleosynthesis in AGB stars is
challenging to accurately evaluate in the framework of present
models due to multiple uncertainties (e.g., mixing processes).
Yet, the reaction does play a key role for the nucleosynthesis
during the AGB phase affecting the ejected abundances as
well as the 12C=16O ratio in the white dwarf remnant.
During the AGB phase helium ignites in the He shell under
electron degenerate conditions, whose energy release triggers
a sequence of convective thermal pulses, often called He-shell
flashes. Depending on mass and composition, there may be a
few to several hundred thermal pulses. During a He-shell flash
the 3α process is the dominant source of energy and a
producer of 12C. The 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction creates 16O, whose
mass fraction increases with depth. However, the duration of a
He-shell flash is relatively short. Simulations suggest the 16O
mass fraction in the intershell rises to ≃0.2, the 12C mass
fraction to 0.2–0.45, and the remaining material is mainly 4He
(Werner and Herwig, 2006; Battino et al., 2016).
The energy release from the thermal pulses also temporarily
reduces or extinguishes H burning in the layers beneath the
stellar envelope and causes convection to pull material from
the central regions of the star toward its surface ( Herwig,
2005; Straniero, Gallino, and Cristallo, 2006; Karakas and
Lattanzio, 2014). This dredged-up material is enriched in
carbon, oxygen, and s-process elements from the helium
intershell, modifying the surface composition ( Gallino et al.,
1998). This phenomenon is confirmed by the spectroscopic
analysis of AGB stars (Abia et al., 2001; Zamora et al., 2009),
post-AGB stars (Delgado-Inglada et al., 2015), measurements
of presolar grains (Lugaro et al., 2003), and planetary nebula
as the dredged-up material is blown into the interstellar
medium by stellar winds (Van Winckel and Reyniers, 2000).
For stars with an initial mass less than ≃6M⊙ the temper-
ature in the stellar core is too low to ignite 12C fusion, and the
post-AGB evolution leads to a white dwarf. The 12Cðα; γÞ16O
reaction rate has a large influence on the mass fraction
profiles of 12C and 16O in the white dwarf remnant
(Herwig, Austin, and Lattanzio, 2006; Fields et al., 2016).
For example, properties of white dwarf models derived from
Monte Carlo stellar evolution surveys suggest a variation of
12Cðα; γÞ16O within the experimental uncertainties causes a
≃50% spread in the central carbon and oxygen mass fractions.
Surveys of planetary nebulae find cases of oxygen enrichment
by nearly a factor of 2 relative to carbon (Delgado-Inglada
et al., 2015), which may be due to an enhanced 12Cðα; γÞ16O
rate or mixing processes (Pignatari et al., 2016).
Asteroseismology studies of white dwarfs seek to determine
the 12C=16O profile and infer the reaction rate from the
transition of the white dwarfs inner oxygen-rich region to
the carbon-rich region in the outer layers (Metcalfe, 2003).
For stars with an initial mass above≃7M⊙ the temperatures
in the stellar core are high enough to ignite carbon, and the
minimum mass for neon ignition is≃10M⊙. Stars with initial
masses between ≃7M⊙ and ≃10M⊙ are designated as super-
AGB stars. Depending primarily on the initial mass, 12C=16O
profile, and composition mixing model, the ignition of carbon
may not occur at all (for stars ≲7M⊙), occur at the center of
the star (for stars ≳10M⊙), or occur somewhere off center
(Siess, 2007, 2009; Poelarends et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2013;
Doherty et al., 2015; Farmer, Fields, and Timmes, 2015) In the
off-center case, ignition is followed by the inward propagation
of a subsonic burning front (Nomoto and Iben, 1985; Timmes,
Woosley, and Taam, 1994; García-Berro, Ritossa, and Iben,
1997; Lecoanet et al., 2016). The ignition conditions depend
on the 12C=16O ratio determined by the 12Cðα; γÞ16O rate
and may vary by a factor of ≃13 at ignition (Straniero
et al., 2003).
The 12C=16O profile in the remnant white dwarf impacts the
ignition of type Ia supernovae, one of the premier probes
for measuring the cosmological properties of the Universe
(Riess et al., 1998; Perlmutter et al., 1999). The carbon mass
fraction impacts the overall energy release, expansion veloc-
ity, and silicon-group and iron-group ejecta profiles (Höflich,
Wheeler, and Thielemann, 1998; Röpke et al., 2006; Calder
et al., 2007; Raskin et al., 2012; Miles et al., 2016; Seitenzahl
et al., 2016) in progenitor systems involving either one white
dwarf (single degenerate channel) or two white dwarfs (double
degenerate channel).
B. Helium burning in massive stars
Most of a main sequence star’s initial metallicity comes
from the CNO and 56Fe nuclei inherited from its ambient
interstellar medium. The slowest step in the hydrogen burning
CNO cycle is proton capture onto 14N. This results in all the
CNO catalysts piling up into 14N when hydrogen burning is
completed. During the early onset of core helium burning, the
reaction sequence 14Nðα; γÞ18FðβþνeÞ18Oðα; γÞ22Ne converts
all of the 14N into 22Ne. For the first time, the stellar core has a
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net neutron excess. As detailed later, this neutronization is
important for the slow neutron capture (s) process in mas-
sive stars.
Helium burning in massive stars with initial masses M ≳
8M⊙ has a lifetime of≃106 yr. Typical core temperatures and
densities in solar metallicity stellar models are ≃2 × 108 K
and ≃1 × 103 g cm−3, respectively (Iben, 1966; Woosley,
Heger, and Weaver, 2002; Limongi and Chieffi, 2003;
Nomoto, Kobayashi, and Tominaga, 2013). As the convective
helium core evolves the temperature and density rise signifi-
cantly and thus so does the energy generation due to the
3α process and 12Cðα; γÞ16O reactions. Carbon production is
favored by larger densities and smaller λ12Cðα;γÞ16O, while
oxygen production is favored for smaller densities [see
Eq. (1)] and larger λ12Cðα;γÞ16O. Figure 1 shows that the last
remnants of helium fuel are the most important in setting the
final 12C=16O ratio.
In addition, during the final stages of helium burning, when
the temperature and density are larger, the three reactions
12Cðα; γÞ16O, 22Neðα; nÞ25Mg, and 16Oðα; γÞ20Ne compete for
those last few α particles. The 22Neðα; nÞ25Mg reaction is the
dominant neutron source of the s process in massive stars
(Raiteri et al., 1991; Käppeler et al., 1994; The, El Eid, and
Meyer, 2007; Tur, Heger, and Austin, 2009; Pignatari et al.,
2010), producing about eight neutrons per iron seed nuclei.
Therefore, the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction has an impact on
s-process nucleosynthesis, where a larger rate translates into
a smaller production of neutrons. For temperatures larger than
≃4 × 108 K, the 16Oðα; γÞ20Ne rate becomes larger than the
12Cðα; γÞ16O rate, converting some of the abundant 16O
into 20Ne.
The neutronization, entropy profile, and 12C=16O ratio
that emerges from core helium burning influence the sub-
sequent evolution of a massive star. The uncertainty of the
12Cðα; γÞ16O rate propagates to the subsequent carbon, neon,
oxygen, and silicon burning stages ( Imbriani et al., 2001; El
Eid, Meyer, and The, 2004). For example, upon helium
depletion the core again contracts and heats to conditions
conducive to carbon burning by the 12Cþ 12C reaction.
Ignition of carbon depends on the fusion cross section of
this heavy-ion reaction and on the square of the carbon fuel
abundance that is chiefly set by the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction. Tur,
Heger, and Austin (2007, 2010) considered the influence of
uncertainties in the 3α and 12Cðα; γÞ16O reactions on the
evolution and nucleosynthesis of massive stars. Using a
reference 12Cðα; γÞ16O rate of 1.2 times that of Buchmann
et al. (1996), they concluded that variations of this rate
induced variations in the final abundances ejected by the
supernova explosion including 12C, the key radionuclides
26Al, 44Ti, and 60Fe, and the final mass of the remnant.
These later evolutionary phases are a rich site of challenges
that include the interplay between nuclear burning (Couch
et al., 2015; Farmer et al., 2016; Müller et al., 2016;
Jones et al., 2017), convection (Meakin and Arnett, 2007;
Viallet et al., 2013), rotation (Heger, Langer, and Woosley,
2000; Rogers, 2015; Chatzopoulos et al., 2016), radiation
transport (Jiang et al., 2015, 2016), instabilities (Garaud et al.,
2015; Wheeler, Kagan, and Chatzopoulos, 2015), mixing
(Maeder and Meynet, 2012; Martins et al., 2016), waves
(Rogers et al., 2013; Aerts and Rogers, 2015; Fuller et al.,
2015), eruptions (Humphreys and Davidson, 1994; Kashi,
Davidson, and Humphreys, 2016; Quataert et al., 2016), and
binary partners (Justham, Podsiadlowski, and Vink, 2014;
Marchant et al., 2016; Pavlovskii et al., 2017). This bonanza
of physical puzzles is closely linked with compact object
formation by core-collapse supernovae (Timmes, Woosley,
and Weaver, 1996; Eldridge and Tout, 2004; Özel et al., 2010;
Perego et al., 2015; Suwa et al., 2015; Sukhbold et al., 2016)
and the diversity of observed massive star transients (Van Dyk
et al., 2000; Ofek et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2016). Recent
observational clues that challenge conventional wisdom
(Zavagno et al., 2010; Vreeswijk et al., 2014; Boggs et al.,
2015; Jerkstrand et al., 2015; Strotjohann et al., 2015) coupled
with the expectation of large quantities of data from upcoming
surveys (Creevey et al., 2015; Papadopoulos et al., 2015;
Sacco et al., 2015; Yuan et al., 2015), new measurements of
key nuclear reaction rates and techniques for assessing
reaction rate uncertainties (Wiescher, Käppeler, and
Langanke, 2012; Sallaska et al., 2013; Iliadis et al., 2016),
and advances in 3D pre-supernova modeling (Couch et al.,
2015; Müller et al., 2016; Jones et al., 2017) offer significant
improvement in our quantitative understanding of the end
states of massive stars.
C. Helium burning in first stars
After the photons of the cosmic microwave background
were released, the Universe exhibited a uniform structure with
no point sources of light. As gravitational perturbations grew,
dark matter and gas aggregated. No metals existed to facilitate
the cooling and further condensation of gas into stars, as in
later generations. Primordial star formation was instead driven
by cooling through molecular hydrogen line emission (Palla,
Salpeter, and Stahler, 1983). The first stars—referred to as
H-He, pregalactic, population III, or zero metallicity stars—
are thought to have initially formed at redshifts z≃ 20 in
small dark matter haloes of mass ≃106M⊙ (Abel, Bryan, and
Norman, 2002; McKee and Tan, 2008; Turk, Abel, and
O’Shea, 2009). Simulations suggest that fragmentation of
the central gas configuration allows for a range of stellar
masses 1M⊙ ≲M ≲ 1000M⊙, depending on the dimension-
ality, spatial resolution, and local physics used in the simu-
lations (Truran and Cameron, 1971; Fuller, Woosley, and
Weaver, 1986; Hosokawa et al., 2016; Stacy, Bromm, and
Lee, 2016).
The 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction impacts the early nucleosynthe-
sis steps of the first generation of stars. In sufficiently massive
first generation starsM ≳ 10M⊙, the pp chains have too weak
a temperature dependence to provide enough energy gener-
ation to halt gravitational contraction. Such stars continue to
get denser and hotter until the central temperature reaches
≃108 K, where the 3α reaction synthesizes 12C (Ezer and
Cameron, 1971). This self-production of carbon is followed
by the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction to produce oxygen. The zero
metallicity star thus makes enough of its own CNO elements
to power the catalytic, hydrogen burning CNO cycles, halt
gravitational contraction, and proceed onto the main
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sequence. The evolution of the first stars from the main
sequence to their final fate continues to be investigated across
the entire initial mass spectrum (D’Antona, 1982; El Eid,
Fricke, and Ober, 1983; Guenther and Demarque, 1983; Bond,
Arnett, and Carr, 1984; Umeda, Nomoto, and Nakamura,
2000; Weiss et al., 2000; Marigo et al., 2001; Heger and
Woosley, 2002, 2010; Ritter et al., 2016). In stars sufficiently
massive to burn helium, the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction establishes
the 12C=16O profile which impacts the subsequent evolution.
Indeed, the most metal-poor stars that we observe today
carry signatures of the first core-collapse supernovae, char-
acterized by enhancements of carbon and oxygen relative to
iron, ½C=Fe ∼ ½O=Fe ∼þ3.0 (Bond, 1981; Bessell and
Norris, 1984; Beers, Preston, and Shectman, 1985, 1992;
Frebel et al., 2005, 2015; Christlieb, 2008; Keller et al., 2014;
Hansen et al., 2016; Yoon et al., 2016). A large fraction of
these stars show [C/Fe] and [O/Fe] ratios larger than those in
the Sun (Bonifacio et al., 2015; Hansen et al., 2015). The full
potential of stellar archaeology can likely be reached in
ultrafaint dwarf galaxies, where the simple formation history
may allow for straightforward identification of second-
generation stars (Ji, Frebel, and Bromm, 2015). These
observations confirm the important role of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
reaction for interpreting the onset of nucleosynthesis in the
first stars.
D. Uncertainty considerations
The reliability of nucleosynthesis predictions depends on
the quality of the stellar models and the nuclear reaction input
parameters. The interplay between these two components
defines the overall uncertainty in the model predictions. The
quality of stellar model simulations has seen a rapid improve-
ment over the last two decades due to the enormous increase in
computational power. This has effectively reduced the tradi-
tional uncertainties associated with the model parameters,
putting larger demands on the uncertainties associated with
the reaction cross section.
An unprecedented effort has also been invested into
improved experimental data and extrapolation techniques.
While there have been significant advances, cross section
measurements toward lower energies represent a staggering
experimental challenge. The exponential decline of the cross
section can translate a few tens of keV steps toward lower
energies into an order of magnitude reduction in reaction
yield. This needs to be compensated by either a significant
increase in beam current, a significant increase in detection
efficiency, and/or a significant decrease in the experimental
background. Past experiments have pushed the measurements
to the limit of the practical amount of time and effort that is
achievable with current resources. However, advances in
detector technology and high current, low background accel-
erator facilities offer renewed chances to move forward.
Improvements in the extrapolation technique are also
possible. One major step forward can be made be making
a more complete and consistent treatment of all reaction
parameters and data using R-matrix theory. The overall
uncertainty in the cross section evaluations, however, is
difficult to assess. In addition, the propagation of the rate
through the stellar models is also open to interpretation. An
attempt based on statistical means was suggested by Iliadis
et al. (2015). This was adopted by Fields et al. (2016) to
provide uncertainty ranges for different quantities predicted
by a stellar model (e.g., density or mass fraction of 12C) as
they are sensitive to the uncertainty in the rate of the
12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction given by Kunz et al. (2002).
The long-standing large uncertainties associated with the
12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction rate and the difficulties in providing a
reliable extrapolation of laboratory data to the stellar energy
range triggered initiatives to deduce the reaction rate from
nucleosynthesis simulations for massive stars and the com-
parison with observational abundance distributions. The first
attempt utilized a set of massive star models ranging from
12M⊙ to 40M⊙, following nuclear burning through all phases
of stellar evolution up to the point of iron core collapse
(Weaver and Woosley, 1993). Within the uncertainties of the
model simulations, the results indicated a reaction rate that is
in good agreement with that suggested later by Buchmann and
Barnes (2006) on the basis of an R-matrix analysis. A similar
approach was taken by Garnett (1997), who used the C/O
abundance ratio in the ionized interstellar gas of galaxies, with
very low heavy element abundances, to constrain the
12Cðα; γÞ16O rate. This study confirmed the results of the
former analysis by Weaver and Woosley (1993).
A similar analysis on the impact of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
reaction rate on the nucleosynthesis of heavier element yields
during presupernova evolution and supernova explosions
was performed by Tur, Heger, and Austin (2007). They
considered the nucleosynthesis in stars with initial masses
ranging from 13M⊙ to 27M⊙ calculated from the implicit,
one-dimensional, hydrodynamical stellar evolution code
KEPLER (Woosley, Heger, and Weaver, 2002). They varied
the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction rate by scaling the S factor of
Sð300 keVÞ ¼ 146 keV b as suggested by Buchmann and
Barnes (2006) by a factor of 0.6 to 1.9, probing the impact on
the production factors of light elements and, in particular, the
carbon/oxygen mass fraction at carbon ignition at the center of
these massive stars. The results again suggested good agree-
ment with the prediction by Buchmann and Barnes (2006),
confirming the earlier results of Weaver and Woosley (1993)
and Garnett (1997). The study concluded that for a reliable
nucleosynthesis simulation for massive stars, the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
reaction rate needs to be known to an uncertainty of 10%.
This work was followed more recently by a more expanded
study (West, Heger, and Austin, 2013), where the sensitivity
of presupernova evolution and supernova nucleosynthesis
yields of massive stars was considered in dependence of
variations in the 3α and the 12Cðα; γÞ16O rates. These
variations were kept within an uncertainty range of 2σ. A
grid of 12 initial stellar masses between 12M⊙ and 30M⊙,
using 176 models per stellar mass, were computed to explore
the effects of the two independently varying rates on the
production of intermediate-mass elements A ¼ 16–40 and the
s-only isotopes produced efficiently by the weak s process
(70Ge, 76Se, 80Kr, 82Kr, 86Sr, and 87Sr) in comparison to the
solar abundance distribution. The study found a close corre-
lation between the two rates for an optimal fit of the
abundances, as to be expected by Eq. (1), indicating that
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an increase of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O rate requires an increase in the
3α rate.
E. The nuclear reaction rate
While these model based studies are certainly of great
interest, they depend on the reliability of the stellar models,
the model parameters, and the numerical treatment of the
hydrodynamic aspects of stellar evolution. Depending on
the internal burning conditions in the specific environments
the stellar reaction rate needs to be well known over a wide
energy range.
The nuclear reaction rate can be calculated from the total
reaction cross section σðEÞ by integration over the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distributions of the interacting particles in a stellar
environment of temperature T. The reaction rate per particle
pair is given by
NAhσvi ¼

8
πμ

1=2 NA
ðkBTÞ3=2
Z
∞
0
σðEÞEe−E=kBTdE; ð2Þ
where μ is the reduced mass, E ¼ μv2=2 is the center-of-mass
energy, NA is Avogadro’s number, and kB is Boltzmann’s
constant. The energy-dependent cross section is the key input
for determining the reaction rate. This is determined by
various reaction contributions and mechanisms.
Traditionally, the charged-particle reaction cross section is
expressed in terms of the astrophysical S factor
SðEÞ ¼ σðEÞEe2πη: ð3Þ
The exponential term e2πη approximately accounts for the
influence of the Coulomb barrier on the cross section, where η
is the Sommerfeld parameter ð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃμ=2Ep Z1Z2e2=ℏ2Þ. Therefore
SðEÞ essentially describes the nuclear and centrifugal barrier
components of the reaction mechanism and is also more
convenient for plotting and extrapolation. The reaction rate
scales with the S factor at the stellar energy range, and
the literature therefore often quotes the S factor at a typical
stellar energy. For the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction this is at
Ec:m: ¼ 300 keV. Thus the value of Sð300 keVÞ is often
given for ease of comparison of the impact of the nuclear
reaction data on the extrapolation.
Equation (2) can be approximated when either of two
extreme cases dominate the S factor. First, some S factors are
dominated by nonresonant processes (e.g., direct capture) and
are often characterized by a nearly energy-independent S
factor. In this case, the energy range of interest for a specific
burning temperature T is traditionally defined in terms of the
Gamow window, which is defined by the integrand in Eq. (2).
For a constant S factor, the integrand can be approximated by
a Gaussian distribution around the mean center-of-mass
energy E0 (in units of MeV) of
E0 ¼ 0.122ðZ21Z22μˆT29Þ1=3; ð4Þ
with Z1 and Z2 being the charges of the interacting particles, μˆ
is the reduced mass in atomic mass units, and T9 is the
temperature in GK. Using the same notation, the width ΔE of
the Gamow range is given by
ΔE ¼ 0.236ðZ21Z22μˆT59Þ1=6: ð5Þ
The reader is cautioned that this Gaussian distribution concept
may break down in the case of resonances or as one moves
above the Coulomb barrier (i.e., at higher temperatures)
(see Fig. 28).
This simple formalism facilitates the quick identification of
the energy range over which the reaction cross section needs
to be determined to provide a reaction rate for stellar burning
simulations. Table I summarizes the energy ranges corre-
sponding to the characteristic temperatures of the various
stellar environments discussed in Sec. II. A purely exper-
imentally determined reaction rate would require experimental
cross section data covering the full range of these energies
(0.15 < Ec:m: < 3.4 MeV). Since this has not been achieved
for the lower energies, the reaction rate for 12Cðα; γÞ16O has to
rely on the extrapolation of experimental data obtained at
higher energies.
The second case is when the S factor is dominated by
narrow isolated resonances (i.e., such that the resonance width
is small compared to the resonance energy and interference
effects can be neglected). Ignoring all energy dependences
except the Lorentzian approximation of the Breit-Wigner
cross section, Eq. (2) can then be integrated analytically.
This yields an expression for the reaction rate in terms of
resonance strengths ωγi:
NAhσvi ¼ 1.5394 × 1011ðμˆT9Þ−3=2
×
X
i
ωγi exp

−11.605ERi
T9

cm3
smol

; ð6Þ
where ωγi and ERi are the resonance strength and resonance
energy of the ith resonance in MeV, respectively.
The resonance strengths are proportional to the production
and decay widths, Γin and Γout:
TABLE I. Astrophysical environments and burning stages where the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction plays an important role. The temperatures of these
environments dictate the energy ranges where the 12Cðα; γÞ16O cross section must be well known for an accurate calculation of the reaction rate.
Burning stages Astrophysical sites Temperature range (GK) Gamow energy range (MeV)
Core helium burning AGB stars and massive stars 0.1–0.4 0.15–0.65
Core carbon and oxygen burning Massive stars 0.6–2.7 0.44–2.5
Core silicon burning Massive stars 2.8–4.1 1.1–3.4
Explosive helium burning Supernovae and x-ray bursts ≈1 0.6–1.25
Explosive oxygen and silicon burning Supernovae > 5 > 1.45
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ωγ ¼ ð2J þ 1Þð2J1 þ 1Þð2J2 þ 1Þ
ΓinΓout
Γ
; ð7Þ
where J is the spin of the resonance, J1 and J2 are the spins of
the nuclei in the entrance channel, and Γ is the total width of
the resonance. In the case of radiative α capture reactions, Γin
and Γout correspond to the α and γ partial widths Γα and Γγ ,
respectively.
Complicating matters, the energy dependence of the
12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction does not fall into either of these two
specialized categories. Instead, the S factor is dominated by
broad resonances which interfere with one another, a regime in
between the two extreme cases discussed. Therefore the
reaction rate must be determined through numerical integra-
tion of Eq. (2). However, in addition to these broad resonances
there are also a few narrow resonances that are superimposed
upon them. Because of practical experimental considerations
(i.e., target thickness and accelerator energy resolution), the
strengths of these narrow resonances are much easier quan-
tities to measure accurately than the individual widths or
actual cross sections over them. Therefore, in practice,
numerical integration of Eq. (2) is used in conjunction with
the narrow resonance specific form of Eq. (6) to calculate the
total rate of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction. This process is
described in more detail in Sec. IX.
The following section is dedicated to outlining our present
knowledge of the reaction mechanisms and the underlying
nuclear structure and reaction phenomena that are needed for
an accurate calculation of the reaction rate. For an informed
extrapolation it is important to treat and determine the
12Cðα; γÞ16O cross section as a nuclear physics problem that
can be solved only by understanding the complex quantum
mechanics of the reaction mechanism. Further, nuclear theory,
as discussed in Secs. III and IV, independently calculates the
different multipolarities of the reaction. Thus for the extrapo-
lation to be made, it is necessary to not only measure the total
cross section as a function of energy σðEÞ, but also to
understand its composition in terms of photon multipolarities
and 16O final states.
III. NUCLEAR PHYSICS ASPECTS
The reaction mechanism of 12Cðα; γÞ16O, and therefore its
cross section or S factor, is characterized by strong resonant
and nonresonant contributions and the interference effects
between these components. The strength of these components
is directly associated with the nuclear structure of the 16O
nucleus. Being doubly magic it has been the subject of
numerous studies and its unique level structure has provided
a long-standing challenge for theoretical descriptions.
The 16O compound nucleus is represented schematically in
Fig. 2. It has four particle bound excited states at excitation
energies Ex ¼ 6.05, 6.13, 6.92, and 7.12 MeV. As an even-
even nucleus, the spin of the ground state is Jπ ¼ 0þ and the
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FIG. 2. Level diagram of the 16O compound nucleus. Levels that are irrelevant to the analysis are omitted, for example, unnatural parity
states below the proton separation energy. Several reactions that populate the CN are shown where their energy axis has been converted
to excitation energy. At low energy only 12Cþ α0, 16Oþ γ, and 16NðβαÞ partitions are considered. At higher energies, the 15Nþ p and
12Cþ α1 partitions are also included. Representative experimental cross section measurements that populate the CN are shown on the
right. The total cross section data for the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction are those of Schürmann et al. (2005), the 15Nðp; γ0Þ16O those of LeBlanc
et al. (2010), the 16NðβαÞ12C spectrum is from Buchmann et al. (1993), and the 12Cðα; α0Þ12C data are from Tischhauser et al. (2002).
The solid red curves represent the phenomenological R-matrix fits described in this work.
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four excited states are 0þ, 3−, 2þ, and 1−, respectively. The
two odd parity states are considered to be single-particle
configurations that can be described well in the framework of
the shell model, while the two of even parity have been
characterized as cluster configurations that require a micro-
scopic potential or cluster model approach (Langanke and
Friedrich, 1986). From the following cluster model discus-
sions in Sec. III.B, one might expect that the separation energy
Sα0 of the
16O CN into an α particle and the ground state
configuration of 12C is at Ex ¼ 7.16 MeV. It will become of
utmost relevance for the reaction rate that Sα0 is only a few
hundred keV above the 2þ and 1− bound states. It is useful to
note that all of the excited bound states that γ decay do so to
the ground state with nearly 100% probability. Angular
momentum and spin selection rules dictate that if the 16O
compound nucleus is formed by a 12Cþ α0 reaction (intrinsic
spins both equal to 0), then only states with J ¼ l and
π ¼ ð−1Þl (natural parity states), where J is the total spin
and l is the relative orbital angular momentum, can be
populated. With the limitation to only natural parity states,
the γ-ray decay selection rules allow only electric transitions
to the 0þ ground state to occur. Further, γ-ray decays from 0þ
to 0þ states are strictly forbidden.
The 12Cðα; γÞ16O cross section is greatly influenced by the
isospin of the states in 16O. The two 1− levels that most
influence the low-energy cross section, those at Ex ¼
7.12 MeV (bound) and 9.59 MeV (unbound), are T ¼ 0,
for which E1 γ-ray decays would be strictly forbidden to
the ground state if the states were isospin pure. However, the
Coulomb interaction breaks isospin symmetry, causing the
states to become isospin mixed, allowing for such transitions
to take place, albeit at a reduced strength. This is the primary
reason that the E1 and E2 multipolarity components of the
12Cðα; γ0Þ16O cross section are of nearly equal strength. In
fact, the earliest studies of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction were
made primarily to study the effects of isospin symmetry
breaking. At higher energies, the next T ¼ 0 state is at Ex ¼
12.45 MeV and the first T ¼ 1 state is at Ex ¼ 13.09 MeV.
Reproducing the properties of these states, especially the γ-ray
decay widths, has proven challenging for nuclear models as
discussed further in Sec. III.B.
The level structure of 16O results in very different reaction
mechanisms favored by the γ-ray deexcitations to the ground
state versus those to higher-lying excited states. As discussed
in more detail in Sec. IV.D, E1 direct capture to the ground
state is greatly suppressed. On the other hand, the large
Q value for the ground state transition favors resonance
decays. This results in resonances, including those of the
subthreshold states, dominating over the direct capture. It
should also be noted that while the E1 direct capture strength
is negligible, there is the possibility that E2 direct capture
could be a significant component to the cross section in off-
resonance regions. In contrast, resonant deexcitations to the
high-lying excited states in 16O are suppressed because of
their smaller Q values. This then puts the strength of
resonance decays on par with that of the direct capture, with
direct capture even dominating in several cases (see
Sec. VI.C). Therefore, the cascade transition cross sections
are expected to be small compared with those of the ground
state. This then makes the determination of asymptotic
normalization coefficients for the corresponding final states
critical for modeling the external capture component of the
capture cross sections for these transitions (see Secs. IV.D
and VI.C).
The essential goal is to obtain an accurate value of the cross
section over the energy range that contributes significantly to
the reaction rate calculation (see Sec. IX). Ideally the cross
section could simply be measured directly in the laboratory,
but this is not a viable option since the Coulomb repulsion
between the two charged particles makes the cross sections
over the Gamow energy region extremely small. For the
12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction, the cross section at Ec:m: ¼ 300 keV is
estimated to be about 2 × 10−17 b. This is still about 5 orders
of magnitude below the sensitivity, a few picobarns, achieved
by the most state-of-the-art measurements. For this reason,
nuclear reaction theories must be used to aid in the extrapo-
lation of the cross section to the astrophysically relevant
region. This is the crux of the problem.
Several different approaches have been investigated. The
cluster model approach provides guidance for interpreting
the level structure of the 16O compound nucleus, but so far
they are not a sufficiently reliable method for predicting
reaction cross sections or for extrapolating existing exper-
imental data from laboratory studies into the stellar energy
range. Phenomenological models, fit to experimental data and
extrapolated to low energy, are more accurate and have been
the mainstay for many years. The remainder of this section is
devoted to an introduction to the experimental data and the
status of the cluster and phenomenological models used to
interpret it.
A. The experimental situation
A host of experimental measurements have been made to
study the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction over the years. Because of its
incredible importance to the field of nuclear astrophysics and
the extreme challenge of its measurement, nearly every kind of
technique in the experimental nuclear physicist’s tool box has
been brought to bear. Experiments have ranged from the most
sophisticated, brute force, high beam current, direct measure-
ments, to techniques as indirect as the study of the β-delayed α
emission of 16N and Coulomb excitation. These extensive and
diverse efforts have aimed either at the direct study of the low-
energy cross section or at the study of the nuclear properties of
the levels near the α threshold in the 16O compound nucleus.
Direct methods have evolved from measuring reaction
yields in close geometry where only faint signals were
observed, and are difficult to interpret, to measuring high
statistics detailed angular distributions in far geometry that
approach direct observation of the differential cross sections.
Most experiments have focused on a limited low-energy
region in the range 1 < Ec:m: < 3 MeV for two primary
reasons. First, a broad 1− resonance (corresponding to the
level at Ex ¼ 9.59 MeV in Fig. 2) enhances the cross section
in this region making measurements more viable. This
state then serves as a touch stone for measurements toward
lower energies. Second, measurements are greatly hindered by
the increasing, and very high cross section, 13Cðα; nÞ16O
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background reaction. The large amount of neutrons it creates
causes several serious experimental difficulties. The neutrons
themselves cause damage to the delicate lattice structure of
solid state detectors. Further, secondary γ rays are created
through inelastic neutron scattering and neutron capture on
both surrounding material and the detectors themselves. They
create γ rays over a wide energy range that hinder the
measurements of all the transitions of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
reaction (Makii et al., 2005).
In recent years, the vast improvements in experimental
techniques have expanded the accessible energy range, to both
lower and higher energies. This effort, coupled with sub-
stantial improvements in the phenomenological description of
the reaction contributions and the overall reaction mechanism
through R-matrix theory, leads to a substantially improved
confidence in the low-energy extrapolation of the cross
section. Before entering into a detailed discussion of the
experimental data and its phenomenological interpretation in
Secs. V and VI, the following sections provide a summary of
past utilization of both cluster models and R-matrix theory for
interpreting the 12Cðα; γÞ16O cross sections.
B. Cluster models
Since the pioneering work of Wheeler (1937a), it has been
argued that individual nucleons should often be found in
tightly bound α-particle cluster configurations [see, e.g., Beck
(2010, 2012, 2014) for a series of recent reviews]. It follows
then that for nuclei that are integer multiples of the α particle,
many of the nuclear excitations in the compound nucleus can
be interpreted as the molecular configurations of α particle
clusters. This then strongly influences the strength of the
associated resonance states and the strength of direct capture
transitions, which usually dominate the reaction mechanism.
This idea is particularly interesting when played out using the
theoretical framework of the Ikeda model (Ikeda, Takigawa,
and Horiuchi, 1968), which predicts pronounced α-clustering
configurations near the α threshold. Thus the effect of α
clustering is particularly critical for reactions in stellar helium
burning, where the 3α process and the subsequent
12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction dominate (Freer, 2007).
For modeling the radiative capture cross section of the
12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction, a number of cluster models of varying
levels of sophistication have been applied to investigate the
impact of these effects on the various transition components.
This is, in particular, important for the E2 ground state
transition due to the fact that the subthreshold 2þ state at
Ex ¼ 6.92 MeV represents a high degree of α clustering
(Brown and Green, 1966). In the E1 ground state component,
the cluster contribution of the Ex ¼ 7.12 MeV subthreshold
state and its interference with the resonance corresponding to
the broad Ex ¼ 9.59 MeV cluster state add significantly to the
reaction strength.
Most of the cluster models applied to the study of this
reaction have their roots in the resonating group method
(RGM) originally proposed by Wheeler (1937b). Microscopic
potential models (PMs) have been presented by Langanke and
Koonin (1983, 1985) and Funck, Langanke, and Weiguny
(1985) and are summarized by Langanke and Friedrich
(1986). Single-channel and multichannel generator coordinate
method (which is equivalent to the RGM) calculations have
also been developed (Descouvemont, Baye, and Heenen,
1984; Descouvemont and Baye, 1987; Descouvemont,
1993; Dufour and Descouvemont, 2008). Many of these
works have also included calculations of the strengths of
the 12Cðα; γÞ16O cascade transitions (Descouvemont,
Baye, and Heenen, 1984; Langanke and Koonin, 1985;
Descouvemont and Baye, 1987; Dufour and
Descouvemont, 2008). Since none of these models allow
for all of the degrees of freedom associated with 16 nucleons,
the use of effective interactions is required along with
some phenomenological adjustment of parameters to agree
with experimental inputs such as separation thresholds and
resonance energies.
Despite the long-standing theoretical development, preci-
sion α-cluster modeling is still challenging. As a recent
example, the α-cluster configuration of the 16O nucleus
was studied using a modified shell-model approach built on
a cluster-nucleon configuration interaction model with
advanced realistic shell-model Hamiltonians. The model
was constructed in order to investigate the strength of
clustering phenomena in the harmonic oscillator basis
(Volya and Tchuvil’sky, 2015). This study provides a com-
prehensive description of the α-cluster structure of the 16O
nucleus up to a very high excitation energy range based on the
12C ground state configuration. The study demonstrates the
possible existence of pronounced α-cluster configurations,
in particular, for the energy range near the α threshold
where large α spectroscopic factors are predicted for natural
parity resonance and subthreshold levels in the range
6.0 < Ex < 8.5 MeV. These theoretical results are in general
agreement with the tabulated values obtained by α transfer and
capture reactions (Tilley, Weller, and Cheves, 1993).
In principle these models are highly constrained and
consequently have great predictive power. However, the
cluster models are challenged to describe all of the available
experimental data with the precision required for nuclear
astrophysics applications. This is largely because they take
only certain cluster components in the reaction mechanism
into account. For example, there are difficulties in correctly
describing the width of the narrow 2þ state at Ex ¼ 9.84 MeV
with this approach, as it is predominantly not an α-cluster state
(Dufour and Descouvemont, 2008). The new approach of
coupling the cluster model with modern shell-model tech-
niques offers new opportunities for a more comprehensive
theoretical description of the level structure of the 16O
compound nucleus that is necessary for a reliable theoretical
prediction of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction cross section (Volya
and Tchuvil’sky, 2015). Another state-of-the-art example is
the calculation of Epelbaum et al. (2014), where binding
energies, charge radii, quadrupole moment (for the 2þ state),
and electromagnetic transition strengths are provided for the
even-parity bound states of 16O. As theoretical approaches
become truly ab initio, they will significantly further our
understanding of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction. Already cluster
models can be very useful for making theoretical calculations
of asymptotic normalization coefficients (ANCs) for the
bound states of 16O and this should see further attention.
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However, because of the limitations described, phenomeno-
logical approaches must still be employed.
C. Phenomenological models
A strong point of phenomenological reaction models is that,
while remaining ignorant of more fundamental nuclear phys-
ics (i.e., internal nuclear wave functions), well-established
quantum-mechanical symmetries and conservation laws, such
as angular momentum conservation and unitarity, can still be
enforced. This allows the model to remain flexible, while still
providing many stringent constraints. On the other hand,
phenomenological models have little predictive power without
data and the quality of their constraints or predictions is very
much dependent upon the quality of the supporting exper-
imental data.
The most long-standing and pervasive phenomenological
model for the resolved resonance region is the R-matrix theory
of Wigner and Eisenbud (1947), which was further developed
by Bloch (1957) and Lane and Thomas (1958). It has been
used by many in the field for the analysis of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
reaction as well as many other reactions. The R-matrix model,
as described in more detail in Sec. IV, offers the best approach
to phenomenological analysis of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction at
this time. Some of the other alternatives, and justification for
this assertion, are discussed later.
One extension of the R-matrix method that has been applied
to the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction is the “hybrid” R-matrix-optical
model (Johnson, 1973; Koonin, Tombrello, and Fox, 1974). In
this approach, the broad 1− state at Ex ¼ 9.85 MeV and
higher-energy background levels are modeled using an optical
potential, with the subthreshold 1− state being introduced as a
separate R-matrix level. Refinements have been provided in
subsequent publications (Langanke and Koonin, 1983, 1985).
This method has the attractive feature that the optical model
should reproduce many of the higher-lying broad resonances.
If this can replace the need for additional background pole
terms, the number of free parameters could be greatly reduced
and an improved constraint on the extrapolated S factor
could be achieved. However, these models have difficulties
describing, over a broad energy range, the high-precision
12Cðα; αÞ12C elastic scattering data that are now available
(Plaga et al., 1987; Tischhauser et al., 2009). These difficulties
are not present in the standard R-matrix approach due to the
greater flexibility. Nevertheless, the hybrid model may still be
interesting for investigating the effects of the nuclear inter-
action beyond the channel radius.
An alternative to the R matrix is the K matrix, as developed
by Jean Humblet (Humblet, Dyer, and Zimmerman, 1976;
Humblet, 1990). K-matrix theory is based upon a pole
expansion (Mittag-Leffler series) of a meromorphic function,
rather than the properties of eigenfunctions satisfying boun-
dary conditions as in R-matrix theory. Some advantages of the
K-matrix approach are that there is no channel radius and
the computation of Coulomb wave functions is not needed.
The fitting of experimental data is in general quite similar to
the R-matrix approach, with equal numbers of free parameters
leading to similar quality fits, S-factor extrapolations, and
uncertainties. A detailed comparison of the K- and R-matrix
approaches for 12Cðα; γÞ16O has been given by Azuma et al.
(1994). A disadvantage of the K-matrix method is that the
background remaining in addition to the explicitly included
levels has a complicated and generally uncertain functional
form, including the possibility of subthreshold poles (echo
poles) and complex-energy poles; see Barker (1994b), Brune
(1996), and Humblet, Csòtò, and Langanke (1998). The
situation is much clearer in the R-matrix approach, where
the remaining background can consist only of real pole terms
at higher energies.
Recently, several researchers have investigated new
approaches for obtaining bound-state ANCs from elastic
scattering data (Safronov, 2009; Sparenberg, Capel, and
Baye, 2010; König, Lee, and Hammer, 2013), but it is not
clear if these methods offer any advantages over the phe-
nomenological R-matrix approach.
With these considerations, a phenomenological R-matrix
approach will be used to interpret the experimental data
and perform the interpolation and extrapolation of the
12Cðα; γÞ16O cross section over the entire range of astrophysi-
cal interest. The following section details the critical aspects of
this theoretical framework.
IV. R-MATRIX THEORY
Since the first analysis of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction by
Barker (1971), R-matrix theory has been used to model the
experimental data. Over the intervening years many different
approaches have been used (see Table IV), but for the reasons
discussed, the R matrix has been the most common method
and is the choice adopted for the present analysis. In many
previous works, the R-matrix formalism has been specialized
to the 12Cðα; γÞ16O case in order to simplify the formulas. In
this more global analysis, that considers several other reaction
partitions in addition to 12Cþ α and 16Oþ γ, the complete
formalism is required. Sections IV.A–IV.E cover the R-matrix
theory in a general manner, keeping in mind that the R-matrix
approach is a useful tool for many applications besides the
phenomenological analysis of nuclear reactions. Section IV.F
discusses considerations that are specific to the phenomeno-
logical analysis of nuclear reaction data and finally Sec. IV.G
covers our specific application to 12Cðα; γÞ16O.
A. General R-matrix theory
R-matrix theory has been explained in detail in previous
reviews (Lane and Thomas, 1958; Hale and Dodder, 1980;
Azuma et al., 2010; Descouvemont and Baye, 2010), and only
certain details will be described here. For the most part, we
utilize the approach and notation of Lane and Thomas (1958)
(LT); an important alternative is the Bloch operator formalism
(Bloch, 1957; Lane and Robson, 1966).
The most basic premise of R-matrix theory divides the
nuclear configuration space into two distinct regions: the
nuclear interior where the many-body nuclear interactions are
complicated, and the exterior where it is assumed there are two
clusters in each channel that can be treated as separate and
noninteracting (except for the Coulomb potential). Channels
are assumed to be orthogonal and are labeled by the indices
αsl≡ c, where α defines a particular pair of nuclei, s is the
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coupled spin (channel spin) of the pair, and l is the relative
orbital angular momentum. We work in the nuclear center-of-
mass system; the quantities μα, kα, vα, and rα are the reduced
mass, wave number, relative velocity, and radial separation for
pair α. Channel spin wave functions are defined by
jψiαsν ¼ ½jψiα1 ⊗ jψiα2sν; ð8Þ
where jψiα1 and jψiα2 are the internal wave functions of the
nuclei 1 and 2 making up pair α, and ν is the channel spin
projection.
For each channel, the dividing surface between the regions
is taken to be a sphere of radius rα ¼ ac. This radius is known
as the channel radius and may be different for different
channels. It is convenient to utilize the “channel surface
functions” introduced by Hale and Dodder (1980) which have
total angular momentum J with component M:
jScJMi ¼

ℏ2
2μαac

1=2 δðrα − acÞ
ac
½jψiαsν ⊗ ilYlmðrˆαÞJM;
ð9Þ
where Ylm are the spherical harmonics. These functions
can be used to project a total wave function into a well-
defined angular momentum state on a particular channel
surface.
In the internal region, we take the basis vectors jλJMi
to be the solutions to the nuclear Hamiltonian with
energy eigenvalues Eλ that satisfy boundary conditions
(LT, Eq. V.2.1)
hScJMj ∂∂rα rαjλJMi ¼ BchScJMjλJMi; ð10Þ
where Bc are real energy-independent boundary condition
constants. They are orthogonal and normalized over the
internal region such that
hλ0J0M0jλJMi ¼ δλ0λ; δJ0JδM0M: ð11Þ
They are also understood to be complete, provided that all
basis vectors satisfying the boundary condition (an infinite
number) are included. Under time reversal these basis vectors
transform according to (LT, Eq. III.3.4)
KjλJMi ¼ ð−1ÞJ−MjλJ −Mi; ð12Þ
where K is the time-reversal operator. The real
M-independent reduced-width amplitudes are given by
(LT, Eq. III.4.8a)
γλcJ ¼ hScJMjλJMi; ð13Þ
i.e., by the amplitude of the eigenfunction at the nuclear
surface.
In the external region wave functions can be expressed in
terms of (LT, Eq. III.2.19)
jIcJMi ¼ IαlðrαÞ
v1=2α rα
½jψiαsν ⊗ ilYlmðrˆαÞJM; ð14aÞ
jOcJMi ¼ OαlðrαÞ
v1=2α rα
½jψiαsν ⊗ ilYlmðrˆαÞJM; ð14bÞ
where the incoming and outgoing Coulomb functions
Iαl and Oαl are defined by LT, Eq. III.2.13. For closed
channels the outgoing solution Oαl is taken to be
the exponentially decaying Whittaker function (LT,
Eq. III.2.17) and vα for negative energies is a positive
real quantity as defined by LT (Sec. III.1). In addition one
defines
Lc ¼

rα
Oαl
∂Oαl
∂rα

ac
¼ Sc þ iPc; ð15Þ
where the shift factor Sc and penetration factor Pc are
real quantities. Other Coulomb surface quantities are given
by Oc ¼ OαlðacÞ, Ic ¼ OαlðacÞ, and Ωc ¼ ðIc=OcÞ1=2. The
relative Coulomb phase shift ωαl is defined by LT,
Eq. III.2.13c. From this point forward, we suppress the
angular momentum labels J and M where it introduces no
ambiguity and denote jScJMi by jci in order to simplify the
presentation.
By expanding an arbitrary wave function jΨi in the internal
region in terms of the basis jλi and applying Green’s theorem,
it can be shown (LT, Eq. V.2.7) that
hcjΨiint ¼
X
c0
Rcc0 hc0j
∂
∂rα0 rα0 − Bc0 jΨiint; ð16Þ
where Rcc0 are elements of the R matrix. It is a function of the
energy E and can be expressed in terms of the reduced-width
amplitudes and energy eigenvalues as
Rc0c ¼
X
λ
γλc0γλc
Eλ − E
: ð17Þ
Essentially, R defines the logarithmic derivative of the radial
wave function at the channel surface(s) as a function of
energy.
The general wave function jΨi may be expanded in the
external region (i.e., outside the channel radii) via
jΨiext ¼
X
cJM
zcJM

jIcJMi −
X
c0
UJc0cjOc0JMi

; ð18Þ
where the expansion coefficients zcJM specify the incoming
flux which can only be nonzero for open channels andUcc0 are
elements of the scattering matrix U (also called the collision
matrix). By evaluating hcjΨiext and hcjð∂=∂rαÞrαjΨiext and
comparing the results to Eq. (16) considering the continuity of
the logarithmic radial derivative at the channel radius, U can
be related to R and the external Coulomb functions evaluated
at the channel radii. The result is (LT, Eqs. VII.1.5 and
VII.1.6a)
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U ¼ Ωf1þ 2iP1=2½1 − RðL − BÞ−1RP1=2gΩ; ð19Þ
where Ω, P, L, and B are purely diagonal with elements Ωc,
Pc, Lc, and Bc, respectively; 1 is the unit matrix. Alternatively,
the elements of the scattering matrix can be expressed as
Uc0c ¼ Ωc0Ωc

δc0c þ 2iðPc0PcÞ1=2
X
λμ
Aλμγλc0γμc

; ð20Þ
where Aλμ are elements of the level matrix A that is defined in
level space by its inverse
½A−1λμ ¼ ðEλ − EÞδλμ −
X
c
γλcγμcðLc − BcÞ: ð21Þ
We also define a matrix M that is closely related to the
scattering matrix U:
U ¼ Ω½1þ 2iP1=2MP1=2Ω; ð22Þ
Mc0c ¼ f½1 − RðL − BÞ−1Rgc0c ð23Þ
¼
X
λμ
Aλμγλc0γμc: ð24Þ
The matrix M may be interpreted physically as the projection
of the outgoing-wave Green’s function onto the channel
surfaces [(Lane and Robson, 1966, Eq. (65)].
If the scattering matrix is diagonal, the nuclear phase shifts
δc may be defined via
Ucc ¼ e2iδc : ð25Þ
The Ωc0Ωcδc0c term provides a so-called hard-sphere contri-
bution to Ucc0 ; it is present only for elastic scattering. While
the phase shift corresponding to this term is mathematically
identical to that resulting from an infinite repulsive core at the
channel radius, one should avoid placing too much physical
significance on it since the total phase shift has contributions
both from this term and from the R matrix. Note also that the
hard-sphere term is present even if the nuclear interactions
vanish.
The solution corresponding to Eq. (18) in the internal
region can be found using (LT, Eq. IX.1.31)
jΨiint ¼ −i
X
cJM
Ωcð2ℏPcÞ1=2zcJM
X
λμ
AλμγμcjλJMi: ð26Þ
With the particular choice
zξJM ¼ i

πℏð2lþ 1Þ
μαkα

1=2
ðslν0jJMÞ; ð27Þ
where ξ≡ αsl and zcJM ¼ 0 for c ≠ ξ, jΨiext is asymptotically
equal to exp½ifkαzα þ ηα log kðrα − zαÞgjψiαsν plus outgoing
waves. In this case, noting that M ¼ ν only, jΨi becomes
jαsνiext ¼
X
lJ
i

πℏð2lþ 1Þ
μαkα

1=2
ðslν0jJνÞ
×

jIξJνi −
X
c
UJcξjOcJνi

; ð28aÞ
jαsνiint ¼
X
lJ
ℏΩξ

2πPξð2lþ 1Þ
μαkα

1=2
ðslν0jJνÞ
X
λμ
AλμγμξjλJνi:
ð28bÞ
The wave function jαsνi corresponds to an incident plane
wave in partition α with channel spin s and projection ν; the
asymptotic form of Eq. (28a) may be used to define scattering
amplitudes. These equations are also useful for calculating
radiative capture in perturbation theory, as described later. In
addition, the plane wave states can be expressed in terms of
partial waves:
jαsνi ¼ iπ
1=2
kα
X
lJ
ð2lþ 1Þ1=2ðslν0jJνÞjαslJνi; ð29Þ
where the internal and external representations of jαslJνi can
be read off by inspection of Eq. (28).
For the calculation of observables, formulas from general
reaction theory may be utilized. Defining the transition matrix
to be
Tcc0 ¼ e2iωcδcc0 − Ucc0 ; ð30Þ
the angle-integrated cross section can then be computed via
(LT, Eq. VIII.3.2b)
σαα0 ¼
π
k2α
X
Jll0ss0
gJjTcc0 j2; ð31Þ
where the case of elastic scattering of charged particles is
excluded. The statistical factor is given by
gJ ¼
2J þ 1
ð2Jα1 þ 1Þð2Jα2 þ 1Þ
; ð32Þ
where Jα1 and Jα2 are the individual particle spins for the
pair α.
While the angle integrated cross section is related in a rather
simple way to the transition matrix via Eq. (30), the unpo-
larized differential cross section takes on a more complicated
form because different partial waves may interfere:
dσα;α0
dΩα0
¼ 1ð2Jα1 þ 1Þð2Jα2 þ 1Þ
X
ss0
ð2sþ 1Þ dσαs;α0s0
dΩα0
; ð33Þ
where
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ð2sþ 1Þ k
2
α
π
dσαs;α0s0
dΩα0
¼ ð2sþ 1ÞjCα0 ðθα0 Þj2δαs;α0s0
þ 1
π
X
L
BLðαs; α0s0ÞPLðcos θα0 Þ þ δαs;α0s0 ð4πÞ−1=2
×
X
Jl
ð2J þ 1Þ2Re½iðTJc0cÞCα0 ðθ0ÞPlðcos θα0 Þ; ð34Þ
with
BLðαs; α0s0Þ ¼
ð−1Þs−s0
4
X
J1J2l1l2l1 0l2 0
Z¯ðl1J1l2J2; sLÞ
× Z¯ðl10J1l20J2; s0LÞðTJ1α0s0l1 0;αsl1ÞðT
J2
α0s0l2 0;αsl2
Þ
ð35Þ
and
Z¯ðl1J1l2J2; sLÞ ¼ ½ð2l1 þ 1Þð2l2 þ 1Þð2J1 þ 1Þð2J2 þ 1Þ1=2
× ðl1l200jL0ÞWðl1J1l2J2; sLÞ: ð36Þ
Here the PLðcos θαÞ are the Legendre polynomials and W is
the Racah coefficient. The CαðθαÞ are the Coulomb ampli-
tudes that are present only for charged-particle elastic scatter-
ing. They are given by
CαðθαÞ¼ ð4πÞ−1=2ηαcsc2

θα
2

×exp

−2iηα ln

sin

θα
2

;
ð37Þ
where ηα is the Sommerfeld parameter for the partition α. The
differential cross section for polarized particles, which is not
utilized in this analysis, can be found in Paetz gen. Schieck
(2012), for example.
B. Physical interpretation of the R-matrix parameters
Following Thomas (1951), it is instructive to make a one
level approximation to the level matrix A. This leads (ignoring
the hard-sphere contribution if c ¼ c0) to
jTcc0 j2 ¼
ΓλcΓλc0
ðEλ − Eþ ΔλÞ2 þ ð1=4Þð
P
c00Γλc00 Þ2
; ð38Þ
where Γλc ¼ 2Pcγ2λc is the formal partial width for channel c
and Δλ is the energy-dependent level shift:
Δλ ¼ −
X
c
γ2λc½ScðEÞ − Bc: ð39Þ
This form is functionally quite similar to the expression of
Breit and Wigner (1936) for a single resonance level, with the
exception of the level shift. Considering that the boundary
condition constants Bc are arbitrary real parameters, the
correspondence to the Breit-Wigner formula may be made
closer by choosing
Bc ¼ ScðEλÞ; ð40Þ
i.e., such that the level shift vanishes at Eλ. In this situation,
we may associate Eλ with the resonance energy.
When the boundary conditions satisfy Eq. (40), we denote
the corresponding R-matrix parameters with tildes, i.e., as ~Eλ
and ~γλc.
Further following Thomas (1951), one may make a linear
approximation to the level shift
Δλ ≈ ð ~Eλ − EÞ
X
c
~γ2λc
dSc
dE
ð ~EλÞ ð41Þ
and Eq. (38) becomes (LT, Eq. VII.3.2)
jTcc0 j2 ¼
~Γλc ~Γλc0
ð ~Eλ − EÞ2 þ ð1=4Þð
P
c00
~Γλc00 Þ2
; ð42Þ
where (LT, Eqs. XII.3.5 and XII.3.6)
~Γλc ¼
2Pc ~γ2c
1þPc0 ~γ2λc0 ðdSc0=dEÞð ~EλÞ : ð43Þ
With this definition, Eq. (42) is now formally identical to the
Breit-Wigner expression. One may expect the Breit-Wigner
formula to be a particularly good approximation to R-matrix
theory in the case of an isolated narrow resonance, such that
the importance of other resonances and any nonlinear energy
dependence of ScðEÞ is minimal.
The partial width for decay into channels which are closed
(or bound) is zero. In this case, one defines instead the ANC,
which are real quantities that can be related to the reduced
width via (LT, Eqs. IV.7.1–IV.7.4), [(Barker, 1995), Eqs. (8)
and (16)], [(Mukhamedzhanov and Tribble, 1999), Eqs. (60)
and (63)]
Cλc ¼
ð2μαacÞ1=2
ℏWcðacÞ
~γλc
½1þPc0 ~γ2λc0 ðdSc0=dEÞð ~EλÞ1=2 ; ð44Þ
where WcðacÞ is the exponentially decaying Whittaker func-
tion evaluated at the channel radius. Note that the square of
this equation C2λc is very similar in structure to Eq. (43) that
describes the partial widths in unbound channels. If the level
in question is bound in all channels, it can be shown (LT,
Eq. A.29) that the factor of

1þ
X
c0
~γ2λc0
dSc0
dE
ð ~EλÞ

1=2
in the denominator of Eq. (44) is exactly what is required to
change the normalization volume of the eigenfunction from
the interior region [see Eq. (11)] to all space.
Based on the correspondence of Eq. (42) to the Breit-
Wigner formula, the quantities ~Eλ and ~Γλc previously defined
are often called the observed resonance energy and
partial widths corresponding to an R-matrix level; in addition,
Azuma et al. (2010) used the terminology “physical R-matrix
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parameters” for ~Eλ and ~γλc. The reader is cautioned, however,
that many conventions have been used in the past to define
“resonance energies” and “partial widths.” Some workers
also go on to define “observed” reduced widths, which
provides an additional opportunity for confusion (such
parameters are not used in this work). In addition, ~Eλ and
~Γλc are somewhat dependent upon the channel radius that is
used. A more fundamental and unambiguous definition of
resonance energies and partial widths is provided by the poles
and residues of the scattering matrix which may be extracted
from an R-matrix parametrization (Hale, Brown, and Jarmie,
1987). This approach brings with it complications, including
the fact that these poles and residues are generally complex
quantities. However, for the case of a bound state, the relation
is simple: ~Eλ is a pole of the scattering matrix and its residues
are proportional to CλcCλc0 .
In order to give a more intuitive measure of the strength of
the reduced width, it is often divided by the Wigner limit
(Wigner and Eisenbud, 1947) to give the dimensionless
reduced width
θ2λc ¼
~γ2λc
γ2W
; ð45Þ
where
γ2W ¼
3
2
ℏ2
μαa2c
or
ℏ2
μαa2c
ð46Þ
is the Wigner limit. Unfortunately different conventions have
been used for the Wigner limit that has led to some confusion
in the literature. The quantity γ2W may be thought of as a crude
estimate for the reduced width corresponding to a “single-
particle” assumption for channel c. Consequently, θ2λc is
similar to the spectroscopic factor and can be interpreted
physically as a dimensionless measure of the strength of a
level relative to the single-particle case. We generally avoid
the use of θ2λc in this work because of its ambiguous definition
and dependence on channel radius. We have, however,
included some discussion in order to allow comparison with
previous work.
C. Parameter transformations
The tilde notation implies that the parameters are relative to
the choice of boundary condition given by Eq. (40), i.e., that
the level shift vanishes at the resonance energy. It is only for
this choice of Bc that the R-matrix parameters have a simple
physical interpretation. Since the Bc are energy independent,
this implies that only one level of a given spin and parity can
satisfy Eq. (40) and thus the parameters corresponding to other
levels will not have a simple physical interpretation. Barker
(1972) showed that the scattering matrix is invariant with
respect to changes in the Bc, provided the R-matrix parameters
are adjusted using a transformation that was also given. That
this result holds even when the number of levels is finite is
rather remarkable and unexpected and is the likely reason why
it took nearly 30 years after the formulation of R-matrix theory
for this to be noticed. It is possible via iterative searching to
find the transformations which yield Eq. (40) for all channels
simultaneously and thus deduce a physical interpretation for
all of the levels.
Brune (2002) showed that the number of independent
transformations yielding Eq. (40) in all channels is equal to
the original number of R-matrix levels, provided that
dSc=dE > 0 (which appears to be true in practice, although
it remains in general unproven). This work further showed that
the R-matrix formalism could be cast in a form such that the
scattering matrix is given directly in terms of the ~Eλ and ~γλc for
all of the levels. In this approach, the Bc do not appear and all
of the parameters have a simple physical interpretation. We
call ~Eλ and ~γλc the alternative R-matrix parameters. The
alternative level matrix may be defined via
ð ~A−1Þλμ ¼ ð ~Eλ − EÞδλμ −
X
c
~γλc ~γμcðSc þ iPcÞ
þ
X
c
(
~γ2λcSλc λ ¼ μ;
~γλc ~γμc
SλcðE− ~EμÞ−SμcðE− ~EλÞ
~Eλ− ~Eμ
λ ≠ μ;
ð47Þ
where Sλc ≡ Scð ~EλÞ. The M matrix, which via Eq. (22)
determines the scattering matrix and thus the observables,
is then given by
Mc0c ¼
X
λμ
~Aλμ ~γλc0 ~γμc: ð48Þ
It is important to note that this formalism is mathematically
equivalent to the original R-matrix theory. This approach is
used exclusively in the present analysis.
D. Radiative capture
R-matrix theory as described does not include reactions
involving photons and the channel label c used in the previous
equations do not include such channels. As is the case for most
theoretical treatments, we include photon channels in
R-matrix calculations via perturbation theory, where the
transition matrix is given by the matrix element of the
electromagnetic interaction Hamiltonian evaluated between
initial and final nuclear states. The interaction Hamiltonian is
decomposed into a sum of transition operators corresponding
to particular multipolarities which are classified as electric
(EL) or magnetic (ML). The R-matrix formalism is then used
to define the nuclear states. We assume here that the final state
is bound in all nuclear decay channels, although an extension
to unbound final states is possible. The matrix elements can be
evaluated in coordinate space by separately considering the
contributions from inside and outside the channel radii of the
initial scattering state. In the internal region, the key quantities
are the matrix elements of the transition operators between the
R-matrix basis states jλi and the final state, which are defined
to be the (internal) reduced widths for photons. In the external
region, the Coulomb functions can be used for both the initial
and final state. Importantly, a bound final state may be
parametrized completely in the external region by its
ANCs. In the external region, we consider only electric
transitions and utilize the simple Siegert form of the transition
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operators in the long-wavelength approximation. This
contribution to the transition matrix has been traditionally
referred to as external capture and depends only on the
R-matrix parameters for nuclear channels and the final-state
ANCs.
There are different nomenclatures that have been used in the
literature to describe the direct (one-step) process that can
occur for a capture reaction. Since this has led to considerable
confusion, a moment is taken here to better define the
terminology surrounding the direct capture process. In this
work “direct capture” always refers to transitions from an
initial state to a final state in a nonresonant manner, where no
obvious intermediate compound nucleus resonance is popu-
lated. It does not refer to any particular model, including the
direct capture model developed by Rolfs (1973). In fact, it
should be noted that Rolfs (1973) made a careful distinction
between the direct capture model that was being used and the
more general concept of a direct capture process. From a
quantum-mechanical point of view there is no completely
unambiguous way to separate resonant and nonresonant
processes, which implies that the concept of direct capture
is likewise somewhat ambiguous. In the R-matrix approach,
the physical process of direct capture is described by a
combination of external capture and background poles.
From this point of view, the ambiguity is related to the
somewhat arbitrary choice of channel radius, which affects the
strength of background poles and the division between
internal and external capture. Another point which has caused
confusion is that direct capture is not synonymous with
external capture in the R-matrix approach where resonances
also contribute to external capture. However, the two concepts
do have considerable overlap and much of the important early
work in this area used direct capture models that included only
external capture (or extranuclear capture) (Christy and Duck,
1961; Tombrello and Parker, 1963).
The importance of external radiative capture in the R-matrix
approach was first considered by Thomas (1952). The general
formalism was presented by Azuma et al. (2010), which is
based upon the work of Lane and Thomas (1958), Lane and
Lynn (1960), Lynn (1968), Holt et al. (1978), Barker and
Kajino (1991), and Angulo and Descouvemont (2001). We
largely follow Azuma et al. (2010) which employs the general
notation of Barker and Kajino (1991) but utilizes ANCs to
parametrize the strength of the final states.
We utilize the label p≡ ϵLλf for photon channels, where ϵ
indicates the transition type (ϵ ¼ 0 for magnetic, ϵ ¼ 1 for
electric), L is the multipolarity, and λf characterizes the final
nuclear state by its total angular momentum Jf, parity, energy,
and possibly its ANCs. Note that λf is analogous to the label α
used for nuclear partitions.
The differential radiative capture cross section may be
calculated in first-order perturbation theory via (Knutson,
1999)
dσα→λf
dΩγ
¼ kγ
2πℏvα
1
ð2Jα1 þ 1Þð2Jα2 þ 1Þ
×
X
sνqMf
jhλfMfjHeðk⃗γ; qÞjαsνij2; ð49Þ
where jλfMfi is the final-state wave function with total
angular momentum projection Mf; k⃗γ is the photon wave
vector with magnitude kγ ¼ ðE − EfÞ=ℏc with Ef the final-
state energy; Heðk⃗γ; qÞ is the photon emission Hamiltonian,
with q the photon circular polarization; and jαsνi are plane
wave states with outgoing boundary conditions, normalized to
unit magnitude, and are described within the R-matrix
approach by Eq. (28). The final-state wave function is
normalized over all space such that hλfMfjλfM0fi ¼ δMfM0f
and it behaves under time reversal according to
KjλfMfi ¼ ð−1ÞJf−Mf jλ −Mfi: ð50Þ
The photon emission Hamiltonian is given by Heðk⃗γ; qÞ ¼
½Haðk⃗γ; qÞ†, where Haðk⃗γ; qÞ is the photon absorption
Hamiltonian (Rose and Brink, 1967; Knutson, 1999;
Dohet-Eraly and Baye, 2013)
Haðk⃗γ; qÞ ¼ −
X
ϵLμ
q1−ϵαϵLMϵLμ DLμqð−ϕγ;−θγ; 0Þ; ð51Þ
with
αϵL ¼ −

2πðLþ 1Þð2Lþ 1Þ
L

1=2 iLþ1−ϵkLγ
ð2Lþ 1Þ!! : ð52Þ
HereDLμq is the Wigner rotation matrix, θγ and ϕγ describe the
photon emission angles,MϵLμ are the multipole operators, and
μ is the projection of L.
The transition matrix connecting nuclear and photon
channels may be defined as
TJc→p ¼

8πðLþ 1Þ
ℏvαL

1=2 kLþ1=2γ
ð2Lþ 1Þ!! hαslJjji
Lþ1−ϵMϵLjjλfi;
ð53Þ
where the definition of the reduced matrix element is
hαslJMjiLþ1−ϵMϵLμ jλfMfi
≡ ðLJfμMfjJMÞhαslJjjiLþ1−ϵMϵLjjλfi; ð54Þ
and jαslJνi are the partial-wave components of jαsνi defined
by Eq. (29). With this definition of the transition matrix, the
angle-integrated radiative capture cross section corresponding
to Eq. (49) can be written as
σα→λf ¼
π
k2α
X
JlsLϵ
gJjTJc→pj2; ð55Þ
which is analogous to Eq. (31) for the cross section connecting
nuclear partitions. The expression for the differential cross
section in terms of TJc→p is given by Eq. (36) of Azuma
et al. (2010).
We now specify our approach to R-matrix theory, where the
internal and external contributions to the matrix element
hαslJjjMϵLjjλfi are considered separately and we can define
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the total transition matrix to be the sum of internal and external
contributions:
TJc→p ¼ TJc→pðintÞ þ TJc→pðextÞ: ð56Þ
Using Eqs. (28b) and (29) the internal contribution to the
matrix element is given by
hλfjjiLþ1−ϵMϵLjjαslJiint ¼ −iΩcð2ℏvαPcÞ1=2
×
X
λμ
AλμγμchλjjiLþ1−ϵMϵLjjλfiint;
ð57Þ
where the J index is suppressed on the right-hand side (rhs)
and the reduced matrix element is defined as in Eq. (54). We
thus have
TJc→pðintÞ ¼ −2iΩcðPck2Lþ1γ Þ1=2
X
λμ
Aλμγμcγλp; ð58Þ
where the photon reduced-width amplitude is given by
γλp ¼

4πðLþ 1Þ
L

1=2 hλjjiLþ1−ϵMϵLjjλfiint
ð2Lþ 1Þ!! : ð59Þ
Because of the time-reversal properties of jλi and jλfi given
by Eqs. (12) and (50), as well as of the multipole operators,
these reduced-width amplitudes are real quantities (Lane and
Thomas, 1958; Holt et al., 1978; Knutson, 1999) and hence
the complex conjugation symbol on the reduced matrix
element has been dropped. We assume there is no residual
photon-energy dependence of the multipole operators, as is
the case for the long-wavelength approximation, such that the
γλp are constants. Note also that the form of TJc→pðintÞ given
by Eq. (58) has the same structure as the transition matrix
connecting nuclear channels, with the exception that photon
channels do not contribute to Aλμ (or equivalently to the
resonance denominators).
In the external region, explicit forms for the wave functions
and multipole operators will be utilized. Here the final-state
wave function is assumed to consist of two clusters in each
channel and may be written as
jλfMfiext ¼
X
c
Cc
WcðrαÞ
rα
½jψiαsν ⊗ ilYlmðrˆαÞJfMf ; ð60Þ
where the sum is over final-state channels c, WcðrαÞ is the
Whittaker function which describes the radial dependence of
the final channel c, and Cc is the ANC describing the
channel’s asymptotic strength.
Only the electric multipole operators will be considered in
the external region. Assuming that each cluster is represented
by a point charge, using the Siegert form of the operators, and
making the long-wavelength approximation, the electric
multipole operators in partition α become
M1Lμ ¼ e¯LαrLαYLμðrˆαÞ; ð61Þ
where the effective charge is
e¯Lα ¼ e

Zα1

Mα2
Mα

L
þ Zα2

−
Mα1
Mα

L

ð62Þ
with eZαi and Mαi the charges and masses of partition α and
Mα ¼ Mα1 þMα2. The effective charge factor plays a critical
role in 12Cðα; γÞ16O E1 capture. Because of the nearly equal
charge-to-mass ratios of 4He and 12C nuclei, e¯Lα nearly
vanishes for this case and external capture is strongly
suppressed.
The external contribution to the transition matrix can now
be calculated using Eqs. (28a) and (29) for the initial state,
Eq. (60) for the final state, Eqs. (19) and (22) for the nuclear
scattering matrix, Eq. (61) for the multipole operators, and
Eq. (53) for the transition matrix. Note that matrix elements of
these simple electric multipole operators vanish unless α ¼ αf
and s ¼ sf. One thus obtains
TJc→pðextÞ ¼ −2iΩcðPck2Lþ1γ Þ1=2
×
X
c0lf
e¯Lα0
ℏ
ðμα0ac0 Þ1=2VðLlfJs0; l0JfÞCα0s0lf
× ½δcc0P−1c J0clfL þMcc0 ðJ00clfL þ iJ0clfLÞ; ð63Þ
where the real function V contains angular momentum factors:
VðLlfJs; lJfÞ ¼
1
ð2Lþ 1Þ!!

2ðLþ 1Þð2Lþ 1Þ
L

1=2
× ilþL−lfðlL00jlf0Þð2lþ 1Þ1=2
× ð2Jf þ 1Þ1=2WðLlfJs; lJfÞ: ð64Þ
When c is an open channel, the radial integrals J0clfL and J
00
clfL
are given by
J0clfL ¼
Z
∞
ac
GcðacÞFcðrαÞ − FcðacÞGcðrαÞ
F2cðacÞ þ G2cðacÞ
WcfðrαÞrLαdrα
ð65Þ
and
J00clfL ¼
Z
∞
ac
FcðacÞFcðrαÞ þ GcðacÞGcðrαÞ
F2cðacÞ þ G2cðacÞ
WcfðrαÞrLαdrα;
ð66Þ
where cf ≡ αslf and FcðrαÞ and GcðrαÞ are the regular and
irregular Coulomb wave functions, respectively. If channel c
is closed, we take J0ccfL ¼ 0 and
J00clfL ¼
Z
∞
ac
WcðrαÞ
WcðacÞ
WcfðrαÞrLαdrα: ð67Þ
Our radial integrals are very similar to those introduced by
Barker and Kajino (1991), but use a different normalization
and a different convention for closed channels.
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As expressed by Eq. (63), the external photon transition
matrix consists of two types of terms. The first is proportional
to δcc0J0ccfL and thus only receives contributions from the
entrance channel. It is also nonresonant and independent of
the R-matrix parameters of the nuclear channels, except for the
channel radii. In addition, the radial scattering wave function
in the J0ccfL integral corresponds to elastic scattering by a hard
sphere. For these reasons, this contribution has been called
hard-sphere capture. The second term is proportional to theM
matrix and consequently depends on the nuclear R-matrix
parameters and exhibits resonances along with the nuclear
channels. This contribution has been called channel capture in
the literature. Note that the division of capture strength
between the internal contribution, hard-sphere capture, and
channel capture is dependent upon the choice of channel radii.
It is possible to write the internal and external contributions
to TJc→p in a different form that emphasizes another aspect of
the underlying physics that they share. Considering radiative
captures to a particular photon channel p from nuclear
channels of total spin J, we can write Eq. (58) as
TJpðintÞ ¼ −2iΩP1=2kLþ1=2γ γTAγp; ð68Þ
where TJpðintÞ is a column vector in channel space with
elements TJc→p, γ is a matrix (in general, rectangular) with
elements γλc, A is the level matrix defined by Eq. (21), and γp
is a column vector in level space with elements γλp. Using the
method described in the appendix of Brune (2002), Eq. (68)
can also be written as
TJpðintÞ ¼ −2iΩP1=2kLþ1=2γ ½1 − RðL − BÞ−1Rp; ð69Þ
where Rp is a column vector in channel space with
components
½Rpc ¼
X
λ
γλcγλp
Eλ − E
: ð70Þ
Considering now the external region, one can define
column vectors x and y in channel space with components
xc ¼
X
lf
e¯Lα
ℏ
ðμαacÞ1=2VðLlfJs; lJfÞCαslf J0clfL ð71Þ
and
yc ¼
X
lf
e¯Lα
ℏ
ðμαacÞ1=2VðLlfJs; lJfÞCαslf J00clfL: ð72Þ
Equation (63) can then be written as
TJpðextÞ ¼ −2iΩP1=2kLþ1=2γ
× fP−1xþ½1 − RðL − BÞ−1Rðyþ ixÞg
¼ −2iΩP1=2kLþ1=2γ ½1 − RðL − BÞ−1
× f½1 − RðL − BÞP−1xþ Rðyþ ixÞg: ð73Þ
We define P−1c xc ≡ 0 for closed channels, since from Eq. (63)
it is clear that these values affect only TJc→p when c is closed,
which are channels we are not interested in. Defining S to be a
diagonal matrix in channel space with elements consisting of
the shift function Sc, the quantity in braces in Eq. (73)
simplifies to
RpðextÞ≡ ½1 − RðS − BÞP−1xþ Ry; ð74Þ
which is a real quantity as the complex pieces have canceled.
The total transition matrix can now be written as
TJp ¼ −2iΩP1=2kLþ1=2γ ½1 − RðL − BÞ−1½Rp þ RpðextÞ:
ð75Þ
The important result is that both Rp and RpðextÞ are real
quantities, which implies the complex phases of the TJc→p are
determined entirely by Coulomb interactions and the R-matrix
parameters for nuclear channels—and thus not by the photon
emission Hamiltonian. Knutson (1999) pointed out that results
such as this are a manifestation of Watson’s theorem (Watson,
1954), which is more general than R-matrix theory. The
primary assumptions required for Watson’s theorem are first-
order perturbation theory for photon emission and time-
reversal invariance. A derivation of the analogous result for
the single-channel R-matrix case was given by Barker and
Kajino (1991), Eqs. (25)–(27), where the complex phase of
the capture matrix element is found to be simply given by the
sum of the Coulomb and nuclear elastic scattering phase
shifts. As shown by Eq. (55), complex phases do not affect the
total cross section. They do, however, significantly impact
angular distributions, which has important implications for the
12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction, as γ-ray angular distributions are used
to separate the E1 and E2 multipole transitions to the 16O
ground state. It has been found that elastic scattering data,
which can precisely fix the nuclear R-matrix parameters, are
very helpful for improving the accuracy of the extracted
radiative capture multipoles; see Brune (2001) and Gai (2013)
for further discussion.
In the case of a narrow resonance or bound state, a single-
level approximation again provides for a physical interpreta-
tion. We assume the level shift vanishes for level λ and
consequently describe it with ~Eλ, ~γλc, and ~γλp. We make a
single-level approximation to the matrix M appearing in
Eq. (63) and ignore the hard-sphere capture term. The cross
section can then be put into the Breit-Wigner form as shown
before for nuclear channels. It is also useful to define a
channel contribution to the γ-ray reduced-width amplitude:
~γλpðchÞ ¼
X
clf
e¯Lα
ℏ
ðμαacÞ1=2VðLlfJs; lJfÞ
× γλcCαslfðJ00clfL þ iJ0clfLÞ: ð76Þ
The resulting partial γ-ray width can then be written as
~Γλp ¼
2k2Lþ1γ j~γλp þ ~γλpðchÞj2
1þPc ~γ2λcðdSc=dEÞð ~EλÞ : ð77Þ
Note that ~γλp and ~γλpðchÞ, which are the internal and external
contributions, are combined coherently and that ~γλpðchÞ is in
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general a complex quantity. We should also emphasize here
that photon channels do not contribute to the total width in the
denominator of the Breit-Wigner formula in this approach.
The radiative capture formalism presented is easily adapted
to the alternative R-matrix parametrization. The alternative
photon reduced widths ~γλp are defined by the replacements
γλp → ~γλp and hλj → h~λj in Eq. (59). The internal contribution
to the transition matrix is calculated using the replacement
X
λμ
Aλμγμcγλp →
X
λμ
~Aλμ ~γμc ~γλp ð78Þ
in Eq. (58) (Brune, 2002). For the external contribution, one
needs only theM matrix, which is already defined in terms of
the alternative parameters by Eq. (48).
E. β-delayed particle emission
As in the case of radiative capture, β-delayed particle
spectra can be modeled in the R-matrix approach using
first-order perturbation theory. General formulas were given
by Barker and Warburton (1988) and formulas specific to the
β-delayed α-particle spectrum from 16N were given, for
example, by Azuma et al. (1994). Note that only allowed
transitions are considered, which is roughly analogous to only
considering E1 transitions for radiative capture. In addition,
we do not consider any external contribution to the transition
matrix element. Such contributions are not thought to be
significant for the 16N β decays, although they have been
found to be important for understanding the β-delayed
deuteron spectrum from 6He decay (F. Barker, 1994). The
reader should be aware that β decays into unbound states
have received considerably less theoretical attention, in the
R-matrix context or otherwise, than radiative capture.
The rate of β-delayed particle decay may be written as
(Barker and Warburton, 1988)
ln 2
t1=2
¼
Z X
Jc
wJcðEÞdE; ð79Þ
where differential decay rate wJc is summed over the final-state
angular momenta J and channels c≡ αsl and t1=2 is the partial
half-life for β-delayed particle emission. For example, the total
half-life of 16N is 7.13(2) s (Tilley, Weller, and Cheves, 1993),
but the branching ratio for β-delayed α emission is only
1.2 × 10−5. Therefore the β-delayed α emission half-life
is 5.9 × 105 s.
The wJcðEÞ describe the β-delayed particle energy spectrum
(or possibly spectra) components that do not interfere. These
quantities may be written in the R-matrix formalism as
(Barker, 1967, 1969; Barker and Warburton, 1988)
wJcðEÞ ¼ C2fβPc
X
x
				XλμgλxγμcAλμ
				2; ð80Þ
where C2 is a constant factor, fβ is the integrated Fermi
function (the β-decay phase space factor), and the gλx are the
β-decay feeding factors. Here x is used to indicate either Fermi
or Gamow-Teller transitions. The J dependence of the
R-matrix quantities gλx, Pc, γμc, and Aλμ on the rhs of
Eq. (80) has been suppressed. Also note that the β-decay
feeding factors are assumed here to take only real values.
In practice it is often convenient to rewrite Eq. (80) as
nJcðEÞ ¼ fβPc
X
x
			X
λμ
BλxγμcAλμ
			2; ð81Þ
where the feeding factor is now defined to be
Bλx ¼ CðNt1=2= ln 2Þ1=2gλx; ð82Þ
where nJcðEÞ is the number of counts per unity energy, and N
is the total number of counts in the spectrum. Further
variations of this formula exist in the literature, including
dividing Eq. (81) by N and redefining Bλx so that it is
independent of N. In addition, some workers, such as Azuma
et al. (1994), absorbed the reduced width γμc into the
definition of the feeding factor.
In the case of β decay to a narrow unbound level, the single-
level approximation may be used to relate the measured
transition strength to the feeding factor for that level. This
approximation results in a Breit-Wigner energy spectrum for
the particle decay. We assume the level shift vanishes for the
level λ and that its parameters are ~Eλ, ~γλc, and ~Bλx. If one then
ignores the energy dependences of fβ and Pc and assumes Sc
is linear in energy, the integral over the resulting Lorentzian
energy distribution can be performed analytically to obtain
(Barker and Warburton, 1988)
ðft1=2Þλ ¼
Nλt1=2½1þ
P
c ~γ
2
λcðdSc=dEÞð ~EλÞ
π
P
xj ~Bλxj2
; ð83Þ
where Nλ is the total number of counts observed for the
transition. This formula may also be used to define logðft1=2Þλ
values. Also note that this equation becomes exact (in the
sense of the R-matrix approach) if the final state is bound; see
also Appendix A of Riisager (2014) for further discussions of
this topic. We utilize such calculations in this work to define
the feeding factors for bound states and to compare our results
with previous studies in the literature. Note also that β-delayed
particle emission is easily implemented using the alternate R-
matrix parameterization; all that is required is the replacement
X
λμ
BλxγμcAλμ →
X
λμ
~Bλx ~γμc ~Aλμ; ð84Þ
where the relation of the alternative feeding factors ~Bλx to the
Bλx is given by Brune (2002). Finally, since only Gamow-
Teller transitions are allowed for 16NðβαÞ12C, we drop the x
index from the labeling of the β-decay feeding parameters for
this case.
F. R-matrix phenomenology
R-matrix theory can be used for the phenomenological
analysis of nuclear reaction data by adjusting the parameters
to optimize the agreement with experimental data. More
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specifically, this means adopting channel radii and adjusting
the parameters Eλ and γλc that determine the scattering matrix
in nuclear channels. These parameters can also define the
energies and ANCs of final states in radiative capture. If
radiative capture data and/or β-delayed particle data are
included in the analysis, then the photon reduced widths
γλp and/or the feeding factors Bλx would also be adjusted.
One significant approximation in the phenomenological
R-matrix approach is that the sums over levels must be
truncated. Typically, the known levels up to a certain exci-
tation energy are included and the remainder of the spectrum
is modeled with one or more “background” pole terms for
each spin and parity. This has been the standard technique for
some time (Breit, 1940), but the exact implementation varies.
This approach is utilized in the present work and its effect on
the fit is discussed in Sec. VII.C. In addition, it is also
generally necessary to truncate the sums over channels in a
phenomenological R-matrix analysis. Channels that are
strongly closed energetically are typically neglected, as they
are expected to have very little influence (LT, Sec. X.2).
Channels with large orbital angular momenta are likewise
typically excluded, as their influence is suppressed by the
angular momentum barrier.
The choice of channel radius warrants some discussion.
According to formal R-matrix theory, the channel radius
should be large enough so that at and beyond the channel
radius, nuclear forces are negligible and Coulomb wave
functions are a good approximation. However, increasing
the channel radius increases the density of background poles,
as can be seen from LT (Sec. IV.3.3b) for the case of zero
nuclear potential. In a phenomenological analysis, choosing
too large of a radius leads to problems with the background
poles becoming overly complicated. For example, multiple
background poles might be required to cancel most of the
large hard-sphere elastic scattering phase shift (which
increases along with the channel radius).
In practice, phenomenological R-matrix fits must use
channel radii which enclose most but not all of the nuclear
interactions. As an example, the ab initio calculation of Nollett
et al. (2007) using realistic nuclear forces found that a radius
of 9 fm was required for nuclear interactions in the neutron
plus α system to become negligible. However, a radius this
large would be impractical for phenomenological fitting; see,
for example, Hale, Brown, and Jarmie (1987), where 3 fm was
used for this radius in a phenomenological description. As a
consequence of some nuclear interactions beyond the channel
radius, the phenomenological reduced-width amplitudes must
be considered to be in some sense to be renormalized
quantities. R-matrix fits should, however, be fairly insensitive
to the specific value of the channel radius for a reasonable
range of values. As the radius increases, the penetrability
factor becomes larger and the reduced-width amplitudes
decrease to preserve the physical width. It is thus good
practice to explore the sensitivity of the phenomenological
fit to the channel radius (or radii). If a strong variation in the fit
quality exists, this can often indicate that background poles
have not been sufficiently considered.
The phenomenological R-matrix approach derives much of
its power from the fact that it automatically produces a
scattering matrix that is unitary and symmetric, even with
the truncations mentioned. Unitarity is a particularly powerful
constraint when data are available from multiple reaction
channels. A related statement is that a single set of R-matrix
parameters should be able to simultaneously describe essen-
tially all low-energy nuclear reaction and nuclear structure
data relating to a given compound nucleus. Our implementa-
tion of a phenomenological R-matrix analysis of data relevant
to the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction is discussed next.
G. R-matrix strategy
As described in Sec. II, the energy range of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
cross section that is needed to calculate the reaction rate for
astrophysical environments is very low (Ec:m: ¼ 300 keV),
well below the limits of current experimental sensitivity
(σ ≈ 2 × 10−17 b). Therefore, while there is a significant
amount of data at higher energies, an extrapolation to low
energy must be made. This is the primary reason that the
phenomenological model must be employed. Further, from a
more fundamental theory stand point, the different contribu-
tions to the cross section are calculated independently (see
Secs. III.B and IV.A). Therefore, it provides further constraint
to the phenomenological model if each of the individual
contributions, as well as their sum, is measured independently
as well. Further, as emphasized in Sec. VI, measurements over
a wide energy range, up to several MeVabove the α threshold,
are also very useful since they help constrain both the
interference patterns and the background contributions of
the different components, both of which can result in a large
source of uncertainty in the cross section extrapolation.
Because low-energy measurements of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
reaction are greatly hindered by the Coulomb barrier, indirect
techniques are extremely valuable. In particular, these tech-
niques can be used to deduce the level parameters (i.e.,
energies, ANCs, lifetimes) that can then be used in R-matrix
or other reaction models. These types of measurements have
proven the most useful in constraining the contributions to the
cross section from the subthreshold states. In particular, it is
the 1− level at Ex ¼ 7.12 MeV (Ec:m: ¼ −45 keV) and the
Ex ¼ 2þ level at 6.92 MeV (Ec:m: ¼ −245 keV) that have
the greatest contribution to the total cross section at
Ec:m: ¼ 300 keV. The energies and lifetimes (or γ widths)
are well known for these states, but the ANCs (or reduced
widths) have proven difficult to determine accurately until
recently (see Sec. VI.F).
So far, the most successful indirect methods include
measurements of the α spectrum from 16NðβαÞ12C decay,
the differential cross section of 12Cðα; α0Þ12C elastic scatter-
ing, and α-transfer reactions. All can be used to determine or
constrain one or both of the ANCs of the 1− and 2þ
subthreshold states. One limitation of elastic scattering is
that, as shown by Eq. (34), the Coulomb amplitude dominates
elastic scattering at low energies. Thus for energies below
Ec:m: ≈ 2.0 MeV, the elastic scattering cross section is essen-
tially indistinguishable from Rutherford scattering. In the case
of 16NðβαÞ12C, the spectrum is suppressed at low αþ 12C
relative energies by the Coulomb barrier but the Coulomb
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amplitude is not present. This spectrum has been measured to
below Ec:m: ¼ 1 MeV, i.e., closer to the subthreshold states.
As compound nucleus reactions, the data from the
16NðβαÞ12C decay and 12Cðα; α0Þ12C reaction can be fit
directly in the R-matrix analysis. These data have the added
benefit that they give constraints on other important level
parameters as well. On the other hand, as a direct reaction, the
α-transfer data are analyzed using a distorted wave Born
approximation (DWBA) analysis. The ANCs are deduced
from a DWBA analysis, then the values and associated
uncertainties can be used in the R-matrix model
(Mukhamedzhanov and Tribble, 1999; Mukhamedzhanov,
Gagliardi, and Tribble, 2001).
However, greatly complicating the issue, the subthreshold
resonances interfere with other higher-lying broad resonances.
These interferences are implemented in the R matrix by the
relative signs of the reduced-width amplitudes in Eqs. (17) and
(58); note the relation between the reduced width and the
ANC is given in Eq. (44). The relative signs determine if the
amplitudes of the cross section from the different resonances
will add or subtract, which can give drastically different values
for the cross section in off-resonance regions. This is because
when two components of the cross section (σ1 and σ2)
interfere with one another the magnitude goes as
σinterference ∝ 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σ1σ2
p
: ð85Þ
Therefore even if one of the cross section components is small,
the interference term can still be significant compared to the
total. It is into just such an off-resonance region where the
extrapolation must be made to reach the stellar energy range.
Therefore a reliable and precise extrapolation hinges on the
determination of both the magnitude of the level parameters
and their relative signs (see Sec. VII.B). This means that
detailed measurements of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O cross section over,
experimentally accessible, off-resonance regions at higher
energies are vary valuable in constraining the extrapolation
to low energy.
It should also be emphasized that there are two different
general types of interference effects seen in nuclear reactions.
One type is when levels of the same Jπ combine to produce
energy-dependent interference effects. Another type is when
processes with different Jπ values combine to produce angle-
dependent effects [see Eq. (34)]. Both types of interference are
important for understanding the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction, the
former being particularly critical for the low-energy extrapo-
lation of the cross section as just discussed. The latter are
critical in disentangling the E1 and E2 contributions to the
cross section (see Sec. VI.B). Practical experimental consid-
erations may allow for only an angle integrated and differ-
ential cross section measurement in a single setup. This
reemphasizes the need to combine many different kinds of
experimental results since different types of data are critical to
the R-matrix analysis and have different types of uncertainties
associated with them.
The general R-matrix strategy is then to utilize as much
experimental data as possible in order to provide as much
physical constraint as possible to the phonological model.
While low-energy measurements of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O cross
section are critical, so too are indirect measurements and those
at higher energies. It is only by combining this wide array of
experimental data that the phenomenological model can be
constrained to the point that it can yield an extrapolated cross
section approaching the desired accuracy of nuclear astro-
physics applications. With this clearly in mind, a summary of
these many and diverse experimental endeavors is in order.
V. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
The study of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction can be naturally
divided into three eras: first measurements, the push to low
energies, and a return to indirect methods. The division of
these eras is marked by some drastic improvement or new
discovery in the experimental measurements.
Early measurements sought to investigate the low-energy
cross section, not for nuclear astrophysics motivations, but to
study the effects of isospin breaking of T ¼ 0 transitions (as
discussed in Sec. I). In these investigations many different
experimental techniques, nearly all of the indirect methods
used today, were developed to study the properties of the
compound nucleus. Many of these experiments simply suf-
fered from the immaturity of the field, in both experimental
techniques and theoretical interpretation. The capstones for
this first period were the unprecedented measurement of the
low-energy capture cross section around the 1− resonance at
Ec:m: ¼ 2.68 MeV by Dyer and Barnes (1974) and the
multilevel-multichannel R-matrix analysis of Barker (1971)
that utilized capture, scattering, and β-delayed α emis-
sion data.
Once the capture cross section was actually measured, a
race began to push the measurements to lower energies, closer
to the range of astrophysical interest (Ec:m: ≈ 300 keV). A
host of experimental improvements and new techniques were
developed, including highly 13C depleted and stable targets,
high purity target chambers, recoil separators, inverse kin-
ematic measurements with pure helium gas targets, and high-
energy resolution detectors. Despite the extraordinary efforts,
the rapid drop in the low-energy cross section made lower
energy measurements hard won. The major discovery of this
period was that not only E1, but also E2multipolarity, perhaps
even in almost equal amplitudes, make up the dominating
ground state transition cross section at stellar energies. Further
theoretical methods to interpret the higher precision data were
also more thoroughly explored. As it became more apparent
that direct techniques would be extremely difficult to improve
upon, there was a return to indirect methods. While the
transition to the next period is not so clear cut, the works of
Buchmann et al. (1993) and Zhao et al. (1993) serve as a
reasonable division point, as they mark one of the early
remeasurements of the β-delayed α emission spectrum of 16N
and Azuma et al. (1994) made one of the most detailed global
analyses of the time. These measurements dramatically
decrease the uncertainty in the E1 cross section.
While measurements of the low-energy capture cross
section continued, attempting improved measurements as
new detectors or techniques were developed, many efforts
have been made to revive the original indirect methods of
transfer, scattering, and β-delayed α emission of 16N.
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Transfer reaction studies have probably benefited the most
from theoretical and experimental developments, allowing
new measurements to achieve an unprecedented level of
consistency. New measurements of the β-delayed α emission
spectra also continued in an effort to reach greater sensitivity
and achieve improved accuracy. New scattering and recoil
separator measurements were made that covered a wide
energy range with high precision, providing a strong under-
pinning for the R-matrix analyses. Increases in computa-
tional power also brought about improvements in the
sophistication of analysis methods, allowing large amounts
of data to be utilized simultaneously to better constrain
phenomenological fits and making Monte Carlo uncertainty
methods viable. Because of its complexity, additional efforts
are always underway to tackle this difficult problem. New
indirect methods such as photodisintegration and Coulomb
excitation are underway. New theoretical models are under
development, with ab initio calculations on the horizon
(Elhatisari et al., 2015).
To aid the following discussions, Fig. 3 compares all the
E1 and E2 12Cðα; γÞ16O ground state cross section data
reported over the low-energy range. While the R-matrix fit,
described later in this work, represents one of the more
detailed phenomenological analyses to date, its use in this
section is to simply provide a standard for comparison of the
different data sets. This is most helpful when the data are
difficult to compare on a one-to-one basis, for example,
when experimental effects are significant or the cross
section data are presented using different representations.
Since this figure is intended to illustrate an unbiased
comparison between the different data sets, no scaling
factors have been applied to the data.
Experimental techniques have improved significantly over
the years and several different techniques have been explored.
One of the most significant improvements has been target
quality and stability or the use of a helium gas target for
inverse kinematics. As a summary, Table II collects this
information for the capture measurements.
A. First measurements (1955–1974)
The first published attempt at a direct measurement of the
low-energy 12Cðα; γÞ16O cross section was made by Allan and
Sarma (1955) at Imperial College in London with the sole goal
of simply detecting a signal from the capture reaction. The
experiment was performed with an α beam of 1.6 MeV, a thick
target (of unspecified thickness) made of natural carbon
(98.9% 12C, 1.1% 13C by mole fraction), and a NaI detector.
Like all subsequent experiments using forward kinematics, it
was greatly hindered by a background produced from the high
cross section 13Cðα; nÞ16O reaction. Indeed several studies
were made simply to characterize this reaction (Jones and
Wilkinson, 1953), which is a background for all α induced
reaction studies. A comparison of the cross sections is shown
in Fig. 4 where it can be seen that that of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
reaction, on top of the lowest energy 1− resonance, is more
than 6 orders of magnitude smaller than that of the
13Cðα; nÞ16O reaction. Only upper limits were determined
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FIG. 3. Comparison of all E1 and E2 cross sections measured to date. The early works of Jaszczak, Gibbons, and Macklin (1970),
Jaszczak and Macklin (1970), and Kettner et al. (1982) give only total cross sections. These are demarcated by an *. As a standard
for comparison, the R-matrix fit described later in this work is also shown. The solid red lines show the E1 contributions (except
where only the total is given) while the dashed red lines give the E2 contributions. No normalization factors have been applied to the
data. Note that the region of astrophysical interest is at roughly Ec:m: ≈ 300 keV, far below the lowest energy measurements at
Ec:m: ≈ 1 MeV.
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by Allan and Sarma (1955), not surprising in hindsight, as it is
now known that the capture cross section at Eα ¼ 1.6 MeV is
about 0.2 nb.
An estimate for the astrophysical 12Cðα; γÞ16O cross section
was given soon after by Burbidge et al. (1957), using the most
basic kind of resonance theory: a single-level Breit-Wigner
(Breit and Wigner, 1936). The analysis was limited to only the
contribution from the 1− subthreshold state at Ex ¼ 7.12 MeV
with the γ-ray width measured by Swann and Metzger (1956)
and assuming θ2αð7.12Þ ¼ 0.1. This result was later updated by
Fowler, Caughlan, and Zimmerman (1967) using an improved
resonance energy, γ-ray width (Swann and Metzger, 1957),
and a theoretical calculation of θ2αð7.12Þ (Stephenson, 1966)
that was in reasonable agreement with the result of the first
α-transfer reaction experiment (Loebenstein et al., 1967).
Bloom, Toppel, and Wilkinson (1957) at Brookhaven
National Laboratory were the first to resolve a signal from
the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction. This was done by subtracting out
the large background produced by the 13Cðα; nÞ16O reaction.
A thick target (450 μg=cm2) technique was used and mea-
surements were made over an α energy range from 3.00 to
3.45 MeV. These measurements were associated with decays
of γ rays from the Ex ¼ 9.59 MeV state, whose γ decay width
was of great interest at the time to test theoretical predictions
of isospin mixing of T ¼ 1 contributions into the predomi-
nately T ¼ 0 state. The main result was the measurement of
the ground state γ width of the state as Γγ0 ≈ 6 meV, about a
factor of 2–3 smaller than the accepted value today.
Measurements were then extended to higher energies by
Meads and McIldowie (1960) at the Atomic Energy Research
Establishment in Harwell, UK who were the first to study the
ground state γ decay widths of the 2þ levels at Ex ¼ 9.85 and
11.50 MeV, comparing their Weisskopf widths to that of the
Ex ¼ 6.92 MeV state measured by Swann and Metzger
(1957). The experiment was also the first to use targets
depleted in 13C in order to suppress the neutron induced
background. Great effort was also made to limit additional
carbon buildup on the target, resulting from contamination in
the beam line, by both target heating and the use of a cold trap.
Angular distribution measurements were made for the first
time to verify the multipolarities of the transitions.
An ambitious measurement campaign was then carried out
by Larson and Spear (1964) at the California Institute of
Technology (Cal Tech) who measured the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
excitation function over an unprecedented energy range from
Eα ¼ 2.8 to 8.3 MeV. While this experiment was motivated by
further structure studies, for the first time it also sought to
investigate the cross section for nuclear astrophysics purposes.
Building on the experience of the previous studies, the
experiment utilized a depleted 13C target, a cold trap, and
oil free pumps to limit background. While very successful at
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the cross section of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
reaction (this work) to that of the 13Cðα; nÞ16O reaction. Because
of the large difference in cross sections, even trace amounts of
13C in target materials and beam line elements can create large
backgrounds in the γ-ray spectra of 12Cðα; γÞ16O measurements.
These backgrounds are chiefly the result of ðn; n0γÞ and ðn; γÞ
reactions on the detector materials themselves and nearby beam
line components. Level parameters used to calculate the
13Cðα; nÞ16O cross section have been taken from Sayer et al.
(2002) and Leal et al. (2016).
TABLE II. Summary of target details for different 12Cðα; γÞ16O experiments.
Reference Target Backing Thickness 13C depletion or gas purity
Larson and Spear (1964) Cracking acetylene Ta (0.025 cm) 96 μg=cm2 and thinner Factor of 10 13C depletion
Jaszczak, Gibbons,
and Macklin (1970)
Cracking of acetylene Ta (0.025 cm) 98–178 μg=cm2 99.94% 12C
Dyer and Barnes (1974) Cracking of methyl alcohol Ta (0.008 cm) 150–200 μg=cm2 99.945% 12C
Kettner et al. (1982) He gas target 10 torr < 1 ppm
Redder et al. (1987) Ion implantation Au 80 keV at 2.68 MeV 13C=12C ≈ 10−4
Kremer et al. (1988) He gas target 3.6ð2Þ μg=cm2 Recoil separator
Ouellet et al. (1992, 1996) Ion implantation Au 3–5 × 1018 atoms=cm2 Factor of 103 13C depletion
Roters et al. (1999) He gas target 9.1 torr 0.0001%
Gialanella et al. (2001) He gas target 20 torr 0.0001%
Kunz et al. (2001) Ion implantation Au 2–3 × 1018 atoms=cm2 Factor of 103 13C depletion
Fey (2004) Ion deposition Au ≈2 × 1018 atoms=cm2
Schürmann et al. (2005) He gas target 4.21ð14Þ × 1017 atoms=cm2 Recoil separator
Assunção et al. (2006) Ion implantation Au 0.5–11×1018 atoms=cm2 Factor of 103 13C depletion
Matei et al. (2006) He gas target 4–8 torr Recoil separator
Makii et al. (2009) Cracking of methane gas Au 250–400 μg=cm2 99.95% 12C
Schürmann et al. (2011) He gas target 4 × 1017 atoms=cm2 Recoil separator
Plag et al. (2012) Ion deposition Au 30–120 μg=cm2 13C=12C < 10−4
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higher energies, even measuring γ-ray angular distributions,
yields at low energies were still insufficient to map the
resonance corresponding to the 1− state at Ex ¼ 9.59 MeV.
The state’s properties were still investigated but a thicker
target (96 μg=cm2) was necessary. A new larger value for
the γ width of Γγ ¼ 22ð5Þ meV was found, in good agree-
ment with current measurements. A more detailed account
of the experiment can be found in Larson (1965). This
project was suggested by Willie Fowler, with advising from
Charles Lauritsen, Ward Whaling, Charlie Barnes, and
Ralph Kavanagh, and with additional discussions with Tom
Tombrello and Fred Barker.
A rather unique measurement testing time-reversal
invariance was made by Wimmersperg et al. (1970) using
measurements of the 12Cðα; γ0Þ16O reaction and its inverse
16Oðγ;α0Þ12C over a E1=E2 mixed region at Ex ≈ 13.1 MeV.
A detailed balance was used to test the consistency of the
forward and backward asymmetry of the angular distribution at
this energy. No significant deviation was observed.
The first excitation curve measurement of the lowest energy
1− resonance in the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction was reported by
Jaszczak, Gibbons, and Macklin (1970) at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) [although preliminary measure-
ments had also been reported at Cal Tech (Adams et al.,
1968)]. Highly 13C depleted targets for the time were
utilized (99.94% 12C) with thicknesses ranging from 98 to
178 μg=cm2. The now typical precautions were taken to avoid
carbon buildup on the target and limit background. The
experiment was further notable in that it was one of the first
to use a bunched helium beam for the time of flight [Adams
et al. (1968) had also used this technique] to separate the γ
rays from the neutron background signals. The measurements
were limited to the low-energy side of the resonance ranging
from Eα ¼ 1.86 to 3.20 MeV but were extended up to Eα ¼
4.2 MeV by Jaszczak and Macklin (1970). No attempt was
made to extrapolate the cross section to stellar energies.
With the extreme difficulty of directly measuring the
capture cross section, indirect studies pursued the determi-
nation of the reduced α widths. Loebenstein et al. (1967) also
at Cal Tech made α transfer measurements covering the
ground state and the first five excited states of 16O using
the 6Lið12C; dÞ16O reaction. While the experiments were
performed at relatively low energies of Ec:m: ¼ 7 MeV, they
were still not low enough to avoid the effects of compound
nucleus contributions to the cross section. Because the cross
sections were known to be a mixture of direct and compound
nucleus formation processes, the data were difficult to
interpret with theory, and the uncertainties of the extracted
θ2α values were difficult to quantify. A range of values were
given for many of the low lying states in 16O including the
Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV 0þ (0.14 < θ2α < 0.30), the Ex ¼ 6.92 MeV
2þ (0.15 < θ2α < 0.27), and the Ex ¼ 7.12 MeV 1− states
(0.06 < θ2α < 0.14), but this did not include any contributions
to the uncertainties from theory. Pühlhofer et al. (1970) made
similar measurements except using the 12Cð7Li; tÞ16O reac-
tion, but encountered similar complications in the interpreta-
tion of the data.
Just as in the capture data, the Ex ¼ 7.12 MeV state appears
as a subthreshold state in α scattering on 12C. While the
Rutherford cross section masks the low-energy subthreshold
compound nucleus contributions, it was realized that there
should be a measurable effect even at higher energies if θ2α was
large enough. A detailed scattering measurement was per-
formed at Australia National University by Clark, Sullivan,
and Treacy (1968) and the effect of the subthreshold state was
subsequently analyzed by Clark (1969) using a multilevel
R-matrix analysis. While the effect of the subthreshold state
was shown to significantly contribute to the scattering cross
section, the uncertainty in the extracted phase shifts, and the
need for a large background pole in the R-matrix analysis,
resulted in a large uncertainty in θ2αð7.12 MeVÞ of 0.71þ0.37−0.18 .
Further, the results differed greatly from those of the transfer
measurements.
Another compound nucleus reaction that can populate the
Ex ¼ 7.12 and 9.59 MeV states is β-delayed α emission from
16N. This decay almost exclusively populates the Ex ¼
9.59 MeV state through an allowed Gamow-Teller transition,
but should also weakly populate the high-energy tail of the
Ex ¼ 7.12 MeV subthreshold state just as in the E1 compo-
nent of the capture reaction. This reaction had already been
carefully investigated in order to observe the weak parity
forbidden decay to the 2− state in 16O at Ex ¼ 8.87 MeV by
Hättig et al. (1969) and Hättig, Hünchen, and Wäffler (1970)
at the Max-Plank-Institute in Mainz. Werntz (1971) sub-
sequently analyzed the spectrum using an R-matrix fit and
showed that the data were sensitive to contributions from the
subthreshold state constraining θ2αð7.12 MeVÞ. In a similar
manner as the scattering data, it was found that unconstrained
contributions from background states resulted in a large
uncertainty. However, the range of 0.013 < θ2α < 0.105 was
found to be in good agreement with values determined from
the transfer reaction data, but in disagreement with those of the
scattering. The data sets resulting from these measurements
were never published and only a subset of the data has
survived; they are commonly referred to in the literature as the
“Wäffler data.”
As a culmination of these early measurements, Barker
(1971) performed the first comprehensive R-matrix analysis
by iteratively fitting the scattering phase shifts of Jones et al.
(1962), Clark, Sullivan, and Treacy (1968), and Morris, Kerr,
and Ophel (1968), the β-delayed α data of Hättig, Hünchen,
and Wäffler (1970), and the capture cross section data of
Jaszczak and Macklin (1970). The main goal was to reanalyze
all of the data within a self-consistent analysis in an effort to
resolve the inconsistent determinations of θ2αð7.12 MeVÞ.
Barker (1971) found that the large value deduced by Clark
(1969) was in error because of the invalid approximation of
using a single-level R matrix and an improper treatment of the
boundary conditions. The analysis found that in fact a general
consistency could be obtained for the value of θ2αð7.12 MeVÞ
(see Table III). The uncertainty estimate resulted in a range of
the extrapolated capture S factor at Ec:m: ¼ 300 keV of
50 < Sð300 keVÞ < 330 keV b, with a best fit value of
Sð300 keVÞ ¼ 150 keV b. Note that this uncertainty band
includes both interference solutions for the low-energy E1
capture cross section, which the data could not differentiate
between. A similar analysis was soon performed by Weisser,
Morgan, and Thompson (1974), which included the much
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more accurate capture data of Dyer and Barnes (1974).
A similar best fit value of Sð300 keVÞ ¼ 170 keV b was
obtained. Although model uncertainties were investigated
thoroughly, no overall uncertainty range was given.
At long last, the first accurate low-energy measurement of
the 12Cðα; γÞ16O ground state cross section was made by Dyer
and Barnes (1974) at Cal Tech. The experiment was also
notable because it was the first observation of interference
between a subthreshold and unbound 1− state, a phenomenon
predicted several years before by Marion and Fowler (1957).
The experiment utilized a target very similar to that of
Jaszczak, Gibbons, and Macklin (1970) and a clean target
chamber setup. Only E1 and E2 multipolarities are allowed
from the decays of the 1− and 2þ excited states to the 0þ
ground state of 16O; therefore these multipolarities are
expected to dominate the cross section. To simplify the
interpretation of the data, measurements were made primarily
at 90° to the beam axis because the E1 and E2 angular
distributions are such that the E1 cross section is both
maximum and the E2 cross section is zero at this angle as
shown by Fig. 5. The E1 cross section can be written in a
simple form as (Dyer and Barnes, 1974)
σE1 ¼ 4π

2
3

dσ
dΩ

90°
: ð86Þ
Angular distributions were also measured for the first time
over this low-energy region. The angular distribution data
are critical in extracting the E2 cross section (as described
in Sec. VI.B) since, as shown in Fig. 5, there is no angle
where the E2 cross section can be isolated. A detailed
discussion of the different contributions to the E1 cross
section is given, noting, in particular, the large uncertainty
that is found from the interferences of higher-energy states,
modeled using a single background pole, with two explicitly
defined Ex ¼ 7.12 MeV subthreshold state and the Ex ¼
9.59 MeV unbound state.
It was found that θ2αð7.12 MeVÞ was not well constrained
by the capture data, strongly reinforcing the motivation for
indirect studies. The technique of a three level R-matrix
calculation to model the E1 capture used by Dyer and
Barnes (1974) would become the standard for many years
to follow. The direct capture contribution (dominated by E2
multipolarity) was modeled using the formalism found in
Tombrello and Phillips (1961) and Tombrello and Parker
(1963), which would later be expanded by Barker and Kajino
(1991) into the external capture model. In addition, a hybrid
R-matrix model was also investigated following the work of
Koonin, Tombrello, and Fox (1974). In this case, the potential
model gives the contribution from single-particle states,
including those at higher energies, which could drastically
TABLE III. Summary of the subthreshold state reduced αwidths (prior to the convention of using asymptotic normalization coefficients). Here
E1 and E2 refer to the ground state transition. Note that the reduced widths are radius dependent, which has caused some confusion in the past.
Values of rα ≈ 5.5 fm are typical.
Reference θ2α;6.92 θ
2
α;7.12 θ
2
α;7.12=θ
2
α;9.59 Data considered
Loebenstein et al. (1967) 0.15–0.27 0.06–0.14 0.07–0.16b 6Lið12C; dÞ16O
Clark (1969) 0.71a 12Cðα; αÞ12C
Pühlhofer et al. (1970) 0.18 0.025 7Lið12C; tÞ16O
Werntz (1971) 0.013–0.105 16NðβαÞ12C
Barker (1971) 0.047–0.176 12Cðα; γÞ16O ðE1Þ, 12Cðα; αÞ12C, 16NðβαÞ12C
Weisser, Morgan, and Thompson (1974) 0.11 12Cðα; γÞ16O ðE1Þ, 12Cðα; αÞ12C
Koonin, Tombrello, and Fox (1974) 0.18þ0.14−0.10 0.19
þ0.16
−0.11
12Cðα; γÞ16O ðE1Þ, 12Cðα; αÞ12C
Cobern, Pisano, and Parker (1976) 0.1–0.2b 12Cð7Li; tÞ16O
Becchetti, Flynn et al. (1978) 0.35(13) 12Cð7Li; tÞ16O
Becchetti, Jänecke, and Thorn (1978) ∼0.4b 12Cð6Li; dÞ16O
Becchetti et al. (1980) 0.3–0.6 12Cð6Li; dÞ16O
Kettner et al. (1982) 1.0þ0.4−0.3 0.19
þ0.14
−0.08
12Cðα; γÞ16O (
E1; E2;&6.92), 12Cðα; αÞ12C
Descouvemont, Baye, and Heenen (1984) 0.10(2) 0.09(2) 12Cðα; γÞ16O (E1; E2;&6.92)
Langanke and Koonin (1985) ≈0.17 12Cðα; γÞ16O (E1, total, σE2=σE1, 6.92)
Barker and Kajino (1991) 0.730 0.114 0.14 12Cðα; γÞ16O (E1, E2, 6.92, 7.12)
12Cðα; αÞ12C, 16NðβαÞ12C
aCorrected by Barker (1971) to 0.11.
bRecalculated by Barnes, Clayton, and Schramm (1982).
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FIG. 5. Theoretical calculation comparing the E1 and E2
angular distributions for the ground state transition of the
12Cðα; γ0Þ16O reaction.
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decrease the uncertainty in the extrapolation of the cross
section, but this depends again on the reliability of the
potential model and its likewise phenomenologically deter-
mined parameters. With limited angular distribution data, it
was incorrectly assumed that the small E2 component
observed in the angular distributions came from direct capture.
No contribution from the 2þ subthreshold state at Ex ¼
6.92 MeV was considered.
The significant progress in studying the level structure
and compound nucleus cross sections of 16O was not limited
to these very low energies. Continuing the work of Larson
and Spear (1964), the 12Cðα; γÞ16O cross section was inves-
tigated above the proton separation energy Sp ¼ 12.13 MeV
by Mitchell and Ophel (1964), Kernel, Mason, and
Wimmersperg (1971), and Brochard et al. (1973). These
studies were complemented by other 12Cþ α reaction mea-
surements byMitchell and Ophel (1965) andMorris, Kerr, and
Ophel (1968). The motivation for most of these studies was to
understand the increasingly complicated level structure of 16O
at these higher energies. However, it was also realized that
these measurements provided an indirect way of studying the
15Nðp; γÞ16O and 15Nðp; αÞ12C reactions, where Bethe (1939)
had pointed out as being of great interest for nucleosynthesis
as they form the branch point of the CNO cycle. A study of the
15Nðp; γÞ16O reaction had been made by Hebbard (1960) and
several measurements of the 15Nðp; α0Þ12C and 15Nðp; α1Þ12C
reactions by Barnes, James, and Neilson (1952), Schardt,
Fowler, and Lauritsen (1952), Cohen and French (1953),
Neilson, James, and Barnes (1953), Hagedorn and Marion
(1957), and Bashkin, Carlson, and Douglas (1959). Hagedorn
(1957) and Bashkin, Carlson, and Douglas (1959) also studied
the proton scattering cross section. These measurements
confirmed that the 12Cðα; γÞ16O cross section over the energy
range just above Sp is dominated by two broad 1− resonances
(Ex ¼ 12.45 and 13.09 MeV) and angular distributions
hinted at a weak contribution from a broad 2þ state
(Ex ¼ 12.95 MeV). While these resonances are a few MeV
above the astrophysical energy range of interest for the
12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction, their large widths can produce signifi-
cant interference effects that impact the cross section even at
low energies.
B. The push to lower energies (1974–1993)
Despite the successful work by Dyer and Barnes (1974),
their hard won success marks the beginning of a gap in
capturing cross section measurements of nearly a decade.
When they were finally picked up again in the early 1980s, a
more focused set of experiments would emerge, with the
primary goal of pushing the cross section data to ever lower
energies.
In an attempt to avoid the large background problems from
the 13Cðα; nÞ16O reaction that plagued earlier measurements,
the experiment of Kettner et al. (1982) (Claus Rolfs’ Münster
group, experiment performed at Bochum) was performed for
the first time in inverse kinematics using a high-intensity 12C
beam (50 μA) on a windowless extended helium gas target.
The gas target allowed for the use of higher beam intensities,
since the destruction of the target was no longer an issue and
avoided the issue of carbon buildup on the target. However, a
new set of complications presented themselves that were
largely related to interpretation of the yield from the extended
geometry gas target. The end result was a measurement of the
low-energy total ground state capture cross section down to
Ec:m: ¼ 1.34 MeV, about 0.1 MeV below the measurements
of Dyer and Barnes (1974) but not as low as the measurements
of Jaszczak, Gibbons, and Macklin (1970). It was found that
the cross section at low energies was in better agreement with
that of Jaszczak, Gibbons, and Macklin (1970) than that of
Dyer and Barnes (1974), but the comparison was not
straightforward since the data of Dyer and Barnes (1974)
represent only the E1 component while that of Kettner et al.
(1982) represented an angle-integrated cross section. The
most notable result of the experiment was the realization
that the ground state E2 cross section could make a sizable
contribution to the low-energy cross section through the high-
energy tale of the 2þ subthreshold state at Ex ¼ 6.92 MeV,
perhaps even with an amplitude equal to that of the E1 cross
section at Ec:m: ¼ 300 keV.
Because of the successful suppression of the background
from the 13Cðα; nÞ16O reaction, Kettner et al. (1982) achieved
another first, measurements of the cascade transitions at low
energies. An excitation curve of the Ex ¼ 6.92 MeV tran-
sition is given, where it is assumed that the Ex ¼ 6.92 MeV
transition dominates over the Ex ¼ 7.12 MeV transition
(the two individual γ lines could not be resolved in the NaI
detectors used). It was found later that this was not a good
assumption as both transitions have comparable cross sections
over the reported energy range (Redder et al., 1987). This
highlights a continued issue with the observation of the
individual cascade transitions. The Ex ¼ 6.05 and 6.13 MeV
first and second excited states in 16O are only 80 keVapart and
the Ex ¼ 6.92 and 7.12 MeV third and fourth excited states
are separated only by 100 keV. Thus either a detector with
high γ-ray energy resolution or a detailed unfolding simulation
is required in order to extract their individual contributions.
Measurements were then made by Redder et al. (1987)
(again Rolfs’ Münster group, this time at Suttgart), but now
switching back to forward kinematics. Major experimental
improvements included implanted targets and the first use of
high-energy resolution germanium detectors Ge(Li). The
targets were made by implanting 12C ions into a gold backing,
drastically decreasing the amount of 13C contamination. The
gold backing was further soldered onto a copper back plate
that allowed for better cooling, through its enhanced thermal
conductivity. This was combined with flowed water cooling.
These targets were estimated to now be depleted in 13C by 2
orders of magnitude (earlier experiments were about 1 order of
magnitude). Up until this point all previous experiments had
been performed with NaI detectors, but the improved low level
of neutrons allowed for the use of Ge(Li) detectors. The
improved energy resolution over NaI detectors allowed for
better separation of background peaks and for the γ-ray
secondary peaks of the Ex ¼ 6.92 and 7.12 MeV cascade
transitions to be clearly distinguished. The measurements
were made over the course of three different experimental
campaigns using different accelerators and different arrange-
ments of NaI and Ge(Li) detectors. Angular distributions were
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measured at an unprecedented eight angles from Ec:m: ¼ 1.7
to 2.84 MeV. The lowest energy measurements were extended
to Ec:m: ¼ 0.94 MeV, now the record for the lowest energy,
with the cross section at a minuscule 48 pb. Even at the lowest
energies, angular distributions were measured, but with only
three Ge(Li) detectors. Most significantly, the angular dis-
tribution measurements showed a substantial E2 component
to the cross section, confirming that this multipolarity is quite
significant at stellar energies. Again, the energy dependence of
the cross section at low energies was found to be higher than
that of Dyer and Barnes (1974).
The improved angular distribution measurements by
Redder et al. (1987) provided more sensitivity to the E2
ground state cross section triggered by several theoretical
calculations to model this previously neglected component of
the cross section. For the first time Descouvemont, Baye, and
Heenen (1984) made use of a microscopic model using the
generator coordinate method. Langanke and Koonin (1983)
updated their hybrid R-matrix calculations taking into account
the new capture data and then refining the calculations again
in Langanke and Koonin (1985), correcting some previous
errors. Now including the E2 cross section, Barker (1987)
updated his calculations as well, using purely R-matrix
calculations for both the E1 and E2 cross sections. Further,
several calculations were made for the Ex ¼ 6.92 MeV
cascade contribution. All agreed that its contribution to the
total capture S factor should be small (< 15 keV b) at stellar
energies. The general result was that the 12Cðα; γÞ16O cross
section at stellar energies should be significantly larger, 2–5
times of the value estimated by Dyer and Barnes (1974), but
the recommended values varied widely as summarized in
Table IV. History gives us a valuable lesson here. While
several experiments were in apparent contradiction to Dyer
and Barnes (1974), later measurements would find that these
measurements were in fact erroneously large, perhaps the
result of insufficient background subtraction.
The Cal Tech (Kremer et al., 1988) group now looked to
reinvestigate the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction but this time using
another novel technique for the first time: a recoil separator.
By detecting the γ rays in coincidence with the recoiling 16O,
nearly background free spectra could be obtained. Because of
the acceptance of the CTAG separator, the 90° placement of
the NaI detectors, and the much different angular distributions
of E1 and E2 radiation (see Fig. 5), the efficiency for detecting
the E2 component was only 50%–65% of that for the E1
component. Theoretical values of the E1=E2 cross section
ratio from Langanke and Koonin (1983, 1985) were necessary
to extract the E1 cross section over the range from Ec:m: ¼
1.29 to 3.00 MeV so the results were somewhat theory
dependent. The E1 cross section was found to be in good
agreement with that of Dyer and Barnes (1974), reinforcing
the tension between the different measurements.
To try to resolve these differences, a new measurement was
then performed by the Queen’s University group. The data
were first reported by Ouellet et al. (1992) but the results were
subsequently revised by Ouellet et al. (1996). The experiment
was performed in forward kinematics using water cooled
implanted targets very similar to those of Redder et al. (1987).
The beam was also wobbled over the target surface to insure
even beam coverage lessening the sensitivity of the experi-
ment to any target inhomogeneity. With the low neutron
background, six germanium detectors were used to measure
angular distributions over an energy range from Ec:m: ¼ 1.37
to 2.98 MeV. The data turned out to split the difference
between those of Redder et al. (1987) and Kremer et al.
(1988), providing no solution to the issue. In the analysis of
Ouellet et al. (1996), the E1 data along with that of Dyer and
Barnes (1974), Redder et al. (1987), and Kremer et al. (1988)
were fitted simultaneously using a three level R-matrix fit
along with the newly measured 16NðβαÞ12C data of Azuma
et al. (1994) and the elastic scattering phase shift data of
Plaga et al. (1987). The E2 data were fitted separately using a
cluster model method. Note that in Ouellet et al. (1992) the
destructive solution between the 1− subthreshold state
(Ex ¼ 7.12 MeV) and the broad resonance corresponding
to the 1− level at Ex ¼ 9.59 MeV was reported to produce
the best χ2 fit. However, in the revised analysis of Ouellet et al.
(1996), they concluded that, considering all the capture data,
the constructive solution was in fact favored and the destruc-
tive one was statistically ruled out.
While it has been neglected in all analyses, a high-energy
measurement of the ground state transition cross section, in
the range 12 < Ex < 28 MeV, was made by Snover,
Adelberger, and Brown (1974). The cross section data were
obtained in order to measure the E2 strength of the giant
dipole resonance and hence were decomposed into E1 and E2
components. While the measurement was made for purely
structure motivations, these data could provide valuable upper
limits on the high-energy background contributions of
phenomenological R-matrix fits at lower energies for the
dominant ground state transition. This topic is revised in
Sec. VII.C.
Several measurements continued to study the properties of
the 16O compound nucleus in the energy region just above Sp.
And several measurements were made to continue in the
investigation of the astrophysically important CNO branch
point reactions 15Nðp; αÞ12C (Pepper and Brown, 1976; Bray
et al., 1977; Zyskind and Parker, 1979; Redder et al., 1982)
and 15Nðp; γÞ16O (Rolfs and Rodney, 1974). Improved
measurements of 12Cþ α scattering were also made by
D’Agostino-Bruno et al. (1975).
C. Return to indirect techniques (1993–present)
The last 20 years have witnessed a continued, and even
increasingly, intense effort to study the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction.
With the seeming impasse of a capture experiment reaching
the stellar energy range, there has been a renewed interest in
indirect techniques. While many direct measurements con-
tinue to be made, the development of improved theoretical and
experimental methods for interpreting transfer reaction data,
continued development of more accurate 16NðβαÞ12C mea-
surements, improved recoil separators, and more sophisticated
analyses have arguably produced the greatest impact.
Plaga et al. (1987) (Rolfs’ group) measured the scattering
cross section at 35 angles covering a wide angular range from
θlab ¼ 22° to 163° at 51 energies between Ec:m: ¼ 0.75 and
5.0 MeV. Phase shifts were extracted for angular momentum
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TABLE IV. Extrapolations of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O S factor to Ec:m: ¼ 300 keV categorized by either cluster model calculations are
phenomenological fits. The abbreviations used below are for the generalized coordinate method (GCM) and potential model (PM) for the
theoretical works and Breit-Wigner (BW), Rmatrix (R), andK matrix (K) for the phenomenological calculations. Hybrid R-matrix (HR) models
have also been used in an effort to connect the phenomenological calculations more closely to more fundamental theory.
Sð300 keVÞ ðkeV bÞ
Reference E1 E2 Cascades Total Model
Cluster models
Descouvemont, Baye, and Heenen (1984) 300 90 GCM
Langanke and Koonin (1985) 160–280 70 < 10a 230–350 HR& PM
Funck, Langanke, and Weiguny (1985) 100 PM
Redder et al. (1987) 140þ120−80 80 25 7 3a 1.3þ0.5−1.0 b R& PM
Descouvemont and Baye (1987) 160 70 GCM
Ouellet et al. (1992) 1þ6−1 40 7 R& PM
Descouvemont (1993) 90 GCM
Ouellet et al. (1996) 79 16 36 6 120 40 R;K; PM
Dufour and Descouvemont (2008) 42 2 GCM
Katsuma (2012) ≈3 150þ41−17 18.0 4.5c 171þ46−22 PM
Xu et al. (2013) (NACRE2) 80 18 61 19 6.5þ4.7−2.2 c 148 27 PM
Burbidge et al. (1957) 340 340 BW
Barker (1971) 50–330 50–330 R
Koonin, Tombrello, and Fox (1974) 80þ50−40 80
þ50
−40 HR
Dyer and Barnes (1974) 140þ140−40 140
þ140
−40 R& HR
Weisser, Morgan, and Thompson (1974) 170 170 R
Humblet, Dyer, and Zimmerman (1976) 80þ140−70 80
þ140
−70 K
Kettner et al. (1982) 250 180 12(2)a,b 420þ160−120 BW
Langanke and Koonin (1983) 150 or 340 < 4% of E1 150 or 340 HR
Barker (1987) 150þ140−60 30
þ50
−30 R
Kremer et al. (1988) 0–140 R& HR
Filippone, Humblet, and Langanke (1989) 0–170 5–28 0–170 K
Barker and Kajino (1991) 150þ170−70 or 260
þ140
−160 120
þ60
−70 10
a 1–2b 280þ230−140 or 390þ200−230 R
Humblet, Filippone, and Koonin (1991) 43þ20−16 7
þ24
−5 50
þ30
−20 K
Humblet, Filippone, and Koonin (1993) 45þ5−6 K
Azuma et al. (1994) 79 21 or
82 26
R& K
Buchmann et al. (1996) 79 21 70 70 16 16a,b,d 165 75 R& K
Hale (1997) 20 R
Trautvetter et al. (1997) 79 14.5 BW
Brune et al. (1999) 101 17 42þ16−23 R
Roters et al. (1999) 79 21 R
Angulo and Descouvemont (2000) 190–220 R
Gialanella et al. (2001) 82 16 or 2.4 1.0 R
Kunz et al. (2001) 76 20 85 30 4 4c 165 50 R
Tischhauser et al. (2002) 53þ13−18 R
Hammer et al. (2005b) 77 17 81 22 162 39 R
Buchmann and Barnes (2006) 5þ7−4.5
d
7þ13−4
a R
Matei et al. (2006) 25þ16−15
d R
Matei, Brune, and Massey (2008) 7.1 1.6a R
Tang et al. (2010) 86 22 R
Schürmann et al. (2011) < 1d R
Schürmann et al. (2012) 83.4 73.4 4.4c 161 19ðstatÞþ8−2 ðsystÞ R
Oulebsir et al. (2012) 100 28 50 19 175þ63−62 R
Sayre et al. (2012) 62þ9−6 R
Avila et al. (2015) 1.96 0.30 or 4.36 0.45d R
0.12 0.04 or 1.44 0.12e
An et al. (2015) 98.0 7.0 56 4.1 8.7 1.8c 162.7 7.3 R
This work 86.3 45.3 7c 140 21ðMCÞþ18−11 ðmodelÞ R
a6.92 MeV transition.
b7.12 MeV transition.
cSum of all cascade transitions.
d6.05 MeV transition.
e6.13 MeV transition.
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l ¼ 0 to 6 using a multilevel R-matrix fit. One of the main
findings was that the reduced α widths were highly correlated
with the background pole parameters, a problem observed
before, resulting in large model uncertainties. This issue
seems to be a limiting factor in the determination of sub-
threshold reduced widths from scattering data in general.
A major step forward was the measurements of the
α-particle energy spectrum from 16NðβαÞ12C in the 1990s.
The first results were reported from an experiment performed
at TRIUMF by Buchmann et al. (1993), with a more complete
description given by Azuma et al. (1994). The 16NðβαÞ12C
spectrum was concurrently measured by the Yale group of
Zhao et al. (1993). These measurements were subsequently
extended by France et al. (1997). Another 16NðβαÞ12C
measurement was performed by the Seattle group shortly
after but the results were not published. The spectrum can be
found in the later work of France et al. (2007).
These measurements were highly motivated by the theo-
retical calculations of Baye and Descouvemont (1988), Ji
et al. (1990), and Humblet, Filippone, and Koonin (1991) that
predicted a characteristic interference pattern at low energies.
This is the result of the interference between the 1− levels
at Ex ¼ 7.12 and 9.59 MeV. It is very sensitive to the relative
values of the reduced α widths and the β-decay branching
ratios of the two states. However, the interpretation of the
spectrum is complicated by the presence of an l ¼ 3 compo-
nent coming from the 3− subthreshold state at Ex¼ 6.13MeV.
Nevertheless, the interference pattern was in fact observed and
marked a drastic improvement in the constraint of the E1
ground state capture cross section.
The β-delayed α-particle spectrum provided for a high level
of constraint on the reduced α width of the 1− subthreshold
state. A detailed global analysis was presented by Azuma
et al. (1994), where the TRIUMF 16NðβαÞ12C data were fitted
simultaneously with the scattering phase shifts of Plaga et al.
(1987) and the E1 capture data of Dyer and Barnes (1974),
Redder et al. (1987), Kremer et al. (1988), and Ouellet et al.
(1992). It was found that the 16NðβαÞ12C data significantly
improved the constraint on the E1 cross section, by way of the
1− subthreshold state’s ANC, over the capture data. It was
noted, however, that the general shape of the capture data
were still critical because only they can determine the
interference pattern between the two 1− resonances, which
greatly influences the low-energy cross section.
A global analysis of the capture, scattering, and 16NðβαÞ12C
data was performed by Buchmann et al. (1996) and several
important conclusions were made. One focus of the analysis
was to look at biases that had developed because of the
historical convention of dividing the ground state cross section
into E1 and E2 cross sections. Two general techniques were
used. The first was to measure the angular distributions and
perform a fit to a theoretically motivated angular distribution
function. While this technique has been widely used, it also
has its pitfalls. One issue is that it can be difficult to measure
differential cross sections at several angles given the very low
yields. These low yields are often influenced by systematic
uncertainties that can be difficult to quantify and can be easily
overlooked. Further, the fitting also requires a phase that either
can be left free in the fitting or can be constrained by scattering
data. The second method uses a large diameter detector also
centered at 90° but placed in very close geometry to the target
to measure the angle-integrated cross section over approx-
imately 2π, effectively measuring σtotal=2. Then the E2 cross
section can be deduced as σtotal − σE1 ¼ σE2. Both of these
techniques require assumptions and simulations, allowing
more opportunities for errors to be made. For these reasons,
Buchmann et al. (1996) advocated that global analysis should
instead rely on “primary” data, meaning either the actual
differential cross sections that were measured or the total cross
section for a close geometry setup. Unfortunately, many of the
early measurements reported only the deduced E1 and E2
cross sections, not the differential data. Another important
conclusion was that while the E1 cross section seemed to be
fairly consistent over different measurements, the E2 cross
section showed large fluctuations. This seems to be because
analyses are attempting to extract a small E2 contribution over
most of the experimentally accessible energy region, i.e., over
the broad low-energy 1− resonance. The uncertainties of this
process seem to have often been underestimated.
Buchmann et al. (1996) also predicted through simulation
that high-precision scattering measurements could be used
to improve the constraint of the fits. In direct response,
Tischhauser et al. (2002) performed a detailed measurement
of the scattering cross section. Measurements were made from
Ec:m: ¼ 2.0 to 6.1 MeV in energy steps of approximately
10 keV and at 32 angles ranging from θlab ¼ 24° to 166°. The
measurement sought to place stronger constraints on both
the α widths of the unbound states and the reduced widths of
the subthreshold states. In particular, the goal was an
improved constraint on the reduced width of the 2þ sub-
threshold state, which is not constrained by the 16NðβαÞ12C
reaction. However, because of the issues of background pole
contributions in the R-matrix analysis, the constraint was not
as great as expected. Additionally, because of issues with the
target thickness varying due to carbon buildup on the target,
the data were analyzed as ratios of the yields instead of as
absolute cross sections. It was, however, demonstrated that
this still provides significant constraint on the R-matrix fit
while greatly reducing systematic uncertainties that are
difficult to quantify. A more complete description of the
experiment and analysis, together with an extraction of the
phase shifts, was later given by Tischhauser et al. (2009). An
R-matrix fit including data above Sp, which included
12Cðα; α1Þ12C and 12Cðα; pÞ15N data, was subsequently given
by deBoer, Couture et al. (2012).
As noted, transfer reactions can provide information about
reduced widths. In general, the interpretation of these experi-
ments is subject to uncertainties in the optical potentials and
the reaction mechanism (direct transfer versus multistep
processes and/or compound-nuclear fusion). Sub-Coulomb
measurements, where the energies in the entrance and exit
channels are below the Coulomb barrier, provide a powerful
way to minimize these uncertainties. For sub-Coulomb
kinematics, other reaction mechanisms are suppressed relative
to direct transfer and the Coulomb potentials dominate,
leading to little dependence on the nuclear parts of the optical
potentials. Because of the proximity of the 6.92-MeV 2þ state
and 7.12-MeV 1− state to the α threshold, these states are ideal
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for application of the sub-Coulomb α transfer technique.
While not quite as ideal, the 6.05-MeV 0þ state and 6.13-MeV
3− state are still well suited for it. For the 16O ground state, it is
unfortunately impossible to realize the kinematics required for
sub-Coulomb transfer to be applicable, due to the large
positive Q value for α-transfer reactions to this state.
Brune et al. (1999) performed the first sub-Coulomb
12Cð6Li; dÞ16O and 12Cð7Li; tÞ16O experiments. Further, it
was realized that analyzing the transfer cross section to
determine the model-independent ANC, rather than the
spectroscopic factor, removed unnecessary model dependence
from the results. The ANC can be related to the reduced width
for a particular channel radius by Eq. (44). The experiment
determined the ANCs of the 1− and 2þ subthreshold states
with greatly reduced uncertainties and an R-matrix fit was
used to deduce the impact on the capture extrapolation. The
result was a greatly reduced uncertainty on the E2 cross
section and a value for the E1 cross section that was roughly
consistent with that deduced from the high-precision
16NðβαÞ12C spectrum.
Another low-energy cross section measurement was
made by Rolfs’s group at Bochum (Roters et al., 1999). The
experiment was performed again in inverse kinematics on a
heliumgas target similar to that used byKettner et al. (1982) but
also used by bismuth germanate detectors for the first time. The
bismuth germanium oxide (BGO) detectors were 3 times as
efficient compared to NaI detectors of equal size, allowing a
further geometry measurement with the same statistics for a
given beam time, reducing angular resolution effects. The setup
was used to measure the E1 cross section in far geometry at
θlab ¼ 90° and the angle-integrated cross section by placing a
larger BGO in close geometry. An R-matrix fit was performed
and the extrapolation predicted about an equal contribution
from E1 and E2 multipolarities at Ec:m: ¼ 300 keV.
Gialanella et al. (2001) performed a measurement similar to
that of Roters et al. (1999). The main result of this work was
that a detailed Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis was per-
formed for the R-matrix fit for the first time. The analysis
highlighted the systematic differences between the different
E1 data sets. The main result was, that depending on which
low-energy data were included in the fit, the destructive E1
solution could not be statistically ruled out.
The first in a series of detailed angular distribution studies
at Stuttgart was performed by Kunz et al. (2001). The
measurements covered an energy range from Ec:m: ¼ 0.95
to 2.8 MeV at 20 energies and was notable because measure-
ments were made at up to nine different angles and used high
purity germanium detectors HPGe for the first time. The
experiment benefited greatly from high background suppres-
sion provided by a BGO array allowing for reasonable
statistics with less beam time than similar previous setups.
Subsequent experiments were performed using the
EUROGRAM and GANDI arrays. The EUROGRAM mea-
surements covered an energy range from Ec:m: ¼ 1.3 to
2.78 MeV and are published in Assunção et al. (2006).
The “turntable experiment” data are available in full only
in the Ph.D. thesis of Fey (2004), but some details and data are
given in Hammer et al. (2005a, 2005b). These measurements
represent the largest set of angular distribution data currently
available, but their limited peer-review publication and appa-
rently underestimated systematic errors (Brune and Sayre,
2013) have brought their validity into question.
Fleurot et al. (2005) developed a new indirect
approach using Coulomb dissociation of the reaction
208Pbð16O; 16OÞ208Pb for the first time. A preliminary experi-
ment was performed at Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut KVI
using the big bite spectrometer. The method should be more
sensitive to the E2 cross section, offering a complementary
indirect approach to the β-delayed α emission measurements.
Reminiscent of high-energy transfer reaction studies, the
reaction mechanism is quite complicated, requiring models
for both the nuclear and Coulomb amplitudes of the cross
section. The 2þ states at Ex ¼ 9.84 and 11.52 MeV were
populated and angular distributions were extracted. However,
some of the angular distributions showed large systematic
deviations from their expected values at certain angles. The
results are encouraging but significant development in the
technique and theory is likely required before reliable data can
be obtained.
A detailed recoil separator measurement was made at
DRAGON (Hutcheon et al., 2003) at the TRIUMF-ISAC
facility by Matei, Brune, and Massey (2008). The experiment
covered a wide energy range from Ec:m: ¼ 2.22 to 5.42 MeV.
This measurement focused on the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV cascade
transition and an R-matrix analysis of the data reported that
this contribution was much larger (25þ15−16 keV b) at Ec:m: ¼
300 keV than previously estimated. However, the interpreta-
tion of the data was later found to be in error and the later
measurements of Schürmann et al. (2011) and Avila et al.
(2015) confirmed a smaller value (∼2–5 keV b). In addition to
the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV transition, the total cross section was
evaluated but is only available in the thesis of Matei (2006).
Other cascade transition data were observed in the spectra but
remain unanalyzed.
A remeasurement of the 16NðβαÞ12C spectrum was made by
France et al. (2007) (Yale group) in an attempt to clarify the
inconsistency issues in the different data sets. By convoluting
the R-matrix fits of the previous data with the experimental
resolution functions, it was reasserted that the TRIUMF data
(Azuma et al., 1994) were inconsistent with both their
measurement and that of the Seattle measurement. In addition,
the data from the previously unpublished experiments at
Mainz (Hättig et al., 1969; Hättig, Hünchen, and Wäffler,
1970; Neubeck, Schober, and Wäffler, 1974) and Seattle were
made available, a very valuable service to the community.
Another measurement of the 16NðβαÞ12C spectrum was
made soon after at Argonne National Laboratory by Tang
et al. (2010). This experiment attempted to lessen the effects
of β background and contaminant reactions by using the in-
flight technique (Harss et al., 2000) to create the 16N beam. To
minimize the energy convolution of the spectrum by the
catcher, thin carbon foils were used with thicknesses of only
17ð2Þ μg=cm2. The resulting spectrum is similar to that of
Azuma et al. (1994), but there are some very significant
differences as discussed further in Sec. VI.D.
A low-energy measurement of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction
was made at the Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors at
the Tokyo Institute of Technology by Makii et al. (2009). The
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experiment concentrated on a very low-energy range, meas-
uring at just two energies of Eα ¼ 2.000 and 2.270 MeV.
However, the goal of the experiment was a high accuracy
measurement of the E1 and E2 cross sections at these energies
where past experiments had showed considerable disagree-
ment, especially in the E2 cross section. This was accom-
plished by measuring at three critical angles, θlab ¼ 40°, 90°,
and 130°, and in far geometry with small solid angles
(as reflected by the Q coefficients) using time of flight.
Compton suppressed NaI detectors were utilized, and targets
were obtained by cracking 13C depleted methane gas.
Additionally, the time-of-flight capability facilitated a detailed
study of the different sources of background. These were
primarily found to be secondary ðn; γÞ and ðn; n0γÞ reactions
induced by neutrons from the 13Cðα; nÞ16O reaction
(Makii et al., 2005). The deduced σE1 and σE2 cross sections
were found with the smallest uncertainties to date in this
region. They also showed significantly less scatter than many
previous measurements, and in general are somewhat lower in
overall cross section. Their energy dependence, albeit with
only two data points, is in excellent agreement with previous
R-matrix fits.
Sayre et al. (2012) used a novel method (Brune, 2001) of
determining the E2 interferences by measuring the energy
integrated differential yield over the narrow low-energy 2þ
resonance, corresponding to the state at Ex ¼ 9.85 MeV, in
the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction. The result was that the number of
possible interference solutions with this resonance from the
2þ subthreshold and the next higher-energy state at Ex ¼
11.51 MeV could be reduced to two. These interference
solutions will be discussed further in Sec. VII.B.
The measurement of Plag et al. (2012) investigated the low-
energy cross section of 12Cðα; γÞ16O using a standard forward
kinematics setup but using a nearly 4π BaF2 detector array for
the first time. The BaF2 detectors have the advantage that they
are less sensitive to neutrons than HPGe detectors and are
more efficient. Their disadvantage is a decreased energy
resolution compared to HPGe’s. The array is segmented in
such a way that angular distributions at 12 angles can be
extracted. The angular information was used to separate the
E1 and E2 components using the traditional procedure of
fitting to Legendre polynomials. In addition, the measurement
also reported the sum of the cascade transition and therefore
could give the total capture cross section.
A dedicated experimental campaign is ongoing at the
Kyushu University Tandem Laboratory (KUTL) (Ikeda et al.,
2003) to measure the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction. The experiment
aims at a direct measurement of the capture cross section
down to Ec:m: ¼ 0.7 MeV using an inverse kinematics setup,
time of flight, and a recoil separator. Awindowless helium gas
target is used with a pressure of ≈ 25 torr and beam intensities
in excess of 10 pμA. The experimental development has
steadily progressed with an ever improving setup. Total cross
section measurements have been made at Ec:m: ¼ 2.4 and
1.5 MeV, and measurements are ongoing for Ec:m: ¼ 1.2 MeV
(Yamaguchi et al., 2014).
Significantly improved measurements have not been lim-
ited to the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction. The 15Nðp; γÞ16O reaction
has been the subject of several recent measurements at the
LUNA facility and the University of Notre Dame’s nuclear
science laboratory (Bemmerer et al., 2009; LeBlanc et al.,
2010; Caciolli et al., 2011; Imbriani et al., 2012). This was
highly motivated by new measurements of the bound-state
proton ANCs in 16O (Mukhamedzhanov et al., 2008), which
gave strong evidence that the measurement of Rolfs and
Rodney (1974) overestimated the low-energy cross section, a
common theme. These complementary measurements resulted
in a significant improvement in the uncertainty of this reaction
at stellar energies (now at the ≈5% level). The 15Nðp; αÞ12C
reaction has also been reinvestigated using the Trojan Horse
method (La Cognata et al., 2007). Additional proton scattering
data have been measured by deBoer, LeBlanc et al. (2012).
The work of deBoer et al. (2013) combined the vast majority
of the data above Sp and obtained a combined fit for all open
reaction channels up to Ex ≈ 14 MeV. Preliminary fits were
also made to a very limited set of 12Cðα; γÞ16O data.
The sub-Coulomb transfer reaction experiment of Avila
et al. (2015) has reconfirmed the earlier measurements of the α
ANCs for the levels at Ex ¼ 6.92 (2þ) and 7.12 (1−) MeVand
additionally measured those of the Ex ¼ 6.05 (0þ) and 6.13
(3−) MeV states for the first time. These measurements
reconfirmed the assertion of Schürmann et al. (2011) that
the large value for the low-energy S factor of the Ex ¼
6.05 MeV transition given in Matei et al. (2006) was
incorrect. However, the value found in Avila et al. (2015)
is also in disagreement with that of Schürmann et al. (2011)
since their assumed ANC was significantly smaller than that
measured by Avila et al. (2015). These issues are discussed in
detail in Sec. VI.C.
Another study was recently performed at KVI where
the goal was to determine the total βα branching ratio
(Refsgaard et al., 2016) for 16NðβαÞ12C decay. A value of
½1.49 0.05ðstatÞþ0.0−0.10ðsystÞ × 10−5 was obtained, a 24%
increase over the literature value of 1.20ð5Þ × 10−5. If correct,
this could have an effect on the analysis of the 16NðβαÞ12C
spectrum. The implications have not yet been fully explored.
Four recent comprehensive analyses of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
reaction are conspicuously absent from this section, those of
Oulebsir et al. (2012), Schürmann et al. (2012), and Xu et al.
(2013) (NACRE2), and An et al. (2015). A review of each of
these analyses has been reserved for Sec. VIII, so that more
detailed comparisons can be made with the present global
analysis presented in Sec. VI.
D. Upcoming experiments
An experiment long under development is the measurement
of the inverse photodisintegration reaction 16Oðγ0; αÞ12C.
While this method has the limitation of being sensitive only
to the ground state transition, this is the most important
transition for the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction at stellar energies. Two
independent groups have attempted to tackle the measurement
using quite different measurement apparatuses but so far at the
same beam facility, the high-intensity γ-ray source (HIγS) has
been successful (Weller et al., 2009). One setup uses a bubble
chamber to detect the recoiling α particles (DiGiovine et al.,
2015). The superheated liquid used in the chamber acts as
both target and detection medium. A successful proof of
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principle experiment was performed using a C4F10 liquid by
Ugalde et al. (2013) for the 19Fðγ0; αÞ15N reaction. Continued
measurements are now taking place at Jefferson Laboratory.
Another experiment was proposed using an optical time
projection chamber as described by Gai (2012). A successful
experiment was performed to extract cross section data for the
12Cðγ0; αÞ8Be reaction as reported by Zimmerman et al.
(2013). One great advantage of this setup is that it allows
for the extraction of very detailed angular distributions. Both
types of experiments are limited in their energy resolution by
available γ-ray beams (resolution at HIγS ∼ 200 keV at these
energies, for example). If the experimental techniques can be
further developed, inverse measurements may be the best way
to probe the low-energy cross section since the photodisin-
tegration cross section is about 50 times larger than the capture
cross section. Plans are also underway to perform these kinds
of experiments at the upcoming Extreme Light Infrastructure–
Nuclear Physics (ELI-NP) facility (Balabanski, 2015) where a
significantly higher γ flux will be available.
Several recoil separator measurements are also planned for
the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction. Further measurements have already
begun at TRIUMF’s DRAGON facility (Hutcheon et al.,
2003). The European recoil separator for the nuclear astro-
physics ERNA recoil separator has also been recommissioned
at the center for isotopic research on the cultural and
environmental heritage CIRCE laboratory in Caserta, Italy.
A reinvestigation of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction is planned in
order to improve upon the previously successful experimental
campaigns (Schürmann et al., 2005, 2011) in Bochum,
Germany. In addition, the St. George recoil separator
(Couder et al., 2008) is currently in the commissioning phase
and 12Cðα; γÞ16O is a reaction of primary interest.
Underground experimental facilities have also yet to weigh
in. At LUNA (Costantini et al., 2009), α particle beams have
been prohibited in the past due to the risk of creating
background signals in other nearby experiments. This ban
was lifted, however, and measurements of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
reaction are in the planning phase. However, the current
LUNA facility can create only helium beams of up to
Eα ¼ 400 keV, a very difficult point at which to start the
measurements. Therefore the first measurements may have to
wait until the instillation of the new higher-energy LUNAMV
facility is completed (scheduled for operation in 2019).
The compact accelerator system for performing astrophysi-
cal research CASPAR (Robertson et al., 2016) is also nearing
completion. This new underground facility located at the
Sanford underground research facility in Lead, South Dakota
will be the first underground nuclear astrophysics facility in
the United States. At present a 1 MV KN accelerator has been
installed and commissioning is underway. While the neutron
producing reactions 13Cðα; nÞ16O and 22Neðα; nÞ25Mg are the
planned flagship experiments, the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction will
certainly be investigated in the future.
The Jinping underground laboratory is also currently
under construction in Sichuan, China. The facility will have
a high current (pmA) 400 kV accelerator with an ECR source
able to accelerate 4Heþþ beams up to Eα ¼ 800 keV. One of
the flagship experiments for the facility is to measure the
12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction at this energy (Ec:m: ¼ 600 keV). The
current goal is to perform this measurement by the end of 2019
(Liu, 2016).
As a final point, as experimental data are obtained with
greater precision and at higher energies, experiments may
soon become sensitive to less probable second order reaction
channels. Some candidate decay channels are forbidden β,
ðe−eþÞπ, internal conversion, and simultaneous multiple γ
emission. While it is likely that most of these processes remain
below current experimental detection thresholds, care should
be taken to not forget they are possible. Some of these
reactions could be used to further indirectly constrain the
capture cross section. For example, detection of the π decay of
the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV transition is already being planned at the
CIRCE laboratory (Guerro et al., 2014; Tabassam and
Mehboob, 2015).
E. World data set
The previous sections described the many experimental
endeavors that have provided a wealth of data for the under-
standing of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction. Figure 3 shows how the
capture data have evolved over time. Because the E1 cross
section dominates over much of the experimentally accessible
region, these measurements are in reasonable agreement
(barring some of the earliest measurements). While the
agreement between the different E2 data sets has certainty
improved, there are still large disagreements between both
different data sets and with theory. There are two major trends,
a large scatter in the data in regions where the cross section
should be smooth, and an increase in the cross section at
low energy. Both of these phenomena are very common to
measurements that push the limits of the experimental
techniques employed. What is encouraging to see is that both
these problems have lessened with more recent measurements.
The trend of the data shows that attention should be made in
determining accurate measurements of the E2 cross section,
since the E1 is fairly well established. If the E2 data can be
improved to a level of consistency similar to the E1, this could
lead to a significant reduction in the overall uncertainty in the
extrapolation to low energy.
Reflecting back over the experimental data, two issues
clearly stand out. The first is that of the overall normalization
of the data. Future measurements will likely attempt to push to
lower energies, yet it is important to remember that new
measurements should not be limited to the lowest energy
ranges. In particular, it is always useful to have at least one
measurement near the maximum of the broad resonance at
Ec:m: ¼ 2.2 MeV. In this way, so long as all the data can
be considered to share the same overall systematic uncertain-
ties, the normalization and shape of the data provide signifi-
cantly better constraint on the extrapolation. The second issue
is the splitting of the E1 and E2 data into separate cross
sections. While this makes sense from a theory point of view,
it leads to further assumptions in the analysis of the exper-
imental data. This procedure may be responsible for the large
scatter of the E2 data. It also emphasizes the point that the
differential cross section measurements (and even spectra)
should be retained, since if these data were available, it would
likely provide a better understanding of what caused these
problems.
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For this review, a global R-matrix analysis has been
performed in order to facilitate a better comparison of the
different capture data sets and combine several recent results
that have not yet been considered relative to other data. The
method provides a standard framework to interpret the impact
and gauge the level of agreement between all the types of
measurements, both direct and indirect, on the extrapolation of
the capture cross section. An attempt has been made to
consider as much of the relevant experimental data as possible.
However, there are a few cases in which the experimental data
are clearly in very poor agreement and are therefore excluded
from the analysis.
Most of the past data sets are found to be in reasonable
agreement. The few that are excluded are the ground state
capture data of Jaszczak, Gibbons, and Macklin (1970) and
Jaszczak and Macklin (1970), both the ground state and
cascade capture data of Kettner et al. (1982), the E2 data of
Redder et al. (1987), and the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV transition data
of Matei et al. (2006). Further, the β-delayed α data sets of
Neubeck, Schober, and Wäffler (1974) and France et al.
(2007), that is the Yale, Mainz, and Seattle data, are also
excluded because not enough information regarding the target
effect corrections has been given to perform a reanalysis of
these data sets. This is discussed in more detail in Sec. VI.D.
There have been several α scattering experiments that have all
been largely consistent only with improved uncertainties. For
this reason only the most comprehensive data set of
Tischhauser et al. (2009) is considered here. Further, the data
reported by Assunção et al. (2006) are replaced by the
corrected data presented by Brune and Sayre (2013).
Table V summarizes the data considered in the energy
region below Sp in 16O, but the higher-energy data given in
Table I of deBoer et al. (2013) are also included. The table also
summarizes where the actual numerical values of the data for
each of the measurements were obtained. It is fortuitous that
most of the E1 and E2 data, below Sp, have been made
available in tabular form and therefore few had to be digitized
from figures. Note that this was not true for the data from
Jaszczak, Gibbons, and Macklin (1970) and Jaszczak and
Macklin (1970), but these data have been excluded from the
analysis as mentioned. Unfortunately much of the angular
distribution data did have to be digitized. The figures for these
data were obtained as listed in Table V. For ease of reference,
Table II also summarizes the different kinds of targets that
have been used in the various capture measurements.
VI. R-MATRIX ANALYSIS OF 12Cðα;γÞ16O
As described in Sec. IV, the phenomenological R-matrix
method is currently the preferred method for the analysis of
the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction. This method has been used to
simultaneously fit the experimental measurements that pop-
ulate the 16O compound nucleus at energies below Ex ≈
14 MeV (see Fig. 2). A modified version of the R-matrix code
AZURE2 (Azuma et al., 2010; Uberseder and deBoer, 2015)
has been used. The code implements the generalized math-
ematical formalism described in Sec. IV.A including the
alternate R-matrix formalism of Brune (2002) in order to
more conveniently utilize level parameters from the literature.
Another convince of this alternate parametrization is that
boundary conditions are eliminated. However, the channel
radii still need to be specified. In principle a different radius
can be chosen for each channel, but it is common practice to
only choose different radii for different partitions. For the best
TABLE V. Summary of experimental data considered in the present analysis. The data included are in addition to what was already presented
in Table I of deBoer et al. (2013). The reaction, the multipolarity of the γ rays measured, the source of the data, and the systematic uncertainty for
each data set is noted. For several of the data sets, the absolute cross section was found by normalizing to previous data, so these entries are left
blank as represented by the ellipses.
Reference Reaction(s) Source σsyst (%)
Dyer and Barnes (1974) 12Cðα; γ0Þ16O, E1 Table 2, Fig. 6 10
Redder et al. (1987) 12Cðα; γ0;6.92;7.12Þ16O, E1 and E2 Tables 1, 2, 3, Fig. 5 6
Kremer et al. (1988) 12Cðα; γ0Þ16O, E1 Private communicationa 15
Buchmann et al. (1993) and
Azuma et al. (1994)
16NðβαÞ12C Table 1 6
Ouellet et al. (1992) and Ouellet et al. (1996)
12Cðα; γ0Þ16O, E1 and E2 Tables 3, 4   
Roters et al. (1999) 12Cðα; γ0Þ16O, E1 and E2 Table 1   
Gialanella et al. (2001) 12Cðα; γ0Þ16O, E1 Table 2 9
Kunz et al. (2001) 12Cðα; γ0Þ16O, E1 and E2 Table 1, Fig. 3   
Fey (2004) 12Cðα; γ0Þ16O, E1 and E2 Tables E1, E2, Figs. D1–D13   
Schürmann et al. (2005) 12Cðα; γÞ16O Table 1 6.5
Assunção et al. (2006), and
Brune and Sayre (2013)
12Cðα; γ0Þ16O, E1 and E2 Table 1 (3 parameters), Fig. 10   
Makii et al. (2009) 12Cðα; γ0Þ16O, E1 and E2 Table 7   b
Tischhauser et al. (2009) 12Cðα; αÞ12C EXFORc   
Tang et al. (2010) 16NðβαÞ12C Table 1 2
Schürmann et al. (2011) 12Cðα; γallÞ16O Table 1 6.5
Plag et al. (2012) 12Cðα; γallÞ16O Table III < 10
aData available in Supplemental Material [410].
bStatistical and systematic uncertainties combined.
cData available as both yields (C1461002) and cross sections (C1461014).
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fit, values of aα0 ¼ aα1 ¼ 5.43 fm and ap0 ¼ 5.03 fm were
found. Discussion of the sensitivity of the fit to the choice of
channel radii is given in Sec. VII.C.
Several physical quantities have uncertainties much smaller
than those from other sources and are treated as constants in
the analysis. These are summarized in Table VI. Entrance
channel angular momenta were considered up to l ¼ 8. Unless
specifically labeled otherwise, all quantities are given in the
center-of-mass reference frame.
The present work is an extension of the R-matrix analysis
given by deBoer et al. (2013). In that work, a global R-matrix
fit was achieved for data belonging to all the open channels
above the first excited state α particle (Sα1 ¼ 11.60 MeV) and
proton (Sp ¼ 12.13 MeV) separation energies and below
Ex ≈ 14.0 MeV in 16O (see Fig. 2). In the present analysis,
all the previous channels and data are again considered, but, in
addition, the lower energy data for the α capture reaction and
the 16NðβαÞ12C spectra are included. This global, simulta-
neous, analysis considers over 15 000 data points, the majority
of the data available in the literature. In addition to the primary
aim of facilitating a comparison between the different data
sets, this global analysis has the potential to place more
stringent constraints on the extrapolation of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
reaction to stellar energies. This is mainly the result of the
inclusion of the higher-energy data and the extension of the
phenomenological model to those energies. While the reso-
nances at higher energy do not have a strong impact on the
low-energy cross section, an explicit fitting to these higher
energies places much more stringent limits on possible low-
energy tail contributions of even higher-lying resonances. As
will be described, this has been, and remains, one of the
largest uncertainties in the extrapolation of the cross section to
stellar energies.
A. “Best fit” procedure
One of the main reasons that the 12Cðα; γÞ16O cross section
has such large uncertainties in the extrapolation is that there
are different possible fit solutions, corresponding to the
different relative interference patterns of the different reso-
nances, depending on different assumptions and interpreta-
tions of the data. However, as more and more measurements
have been undertaken, these ambiguities have steadily
decreased. Here the assumptions of this analysis are described
and a large amount of the remainder of this work details what
happens when these assumptions are bent or broken in order to
more fully gauge the uncertainties.
As with most analyses of this kind, the path to the final
solution was not a straightforward procedure but was an
iterative process. In this section the details of the “best fit” are
given. This was not the fit with the lowest overall χ2, nor was it
the fit that allowed all possible parameters to vary freely, but it
is believed to be the most physically reasonable one. In
principle a χ2 minimization should lead to the best solution,
but this assumes that all of the uncertainties have been
correctly quantified in the data, and this is certainly not the
case. While the χ2 minimization also includes a term for a
constant systematic uncertainty, and often this is a dominant
contribution, energy and angular dependent systematic uncer-
tainties are also present, which may or may not have been
quantified. These usually have a smaller effect, but in some
cases, especially when the statistical uncertainties become
very small, it is very likely that these are the cause of poorer
quality fits.
The assumptions that brought about the best fit are as
follows:
(•) The ANCs, as determined from modern transfer reac-
tions, are reliable and their values are fixed in the fit.
(•) γ-ray widths of the subthreshold states are reliable and
are fixed in the fit.
(•) Fits are unacceptable if the normalization factors of all
data sets in a given channel systematically deviate (the
exception to this rule is the E2 ground state transi-
tion data).
Important conclusions brought about by a thorough review of
the data and the R-matrix fits are as follows:
(•) The 12Cðα; γÞ16O E2 ground state transition cross
section data show large deviations between one
another.
(•) Background pole contributions are negligible for the
12Cðα; γÞ16O capture data for all transitions.
(•) For the ground state 12Cðα; γÞ16O data, the low-
energy measurements yielding larger cross sections
are more likely to be affected by unreported sys-
tematic uncertainties.
These assumptions and conclusions were in most cases not
assumed a priori, but came about through the iteration of
many test calculations. Of course these assumptions, although
logically motivated, are still somewhat subjective and may
have (in fact have greatly) varied from one evaluator to the
next over the years. Therefore it is of the utmost importance
that these assumptions are tested rigorously and the sensitivity
of the fit must be gauged for each one. This is what much of
Sec. VII is devoted to, a quantification of these assumptions
into uncertainties on the extrapolation of the cross section to
stellar energies. Throughout this work there are discussions of
these different assumptions but a brief discussion of all of
them is first given here.
While ANCs can be determined, in theory, through
compound nucleus reactions such as scattering, capture,
and β-delayed particle emission, there are nearly always
TABLE VI. Masses and particle separation energies used in the
R-matrix calculation. The quantities Sα, Sp, and Sα1 represent the
separation energies of an α particle, a proton, and an α particle with
12C in its first excited state, respectively. Masses are in atomic mass
units. From Audi, Wapstra, and Thibault, 2003.
Parameter Value
Sα 7.161 92(1) MeV
Sp 12.127 41(1) MeV
Sα1 11.600 83(31) MeV
mp 1.007 825 032 07(10)
mα 4.002 603 254 15(6)
mð12CÞ 12
mð15NÞ 15.000 108 898 23(15)
mð16NÞ 16.006 101 658(2815)
mð16OÞ 15.994 914 619 56(16)
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complications. These analyses are usually performed using a
phenomenological R-matrix analysis but are often compli-
cated by the presence of broad resonance contributions and the
need for background contributions. It is our experience that
unless a capture cross section can be described well using only
the external capture model (i.e., no broad resonances are
present) it can be difficult to extract a reliable value for ANCs
from this type of data. For scattering it is nearly always the
case that many background poles are needed to compensate
for the potential phase shift that is only approximately
reproduced by the hard-sphere phase shifts. The situation is
similar for 16NðβαÞ12C data where again background con-
tributions are often required. Further, even small errors in the
corrections of the data for experimental effects can affect the
ANC determinations.
Transfer reactions have their own issues, namely, that there
are theoretical uncertainties that can be difficult to quantify,
but recent sub-Coulomb measurements seem to have suc-
ceeded in limiting these effects so that ANCs can be extracted
reliably to about the 10% uncertainty level. This has been
confirmed by measurements by different groups using differ-
ent experimental setups that yield consistent results. Certainly
more experiments need to be performed to better verify this
claim, but at this time they seem to be the most reliable and
accurate method.
The only γ-ray widths of subthreshold states that have a
large impact on the cross section determination are the ground
state widths of the Ex ¼ 6.92 and 7.12 MeV states which
make strong subthreshold contributions to the ground state E2
and E1 cross sections, respectively. These widths are known to
better than 5% total uncertainty and have been verified by
several different measurements, although they have not been
studied recently.
Unless there is some reason to suspect that all data for a
specific reaction suffer from a shared systematic uncertainty, it
seems reasonable to assume that the weighted average of
different measurements should be very close to 1. This has
been found to be true for all of the reaction channels studied
here except for the 12Cðα; γÞ16O E2 ground state data. These
data show large scatter that is not reflected by the experimental
error bars and has been found to be systematically too large in
value. These issues have lessened with more recent measure-
ments. The issue here has always been the attempt to
determine a small E2 component from a cross section that
is dominated by the broad E1 resonance at Ex ¼ 9.59 MeV.
With the addition of the higher-energy states in this
analysis, a reasonable fit can be achieved for both the E1
and E2 ground state capture transition data without any
background contributions. This does not mean that the present
R-matrix analysis does not have any background poles,
several are still required to fit the 12Cðα; α0Þ12,
15Nðp; p0Þ15N, and 16NðβαÞ12C reaction data. The physical
justification for this is seen in the higher-energy 12Cðα; γÞ16O
data of Snover, Adelberger, and Brown (1974) where it was
shown that the cross section, for both E1 and E2 multi-
polarities, becomes weak at high energies and does not show
any resonances that compare in strength to those that
correspond to the 1− levels Ex ¼ 12.45 and 13.09 MeV.
Since these two strong higher-energy states are now included
explicitly, they should account for the majority of the higher-
energy background contributions.
For the E2 ground state transition data, more recent
measurements have achieved significantly more consistent
measurements (Makii et al., 2009; Plag et al., 2012). This is
also true for the E1 ground state transition data, but to a lesser
extreme. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 3. From Jaszczak,
Gibbons, and Macklin (1970) to Plag et al. (2012), there has
been a general decrease in the values given for the cross
sections on the low-energy side of the 1− resonance. In
general, background contaminations are often underestimated
for the yield extraction in low statistics measurements and this
trend is quite prevalent in the literature.
1. Systematic uncertainty χ 2 term
Every data set has some systematic uncertainty, which
represents the experimentalist’s best estimate of contributions
to the uncertainty that come from sources that are not
statistical. In many cases these uncertainties are approximated
by a constant factor (e.g., target thickness, beam intensity,
efficiency, etc.) that affects the entire data set. However,
as measurements become more precise, the quantification
of the systematic uncertainties often becomes increasingly
complicated.
As the first step, it is critical to separate the uncertainties
into contributions from point-to-point and overall systematic
uncertainties in order to perform the χ2 minimization accu-
rately. For analyses that consider multiple data sets, each with
independent systematic uncertainties, this becomes even more
crucial. This has been shown some time ago by Dodder et al.
(1977), yet has been neglected even in some relatively recent
and comprehensive analyses (Hammer et al., 2005b). Further,
it was shown that the method of introducing the systematic
uncertainty term into the χ2 fitting solves Peelle’s pertinent
puzzle or at least makes the effect negligible (Hale, 2004;
Carlson et al., 2009).
For the approximation that the systematic uncertainty of an
individual data set can be treated as constant, it is included
in the χ2 fit using the method described in Dodder et al.
(1977), D’Agostini (1994), and Schürmann et al. (2012) and is
given by
χ2 ¼
X
i
X
j
R2ij þ
ðni − 1Þ2
σ2syst;i

; ð87Þ
Rij ¼
fðxi;jÞ − niyi;j
niσi;j
; ð88Þ
where ni is the normalization factor of an individual data set,
fðxi;jÞ is the value of the cross section from the R-matrix fit,
yi;j is the experimental cross section of a given data point, σi;j
is the statistical uncertainty of the data point, and σ2syst;i is the
overall fractional systematic uncertainty of the data set. A
summary of the systematic uncertainties of the different
experiments is listed in Table V. Since several of the capture
measurements were normalized to earlier measurements,
several lack independent normalizations (indicated by the
   in Table V). In these cases, the normalizations of the data
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are allowed to vary freely in the fitting. Table VII lists the
normalization factors for the excitation curve data resulting
from the R-matrix fit and compares them to the experimental
systematic uncertainties.
Ideally all parameters of the R-matrix fit could be varied
simultaneously to achieve the best fit, but this situation could
not be realized. The current analysis has 64 fit parameters not
including the normalization parameters. These parameters
correspond to the partial widths and energies of the 12 particle
unbound states in 16O that were used to describe the broad
energy structure of the reaction cross sections. An additional
seven background poles were necessary, primarily to repro-
duce the scattering reaction data. However, the best fit
contains no background poles for the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction,
for any of the transitions. Five subthreshold states and five
levels corresponding to narrow resonances were also included,
with their ANCs or partial particle widths and γ-decay widths
fixed to values from the literature. Tables XXI and XXII in
Appendix A give the R-matrix parameters necessary to
reproduce the best fit of this analysis. The parameters in bold
indicate those actually used for the fitting. Other parameters
were fixed at values taken from the literature. Additionally,
TABLE VII. Normalization factors (ni), χ2, and number of data points (N) for excitation curve data resulting from the R-matrix fit. Note the
reasonable scattering in the normalizations of the E1 data compared to the much larger scatter present in the E2 data. Additionally, note that the
reduced χ2 values for the 16NðβαÞ12C and 12Cðα; α0Þ12C data sets are significantly greater than 1. The effect of this on the uncertainty estimate of
the extrapolated cross section is discussed in Sec. VII.F.
Reaction Reference σsyst;i % Norm. (ni) χ2 L−1 N
12Cðα; γ0Þ16O Brune and Sayre (2013) 9 1.12 20.3 14.0 16
12Cðα; γ0Þ16O (28°) Ouellet et al. (1996)    1.200 18.4 14.9 15
(60°) Ouellet et al. (1996)    0.970 91.7 20.7 16
(90°) Ouellet et al. (1996)    1.046 78.6 18.0 16
(90°) Ouellet et al. (1996)    0.957 86.7 18.7 16
(120°) Ouellet et al. (1996)    1.068 45.3 14.5 15
(143°) Ouellet et al. (1996)    1.117 28.7 15.6 15
(40°) Makii et al. (2009)    1.085 1.55 2.23 2
(90°) Makii et al. (2009)    0.926 0.527 1.81 2
(130°) Makii et al. (2009)    0.842 1.982 2.50 2
12Cðα; γ0Þ16O (E1) Dyer and Barnes (1974) 10 1.031 55.9 25.2 24
Redder et al. (1987) 6 1.006 72.8 29.3 26
Kremer et al. (1988) 15 1.110 18.4 13.1 12
Ouellet et al. (1996)    0.957 44.8 11.6 9
Roters et al. (1999)    1.092 15.4 12.0 13
Gialanella et al. (2001) 9 0.913 27.3 18.5 20
Kunz et al. (2001)    1.011 12.4 15.6 19
Fey (2004)    1.000 16.9 8.3 11
Makii et al. (2009)    0.959 0.43 1.47 2
Schürmann et al. (2011) 6.5 0.994 0.605 0.95 1
Plag et al. (2012) 12–21 1.017 2.01 3.25 4
12Cðα; γ0Þ16O (E2) Ouellet et al. (1996)    0.883 3.42 5.70 5
Roters et al. (1999)    1.698 0.246 1.54 2
Kunz et al. (2001)    1.065 23.2 13.6 11
Fey (2004)    1.364 15.1 12.8 12
Makii et al. (2009)    1.095 0.46 1.63 2
Schürmann et al. (2011) 6.5 0.958 29.4 8.0 7
Plag et al. (2012) 30–61 1.016 0.342 2.93 5
12Cðα; γ6.05Þ16O (E1Þ Schürmann et al. (2011) 6.5 1.00 1.71 1.08 1
(E2) Schürmann et al. (2011) 6.5 1.19 16.5 9.4 6
12Cðα; γ6.13Þ16O Schürmann et al. (2011) 6.5 1.03 8.9 5.2 7
12Cðα; γ6.92Þ16O Redder et al. (1987)    0.261 26.4 42.8 25
Kunz (2002)    0.644 9.0 21.0 12
Schürmann et al. (2011) 6.5 0.993 18.1 12.7 7
12Cðα; γ7.12Þ16O Redder et al. (1987)    0.265 52.4 29.5 24
Kunz (2002)    0.469 8.3 16.7 12
Schürmann et al. (2011) 6.5 1.00 3.64 6.6 7
12Cðα; γtotalÞ16O Schürmann et al. (2005) 6.5 0.926 301 136 76
Plag et al. (2012) 8–21 1.08 4.90 4.18 4
Yamaguchi et al. (2014)    0.972 0.982 6.2 3
16NðβαÞ12C Azuma et al. (1994) 5 0.91 496 122 87
Tang et al. (2010) 2 1.13 545 135 88
12Cðα; αÞ12C Tischhauser et al. (2009)       56 021 11 775 9728
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Table XXIV gives the reduced-width amplitudes associated
with the γ-ray widths, subdivided into their internal end
channel contributions. Note that these are not additional
fitting parameters.
It should be mentioned here that many different fitting
combinations were investigated and are discussed, but for
clarity and practicality only the details of the best fit are given
in Tables XXI, XXII, and XXIII. For example, in the
subsequent sections that investigate the uncertainties in the
fitting, background poles for the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction are
introduced, but these are absent from the parameter tables
since they are not included in the best fit.
With such a complicated fitting, it is reasonable to question
whether the fit is unique. That is, can a similar quality fit be
obtained but with a very different parameter set? For levels in
the R matrix that correspond to physical levels, it is believed
that these values are in fact unique and well defined, at least to
within their uncertainties. This can be said with some
confidence because of the unitarity condition of the R-matrix
theory, but this does apply only for the particle channels.
Further, it is often the case that only the partial width that
corresponds to the lowest orbital angular momentum channel
is used in the fitting. Higher orbital angular momentum
channels have been investigated but had values consistent
with zero for the present experimental data. When more
precise data are obtained, this assumption should be
reinvestigated.
For the γ-ray channels, unitarity is not enforced, as this
reaction mechanism is introduced into the theory as a
perturbation. This is well satisfied in the current case because
the capture cross sections are always much smaller than the
nuclear ones. However, because the particle width(s) of a
given level are always much larger than the γ-ray widths, they
determine the resonance’s total width while the γ-ray widths
effectively determine only the height of the resonance. In this
way the capture data uniquely constrain the total γ-ray widths.
However, it is sometimes possible that more than one γ-ray
multipolarity can contribute and may be of similar intensity.
This is especially true for the well-known case when E2 and
M1 decays are both possible and it is often true that the data
may not uniquely determine the multipolarity. Therefore the
values of the total γ-ray widths are likely unique, but their
multipolarities should be viewed as tentative assignments.
Additionally, similar to the particle channels, higher order
multipolarities may also be possible. The fit was tested for
sensitivities to these higher order terms but again they were
found to not be significant considering the uncertainties of the
current data.
What are more ambiguous are the interference combinations
that are possible for the capture data. The ground state inference
patterns appear to now be well known as discussed in
Sec. VII.B, but some of these assignments are based on only
a single measurement or only a few data points. The ambiguity
is much greater for the cascade transitions. Very few data exist
for these transitions and often the interference signs have been
deduced based on a few number of data points and the constraint
imposed by the total capture cross section measurements. The
situation is even worse above Sp; here the interference signs are
only constrained by their effects on the lower energy data.
However, since the cascade transitions are dominated by
external capture at low energies, these different solutions have
a negligible effect on the low-energy extrapolation.
Finally, the values of the background poles are certainly not
unique. This is perfectly acceptable since their energies are
rather arbitrary. The only condition is that these energies
should be significantly larger than the highest energy data
points so that they can provide an approximately energy-
independent underlying background that represents the sum of
the low-energy tails of all higher-lying resonances. What is
unique is the magnitude of the underlying background
provided by the background poles, and this contribution
can be produced many different equivalent ways. For exam-
ple, the background poles are often placed at Ex ¼ 20 MeV
for the best fit, but an investigation of the extension of the
capture cross section to higher energies necessitates moving
the background poles up to Ex ¼ 40 MeV. While the values
of the partial widths for these poles are of course much
different than those at lower energy, the cross section that they
produce at low energy is relatively unchanged.
2. Corrections for experimental effects
It is a simple fact that measurements made in the laboratory
are never actually the true cross sections, statistical variations
aside. Even for arguably the simplest of experimental data, for
example, 12Cðα; α0Þ12C, the reported quantities are often
expressed as yields instead of actual cross sections. Even
quantities labeled as cross sections in the literature are often
only normalized yields, which may or may not have been
subjected to any number of different deconvolution techniques
and other corrections for experimental effects. A general
formula relating the experimental yield YðEbÞ at mean
beam-particle energy Eb to true cross section σðEÞ is
YðEbÞ ¼
Z
Eb
Eb−Δ
Z
∞
0
σðEÞ
ϵðE0bÞ
gðE − E0bÞdEdE0b: ð89Þ
Here the function gðE − EbÞ describes the spreading of the
beam-particle energy around the mean energy, ϵðEbÞ is the
stopping power that describes the energy loss of the beam
particles as they passes through the target material, and Δ is
the total energy loss in the target. Other effects, such as energy
straggling, may also be important depending on the exper-
imental conditions, but Eq. (89) serves as a general enough
example. As is commonly implemented in the case of
charged-particle beams, the spreading function is approxi-
mated by a Gaussian function
gðE − EbÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2πσ2b
q exp − ðE − EbÞ2
2σ2b

; ð90Þ
where σb defines the energy width of the beam.
In this analysis, Eq. (89) is used to approximately correct
for the resolution of the experimental measurements, as most
of the data under analysis assumes this sort of convolution
function. It should be kept in mind that this is an approximate
method and that for data with very small uncertainties this
simple method may not prove accurate enough. In this
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analysis a good example is the β-delayed α emission data.
Possible failings of the deconvolution method have been
discussed by Buchmann, Ruprecht, and Ruiz (2009) and are
described further in Sec. VI.D.
B. Ground state transition
The largest contribution to the 12Cðα; γÞ16O cross section at
low energy (Ec:m: ≈ 300 keV) is the ground state transition.
This is illustrated in Fig. 6.1 The E1 and E2 multipolarities
dominate the low-energy cross section in nearly equal
amplitudes as discussed in Sec. III. At higher energies, high
order multipolarities could become significant, although this
has not yet been observed. A prime candidate is the ground
state E3 decay of the broad 3− level at Ex ¼ 11.49 MeV.
The separation of the ground state capture cross section into
E1 and E2 multipolarities (σE1 and σE2) dates back to Dyer
and Barnes (1974). As discussed in Sec. V, at that time σE1
was thought to dominate the low-energy cross section, which
was determined by decay through the 1− subthreshold state
and its interference with the unbound level at Ex ¼ 9.59 MeV.
The E1 cross section was also easily isolated experimentally
by measuring at 90° where σE2 and the interference terms are
zero (see Sec. V.A). This then also greatly simplifies the
mathematics of the analysis, which at the time was usually a
three level R-matrix fit. Complications arose when it was
found that σE2 was also significant (see Sec. V.B). From an
experimental standpoint, the immediate difficulty was that
there is no angle where σE1 is zero and σE2 is not, therefore σE2
must be deduced indirectly. The traditional technique is to
measure the differential cross section at several angles,
spanning a wide angular range, and then perform a fit to a
theory motivated function representing the angular distribu-
tion. If only E1 and E2 multipolarities contribute to the cross
section, the differential cross section can be written as (Dyer
and Barnes, 1974)
4π

dσ
dΩ

ðE; θγÞ
¼ σE1ðEÞ½1 −Q2P2ðcos θγÞ
þ σE2ðEÞ

1þ 5
7
Q2P2ðcos θγÞ −
12
7
Q4P4ðcos θγÞ

þ 6 cosϕðEÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σE1ðEÞσE2ðEÞ
5
r
½Q1P1ðcos θγÞ
−Q3P3ðcos θγÞ; ð91Þ
where Pn cosðθγÞ are the Legendre polynomials, Qn are the
geometric correction factors (Rose, 1953), and ϕ is the
difference in phase between the E1 and E2 transition matrix
elements. The phase difference can be written as
cosϕ ¼ cos½δα1 − δα2 − tan−1ðη=2Þ; ð92Þ
where δα1;2 are the angular momentum l ¼ 1 and 2α scattering
phase shifts [see Eq. (25)] and η is the Sommerfeld parameter.
As discussed in Sec. IV.D, Eq. (92) is very general and is a
consequence of Watson’s theorem. It is also fully consistent
with the R-matrix formalism used here. This simply illustrates
the connection between the scattering cross section, from
which the phase shifts can be extracted, and the capture cross
section. Since the scattering cross section is large, the phase
shifts can be easily and accurately measured and used to
constrain cosϕ up to an overall sign (Brune, 2001). If σE1 is
then determined from measurements at 90°, then σE2 is
essentially the only undetermined quantity. In principle this
provides a straightforward way of obtaining σE2 but there are
complications. The main issue is that σE1 is much larger than
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FIG. 6. The total 12Cðα; γÞ16O S factor (dashed black line)
compared to the ground state transition (red line) based on the
R-matrix analysis of this work. The ground state transition
dominates at stellar energies. Ec:m: ¼ 300 keV is indicated by
the vertical black line. Experimental measurements of the ground
state transition have reached as low as Ec:m: ≈ 1 MeV.
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FIG. 7. Comparison of predicted E1 (dashed black line),
E2 (solid red line), and the sum of the cascade transitions
(dot-dot-dashed blue line) cross sections. Over much of the
low-energy range covered by most measurements, the broad
resonance corresponding to the E1 decay of the 1− level at
Ex ¼ 9.59 MeV dominates over the E2 contribution. This has
made the experimental determination of the E2 cross section
extremely challenging.
1While the E1 constructive solution is shown here, this statement
is true even for a destructive E1 solution, since the E2 cross section
still dominates over the cascade transition contributions. There is no
E2 interference pattern that has been considered viable that makes its
contribution of similar magnitude or smaller than the cascade
contributions.
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σE2 over much of the experimentally accessed low-energy
range because the cross section is dominated by the broad
resonance corresponding to the 1− level at Ex ¼ 9.59 MeV as
illustrated in Fig. 7. The fact that the interference term is
proportional to
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σE1σE2
p
increases the sensitivity to the small
E2 component, but in practice this approach has yielded a
large scatter in the σE2 data as shown in Figs. 3 and 9. The
scatter is far outside the acceptable statistical range and
suggests that systematic errors in the radiative capture
measurements have been underestimated.
One way to understand the sign ambiguity in cosϕ is that
the nuclear phase shifts and arctangent function in Eq. (92) are
ambiguous by multiples of π. However, in our R-matrix
formalism, the sign of cosϕ is determined by the phases of the
transition matrix elements which are ultimately determined by
the signs of the reduced-width amplitudes (phase shifts are
inherently ambiguous and are not used in the calculations).
Note also that a generalization of Watson’s theorem still
applies when inelastic scattering and reaction channels are
open, such as is the case shown in Fig. 22. In this situation, the
phases of the radiative capture transition matrix elements are
determined by the R-matrix parameters for the nuclear
channels, as shown by Eq. (75), which can be constrained
if sufficient data in the nuclear channels are available.
For the E1 data, only decays from 1− levels can contribute
because the spins of the entrance channel particles and the
final state are all zero. The different levels that are considered
are the subthreshold state at Ex ¼ 7.12 MeV and the unbound
states at Ex ¼ 9.59, 12.45, and 13.10 MeV. While the two
higher-lying states are 3 to 4 MeV above the lowest energy
resonance, their large total widths and ground state γ-ray
decay widths make their contributions significant even at low
energies. The different contributions used to reproduce the
cross section data are shown in Fig. 8. This E1 ground state
cross section is unique in that it has a very weak external
capture contribution [see Sec. IV.D, Eq. (62)]. It does,
however, have a strong subthreshold contribution from the
Ex ¼ 7.12 MeV state. The ANCα together with the energy
and the Γγ0 of this state characterize the strength of the
subthreshold contribution. A discussion of the subthreshold
state parameters is deferred to Sec. VI.F. Also note that the
magnitudes of the contributions from the subthreshold state
and all three unbound states are similar at Ec:m: ≈ 1.2 MeV.
The cross section that is shown in the figures of this work is
the result of the choice of the constructive E1 interference
solution. A discussion of why this particular solution has been
chosen is given in Sec. VII.B.
The situation is similar for the E2 data where only 2þ
states can contribute. The states that are considered explicitly
are the subthreshold at Ex ¼ 6.92 MeV and two unbound
ones at Ex ¼ 11.51 and 12.96 MeV. The narrow state at
Ex ¼ 9.84 MeV is also included but its energy and partial
widths are all fixed to the values in the literature (Tilley,
Weller, and Cheves, 1993). Further, as suggested by Sayre
et al. (2012), experimental data in the vicinity of this state
(2 < Ec:m: < 3 MeV) have been excluded because the decon-
volution of these data from yield to cross sections is unreliable
(see Figs. 3 and 9). The interference sign is also fixed to
the one determined by Sayre et al. (2012). The different
reaction components used for the fit are shown in Fig. 8.
The subthreshold state completely dominates at low energy
and is a slowly varying function of energy. Note that it is
dominant all the way up to Ec:m: ≈ 3.5 MeV. Only one
experimental measurement has been made at these higher
energies, that of Schürmann et al. (2011). There is a small E2
external capture contribution that is present but because of
interference terms it can have a significant effect on the E2
cross section in certain isolated regions. In fact it is just in the
region near Ec:m: ≈ 3.5 MeV that the effect is maximal since
the other resonances make their smallest relative contributions
here (see Fig. 8). Therefore the lowest energy E2 ground state
transition data of Schürmann et al. (2011) have the somewhat
unexpected ability to constrain the ground state external
capture contribution. However, it is only the two lowest
energy data points that have any significant sensitivity.
Further discussions of the subthreshold state parameters are
given in Sec. VI.F.
Ideally, the R-matrix fit would be made directly to primary
data.2 This is done when the data are available, but in several
instances only the derived E1 and E2 cross sections are given,
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FIG. 8. S factors of the different transitions that make up the
total 12Cðα; γÞ16O cross section. The ground state is further
divided into E1 and E2 multipolarities. Dashed red lines indicate
individual resonance contributions (single-level calculation),
dash-dotted blue lines are the hard-sphere contributions to the
external capture, dash-dot-dotted green lines are subthreshold
contributions, and the solid black lines represent the total with
interferences included (i.e., individual contributions summed
coherently).
2That is, the data that are most closely related to the yields that are
measured.
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and the original angular distributions are not reported.
Differential cross section measurements below Sp are avail-
able only for the ground state transition and only in the limited
energy range around the broad lowest energy 1− resonance
that corresponds to the level at Ex ¼ 9.59 MeV (Dyer and
Barnes, 1974; Redder et al., 1987; Ouellet et al., 1996; Fey,
2004; Assunção et al., 2006; Makii et al., 2009). These data
are used to determine the relative interference between the E1
and E2 components of the cross section, but it is possible that
measurements over other regions, where the two components
are closer in magnitude, would provide better constraint.
Above Sp, measurements are available in Larson and Spear
(1964) and Kernel, Mason, and Wimmersperg (1971) over the
broad states at Ex ¼ 12.45 (1−), 12.96 (2þ), and 13.10 (1−)
MeV. The Q coefficients (Rose, 1953; Longland et al., 2006)
used to correct for the extended geometry of the γ-ray
detectors are listed in Table VIII.
The best fit to the 12Cðα; γ0Þ16O angle-integrated data of
Brochard et al. (1973), Dyer and Barnes (1974), Kettner et al.
(1982), Redder et al. (1987), Kremer et al. (1988), Ouellet
et al. (1996), Roters et al. (1999), Gialanella et al. (2001),
Kunz et al. (2001), Fey (2004), Assunção et al. (2006), Makii
et al. (2009), Schürmann et al. (2011), and Plag et al. (2012) is
shown in Fig. 9. The simultaneous fit to the ground state
angular distribution differential cross section data (Dyer and
Barnes, 1974; Redder et al., 1987; Fey, 2004; Assunção et al.,
2006) is shown in Fig. 10 and the differential excitation curves
of Ouellet et al. (1996) and Makii et al. (2009) are shown
in Fig. 11.
C. Cascade transitions
While the cascade cross sections make a small contribution
to the total low-energy cross section (≈5% at Ec:m: ¼
300 keV), at higher energies they can dominate as shown
in Figs. 6 and 7. However, another compelling reason for their
accurate measurement would be to constrain the ANCs of the
subthreshold states, in particular, those of the Ex ¼ 6.92 and
7.12 MeV states, through their external capture contributions.
The Ex ¼ 6.13 MeV transition capture cross section, which is
external capture dominated, is also connected to the β-delayed
α emission spectrum through its ANC as discussed further in
Sec. VI.D.
Cascade transition excitation curves for the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
reaction have been measured by Kettner et al. (1982), Redder
et al. (1987), Matei et al. (2006), and Schürmann et al. (2011).
The measurements of these transitions are complicated exper-
imentally by the close energy spacing of the bound states at
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FIG. 9. Fit to the 12Cðα; γ0Þ16O cross section. (a) The E1
contribution from Dyer and Barnes (1974), Redder et al.
(1987), Kremer et al. (1988), Ouellet et al. (1996), Roters
et al. (1999), Gialanella et al. (2001), Kunz et al. (2001), Fey
(2004), Assunção et al. (2006), Makii et al. (2009), Schürmann et
al. (2011), and Plag et al. (2012). (b) The E2 contribution from
Redder et al. (1987), Ouellet et al. (1996), Roters et al. (1999),
Kunz et al. (2001), Fey (2004), Assunção et al. (2006), Makii
et al. (2009), Schürmann et al. (2011), and Plag et al. (2012).
(a) The angle-integrated cross section data of Brochard et al.
(1973) are also shown at high energy for comparison as they are
dominated by E1 capture. Note that the data have been subjected
to overall normalizations as determined by the fitting procedure.
TABLE VIII. Summary of Q coefficients for extended detector geometry corrections. In cases where the coefficients
were not reported they have been approximated using a GEANT4 simulation and the details of the geometry presented in the
reference; the source for these cases is indicated as “this work.”
Reference Detector Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Source
Larson and Spear (1964) 0.897 0.719 0.509 0.311 This work
Kernel, Mason, and Wimmersperg (1971) 0.989 0.968 0.937 0.896 This work
Dyer and Barnes (1974) 0.955 0.869 0.750 0.610 Table 5.5 of
Sayre (2011)
Ophel et al. (1976) 0.990 0.969 0.948 0.900 This work
Ouellet et al. (1996) 28° 0.9719 0.9173 0.8395 0.7431 Table 1
60° 0.9675 0.9047 0.8162 0.7061
90° 0.9541 0.8670 0.7474 0.6068
90° 0.9543 0.8675 0.7486 0.6091
120° 0.9762 0.9296 0.8672 0.7787
143° 0.9831 0.9500 0.9017 0.8400
Redder et al. (1987) 0.92 0.75 In text
Assunção et al. (2006) 0.989(2) 0.968(4) 0.936(8) 0.895(14) In text
Makii et al. (2009) 40° 0.980 0.947 0.898 0.837 Table VI
90° 0.980 0.946 0.897 0.835
130° 0.980 0.948 0.901 0.841
Plag et al. (2012) 0.948 0.927 0.862 0.775 Eq. (2)
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Ex ¼ 6.05 (0þ) and 6.13 (3−) MeV and those at Ex ¼ 6.92
(2þ) and 7.12 (1−) MeV. This can make separating the
individual contributions difficult when using sodium iodide,
barium fluoride, or lanthanum bromide detectors, which have
poorer energy resolution than a germanium detector. For
example, Kettner et al. (1982) first reported measurements
of the transition to the Ex ¼ 6.92 MeV state but in Redder
et al. (1987), where Ge(Li) detectors were used, it was
clarified that the measurement was actually the sum of the
deexcitations through the Ex ¼ 6.92 and 7.12 MeV states. The
combined cross section, Ex ¼ 6.92þ 7.12 MeV transition, of
Kettner et al. (1982) is shown in Fig. 12 compared to the sum
of the cross sections for each transition from the R-matrix fit.
While the data are in rough agreement, the shape is distorted
in the vicinity of the 4þ level at Ex ¼ 10.36 MeV. Further,
while the Ex ¼ 6.92 and 7.12 MeV data of Redder et al.
(1987) are in agreement as far as their energy dependence,
their absolute scale is about a factor of 2 larger than recent
measurements by Kunz (2002) [see Table VII and Schürmann
et al. (2012)]. Note that the data of Kettner et al. (1982) are
excluded from the fitting. Further measurements of these
cascade transitions at low energy are needed in order to
understand these discrepancies.
There has been a great deal of interest and contradictory
results regarding the cascade cross section measurements of
the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV transition. The measurement of Matei
et al. (2006) reported an excitation curve for this transition
over a wide energy range. Further, in that work an R-matrix fit
was made to these data that gave a much larger low-energy
contribution than previously estimated. A subsequent meas-
urement by Schürmann et al. (2011) over a more limited
higher-energy range claimed that their data were inconsistent
with those of Matei et al. (2006) and their R-matrix fit
predicted the opposite extreme that the transition’s contribu-
tion was lower than previously estimated. A reanalysis of the
data of Schürmann et al. (2011) by deBoer et al. (2013) found
a value in between the two, which was closer to previous
estimates. Finally, Avila et al. (2015) measured the ANCs of
the Ex ¼ 6.05 and 6.13 MeV transitions and arrived at values
very close to those deduced by deBoer et al. (2013). Several
details of the analysis of this transition have not been
explained fully in the literature. For this reason they are
addressed here in some detail.
The first issue is that the R-matrix fit presented by Matei
et al. (2006) is erroneous. An error was made in the code used
for the fit that allowed for a larger E1 contribution. Proper
calculations show that the large E1 component is impossible
to reproduce.
Second, Schürmann et al. (2011) showed that their Ex ¼
6.05 MeV cascade data are inconsistent with those of Matei
et al. (2006). This is true if the data are taken at face value.
However, the experiment of Matei et al. (2006) measured not
only the cascade transition to the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV state, but
also the total cross section. Unfortunately these data have
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never been published and are available only in the thesis of
Matei (2006). A comparison of the fit from this work with
both the total and the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV transition cross section
is shown in Fig. 13. The total cross section data from Matei
(2006) are not in immediately good agreement with the fit, but
become so if multiplied by a factor of ≈1.2 (n1 in Fig. 13).
This normalization factor is well within the quoted exper-
imental systematic uncertainty ofþ31%= − 25%. The data are
in excellent agreement with the fit over the entire energy range
except for three points at Ec:m: ¼ 2.41, 4.29, and 4.32 MeV.
However, if the cross sections of these three points are all
multiplied by a factor of 3 (n2 in Fig. 13), they are in excellent
agreement with the total cross section data of Schürmann
et al. (2011).
Turning back to the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV transition, it was
found that the data of Matei et al. (2006) deviated from those
of Schürmann et al. (2011) not only in normalization but also
in energy dependence, albeit the comparison could be made
only over the limited energy range of the data of Schürmann
et al. (2011) (3.5 < Ec:m: < 4.5 MeV, see Fig. 15). Further,
the R-matrix analysis of Schürmann et al. (2011) indicated a
difference in energy dependence over an even wider energy
range. Both of these issues can now be addressed. As for
the R-matrix fit, the energy dependence does not match over
the broad energy range because a value of γ6.05 ¼ 0.1þ0.05−0.01
(corresponding to an ANCα;6.05 MeV ¼ 44þ270−44 fm−1=2) was
chosen, which was subsequently shown to be much too small
by Avila et al. (2015) (ANCα;6.05 MeV ¼ 1560 100 fm−1=2).
Since external capture dominates the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV tran-
sition cross section over much of the energy region (see
Fig. 8), this caused a significant difference in the cross section.
In Schürmann et al. (2011), the large systematic uncertainty of
Matei et al. (2006) was not taken into account and instead the
difference in the two data sets was attributed to the data of
Matei et al. (2006) being the sum of the Ex ¼ 6.05 and
6.13 MeV transitions. However, the experimental technique of
Matei et al. (2006) used a coincidence of γ rays with recoils.
Since the γ-ray decay from the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV state to the
ground state (0þ → 0þ) is strictly forbidden, this explanation
seems impossible. If instead the data of Matei et al. (2006) are
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data have been normalized by a factor of 0.5 to match the R-
matrix fit. The agreement is reasonably good at low energies but
above the narrow resonance corresponding to the 2þ level at
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normalized to the data of Schürmann et al. (2011) in the off-
resonance region over the range from 3.25 < Ec:m: <
4.10 MeV (normalization factor of 0.8), the agreement is
much improved. The remaining deviation occurs for just two
points, which happen to fall at Ec:m: ¼ 4.29 and 4.32 MeV, the
very same points that were found to be too low in the total
cross section data. If these points are subjected to the same
normalization factor as those in the total cross section, the data
are in much better agreement as shown in Fig. 14. Regarding
the low-energy point at Ec:m: ¼ 2.41 MeV, its agreement is
also much improved with the energy dependence of the
R-matrix fit if subjected to this same normalization factor.
Summarizing the situation for the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV transi-
tion, the data of Matei et al. (2006) and Sukhbold et al. (2016)
are in generally good agreement if the systematic uncertainties
are considered. There are a few points in the data of Matei
et al. (2006) that appear to have some unconsidered systematic
shift in their absolute scale compared to the rest of the data set.
Attempts were made to reexamine the log books of the
experiment but no correlation between these data points could
be established. It was found that no significant E1 contribution
was necessary to fit the data and that the low-energy cross
section is dominated by E2 external capture (see Fig. 8) in
contradiction to the recent reassertion in An et al. (2015)
that this cross section is E1 dominated. Finally, the ANCs
measured by Avila et al. (2015) are found to be in good
agreement with the capture data.
The R-matrix fit and the cascade data included in the global
fit are shown in Fig. 15. It was found that the cascade data of
Kunz (2002) (Ex ¼ 6.92 and 7.12 MeV transitions) require
normalization factors of ≈0.5 while those of Redder et al.
(1987) require values of ≈0.25 (see Table VII). The normali-
zation is somewhat unexpected since this was not required in
the fit of Schürmann et al. (2012). This may be the result of the
different ANCs used in this analysis. In addition, the value of
the absolute normalization for the cascade data is highly
sensitive to the normalization factor of the total cross section
data. If the normalization of the total cross section data is
increased by a few percent, well within their systematic
uncertainty of 6.5%, more consistent normalizations can be
obtained for the Ex ¼ 6.92 and 7.12 MeV transition data of
Kunz (2002). However, at low energies the external capture
dominates the cross section for both of these transitions and
the data are only over the resonance region corresponding to
the Ex ¼ 9.59 MeV state. Hence the fit to the data over this
energy region has little effect on the extrapolation to stellar
energies.
A detail that is only briefly mentioned in Schürmann et al.
(2012) is that their data give the first evidence for γ-ray decays
from the 3− state at Ex ¼ 11.49 MeV. In this analysis
evidence is found for decays to the Ex ¼ 6.13 (M1=E2),
6.92 (E1), and 7.12 (E2) MeV final states. The lowest order
multipolarity has been assumed except for the Ex ¼
6.13 MeV transition. No evidence for the E3 decay through
the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV transition is observed in the data. The
widths of these states can be found in Table XXII.
D. β-delayed α emission
There have been several measurements of the β-delayed α
emission spectrum of 16N as discussed in Sec. V. However,
the different spectra cannot be directly compared since all of
them suffer from experimental resolution effects to different
degrees. This point was the subject of an analysis by Gai
(1998) where it was determined that the spectra of the Yale
(France et al., 1997), Seattle (unpublished), and Mainz
(Hättig, Hünchen, and Wäffler, 1970) groups were incon-
sistent with that of TRIUMF (Azuma et al., 1994). This began
a long debate regarding the consistency between the data sets
that still remains unresolved.
More recently, Buchmann, Ruprecht, and Ruiz (2009)
performed another comparison between the different data
sets where detailed GEANT simulations were created for
several of the past setups. The Monte Carlo simulations were
used to simulate the observed α spectra. Many different
deconvolution effects and background sources were inves-
tigated for the Mainz, Seattle, Yale, Argonne, and TRIUMF
data sets. In the end, the main conclusion was that the different
spectra were very sensitive to the deconvolution technique that
was used. In particular, energy loss effects through the catcher
foils were found to be a main factor. The claim was also made
that the deconvolution technique used by France et al. (2007)
was incorrect and that this data set may in fact be in agreement
with those of Hättig, Hünchen, andWäffler (1970) and Azuma
et al. (1994). Unfortunately another conclusion of the work
was that not enough experimental information is available
to properly analyze much of the data with the degree of
confidence that is desired. It remains a challenge for future
measurements to produce consistent results for the measure-
ment of the 16Nðβ; αÞ12C spectrum.
For the current analysis, because of the previous issues, the
data are limited to that of Azuma et al. (1994) and Tang et al.
(2010). These data sets have the most detailed documentation
of how to simulate their remaining resolution effects and claim
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FIG. 14. Comparison between the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV transition
data of Matei et al. (2006) and Sukhbold et al. (2016) over the
smaller energy range of the Schürmann et al. (2011) data. The
data of Matei et al. (2006) have been normalized to those of
Schürmann et al. (2011) with a factor of n1 ¼ 0.8. The cross
section of the two data points at Ec:m: ¼ 4.29 and 4.32 MeV has
been scaled up by the same factor of 3 used to normalize the
corresponding points in the total cross section as shown in
Fig. 13. The original values are indicated by the open black
squares, and the scaled values by the open blue squares.
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that they can be accurately done so using the simple method
given by Eq. (90). In addition to the usual convolution term, it
was also recommended that each spectrum be shifted in
energy in order to agree with the more easily determined
energy calibration of the scattering data. These correction
factors are summarized in Table IX.
A fit to both of these 16Nðβ; αÞ12C data sets simultaneously,
along with the rest of the data from other channels, is shown in
Fig. 16. The fit includes contributions from the 1− levels at
Ex ¼ 7.12 and 9.59 MeV, and the 3− level at Ex ¼ 6.13 MeV.
Additionally, as in both Azuma et al. (1994) and Tang et al.
(2010), a 1− background pole (at Ex ¼ 20 MeV) is included.
The different components for the fit are shown in Fig. 17.
While the quality of the fit looks reasonable to the eye, the
small error bars reveal significant differences between the two
data sets even after the convolution correction to the R-matrix
curve. The resulting reduced χ2 of the fit is rather large as
detailed in Table X. However, the resulting logðft1=2Þ values
are in reasonable agreement with those given in the compi-
lation, with the exception of the 3− subthreshold state that is
too large by about 3 standard deviations.
To further investigate the differences, the spectra were fitted
independently (with the rest of the data). The χ2 value of the
Tang et al. (2010) data decreased substantially, demonstrating
the tension between the two data sets. It is interesting to note
that the χ2 of the fit to the data of Azuma et al. (1994) actually
becomes larger. This is caused by the tension between the data
in the other channels. The results are given in Table XI.
What is most interesting is the large difference in the
logðft1=2Þ values of the 3− state that result from the individual
fits. This is caused by the difference in the data in the vicinity
of the interference region around Ex ≈ 8.5 MeV. With the α
ANC fixed, the fit attempts to compensate this difference by
changing the logðft1=2Þ value. Given the deconvolution
methods used, it is clear that the data of Azuma et al.
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TABLE IX. Summary of convolution and energy shift corrections
for 16Nðβ; αÞ12C spectra for Azuma et al. (1994) and Tang et al.
(2010). For the other measurements, the convolution parameters are
estimated from the best fits to the data of Azuma et al. (1994) and
Tang et al. (2010).
Reference σ (keV) ΔE (keV)
Azuma et al. (1994) (TRIUMF) 30 −5
Tang et al. (2010) (Argonne) 40 −3.75
France et al. (2007) (Yale) 100 0
Hättig, Hünchen, and Wäffler (1970) (Mainz) 40 −10
Unpublished (Seattle) 40 −5
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FIG. 16. Simultaneous fit including the 16Nðβ; αÞ12C data of
both (a) Azuma et al. (1994) and (b) Tang et al. (2010). In the
fitting procedure the ANCs were fixed to the values of the transfer
measurements. The solid red lines represent the R-matrix cross
sections convoluted with the resolution function given by
Eq. (89) and the specific parameters given in Table IX.
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FIG. 17. Components of the R-matrix fit to the 16Nðβ; αÞ12C
data of Azuma et al. (1994) and Tang et al. (2010). The different
red curves (except the dash-dot-dotted line) represent the 1−
components of the fit, which add coherently to give the
interference pattern shown by the dash-dot-dotted red line.
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of the subthreshold state and BGP contributions.
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(1994) are in the best agreement with the ANCs of Avila
et al. (2015).
A comparison is made using the best fit parameters from the
simultaneous fit to the data of Azuma et al. (1994) and Tang
et al. (2010) with the remaining data sets from the Mainz,
Seattle, and Yale experiments, where the data were taken
from France et al. (2007). Since these three data sets retain
significant experimental effects, the convolution value of each
data set was varied while the R-matrix parameters were kept
constant. The resulting calculations are shown in Fig. 18 and
the convolution parameters are given in the bottom half of
Table IX. The data are reasonably reproduced by the con-
volution effects except near the interference dip around
Ex ¼ 8.5 MeV. Here the fit underpredicts the data for all
three data sets. This seems to indicate a better agreement with
the data of Tang et al. (2010).
These seeming contradictions in the data, that seem to place
the current data into two camps, are a critical puzzle that needs
to be resolved. It seems that this can be done only through
future measurements considering the number of reanalyses
that have been unable to resolve the issues. The 16Nðβ; αÞ12C
spectrum could provide one of the most stringent constraints
on several of the level parameters critical for the determination
of the E1 ground state cross section. However, with these
unresolved experimental effects and contradictions between
different data sets, the uncertainties are substantially increased
and are difficult to quantify.
As a final point, the analysis of the 16Nðβ; αÞ12C spectrum
utilizes β-decay branching ratios from the literature to con-
strain the values of the R-matrix β-decay fit parameters. In
particular, these are the branching ratios to the Ex ¼ 6.13 (3−),
7.12 (1−), and 9.59 (1−) MeV levels in 16O. While the
compilation (Tilley, Weller, and Cheves, 1993) reports these
values with small uncertainties, it is unclear where some of
them actually originated. Most of the branching ratios date
back to measurements at Brookhaven National Laboratory
from the 1950s (Alburger, Gallmann, and Wilkinson, 1959).
While the fact that these are older measurements does not
mean they are incorrect, verification studies seem overdue
since they play a rather important role in the analysis of the
16Nðβ; αÞ12C spectrum.
TABLE X. Summary of results for fits considering different 16Nðβ; αÞ12C data. The half-life of 16N was taken as t1=2 ¼ 7.13ð2Þ s with a βα
branching ratio of 1.20ð5Þ × 10−5. From Tilley, Weller, and Cheves, 1993.
logðft1=2Þ
~Ex (MeV) J
π ANCα (fm−1=2) or ~Γα (keV) Azuma et al. (1994) and Tang et al. (2010) Tilley, Weller, and Cheves (1993)
6.13 3− 139(9) 4.59 4.48(4)
7.12 1− 2.08ð17Þ × 1014 5.08 5.11(4)
9.59 1− 382 6.15 6.12(5)
20 (BGP) 1− 15 000 −5.70a
χ2 (N) 496 (87), 793 (88)
aThe minus sign indicates the sign of the interference on the reduced-width amplitude.
TABLE XI. Summary of fits to the 16Nðβ; αÞ12C data but for each spectrum individually.
logðft1=2Þ
~Ex (MeV) J
π ANCα (fm−1=2) or ~Γα (keV) Azuma et al. (1994) Tang et al. (2010) Tilley, Weller, and Cheves (1993)
6.13 3− 139(9) 4.44 4.80 4.48(4)
7.12 1− 2.08ð17Þ × 1014 5.06 5.06 5.11(4)
9.59 1− 382 6.13 6.18 6.12(5)
20 (BGP) 1− 15 000 −5.73 −6.53
χ2 (N) 519 (87) 466 (88)
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FIG. 18. Comparison of the 16Nðβ; αÞ12C spectra of (a) Mainz,
(b) Yale, and (c) Seattle to the best fit to the data from Azuma
et al. (1994) (TRIUMF) and Tang et al. (2010) (Argonne), but
with the unknown convolution parameters varied to best match
the data.
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E. α scattering
Section V describes how several scattering experiments
(Clark, Sullivan, and Treacy, 1968; D’Agostino-Bruno et al.,
1975; Tischhauser et al., 2009; Plag et al., 2012) have been
performed in order to constrain the values of the ANCs of the
subthreshold states as well as the particle widths of the
unbound states. Here only the data of Tischhauser et al.
(2009) [the higher-energy analysis was worked out sub-
sequently by deBoer, Couture et al. (2012)] are considered
as they represent the most precise and accurate measurement,
cover the broadest energy range, and are in good agreement
with previous studies. In the present analysis, the original
yield ratio data are directly fit instead of the phase shifts
extracted by Tischhauser et al. (2009).
Some previous analysis attempted to limit the complexity of
the fitting problem by considering only individual phase
shifts, in particular, only the s and d waves since they are
the only partial waves directly connected to the E1 and E2
capture cross sections. However, Buchmann et al. (1996)
realized that this was poor practice since it neglected the
statistical correlations inherent in the full set of phase shifts.
This also extends to the propagation of the uncertainties from
the yield ratios to the phase shifts.
However, fitting to the full set of the original data comes at a
price. While the phase shift data consist only of 2814 (402
energies, l ¼ 0 to 6) data points there are 12 864 yield ratio
data points since the measurements were made at 32 different
angles. In addition, the R-matrix cross section must be
convoluted with the function given by Eq. (89) to correct
for beam energy resolution and energy loss through the target.
This results in a significant increase in computation time. In
order to avoid large convolution corrections, the data in the
vicinity of narrow resonances, which are not fit in the analysis,
have been neglected. This limits the data in the present
analysis to 304 energies or 9728 data points. An example
excitation yield ratio curve of this data is shown in Fig. 2.
In principle the scattering data can provide significant
constraint on the value of the ANCs of the subthreshold
states (see Sec. V). At the current level of precision, the data
constrain only the ANCs of the 2þ and 1− states, which are
closest to threshold. Since the ANC of the 1− state is already
strongly constrained by the 16NðβαÞ12C data, the goal of
recent scattering measurements has been to better constrain
that of the 2þ state (see Fig. 26). However, as mentioned in
Secs. V.C and VI.A, the large background poles that are
necessary to fit the data also tend to lessen the constraint of
the fit on the ANCs. This is because both contributions to
the cross section have a similar energy dependence; hence the
ANCs and the parameters of the background poles are
strongly correlated.
The present fit to the scattering data does not result in as
small of a χ2 (see Table VII) as that achieved by Tischhauser
et al. (2009). The main difference is that in the present global
fit there is tension between the scattering data and other data
sets for the values of the energies, widths, and ANCs. In
particular, this tension has a very large effect on the χ2 of the
fit in the vicinity of the Ex ¼ 10.36 MeV (4þ) and the Ex ¼
11.49 (3−) and 11.51 MeV (2þ) doublet. In these regions the
scatting cross section changes rapidly in energy and the
uncertainties on the yield ratio data are about 2%. Further,
there are some points that show significant deviations from the
expected cross section ratios over these regions as shown in
Fig. 19. Since this effect is less pronounced in other more
slowly varying cross section regions, this may be attributed to
an unaccounted for energy uncertainty that is not reflected in
the yield uncertainties.
F. Subthreshold states
In the previous sections the importance of the bound states
of 16O have been stressed. This section is devoted to a
discussion of the current understanding of these states. The
parameters that are of interest are the energies, γ widths, and
ANCs of the five bound states of 16O.
All the energies of the bound states are knownwith a precision
of at least 1 keV (Tilley, Weller, and Cheves, 1993). These
uncertainties propagate into small uncertainties in the cross
sections. Additionally, the separation energies of 16O (listed in
Table VI) all have uncertainties that are less than a keV.
All of the bound states of 16O decay with nearly 100%
probability to the ground state. Except for the first excited 0þ
state at Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV, the primary decay mode is single
γ-ray emission. Because both the ground state and first excited
state of 16O are 0þ, the state cannot decay by single γ
emission. Its primary decay mode is therefore through
eþe− emission (or π decay) (Fowler and Lauritsen, 1939).
The γ-ray widths of the bound-state levels are necessary in
order to calculate the subthreshold state capture contribution
through different transitions. While the ground state γ decays
through the Ex ¼ 6.92 and 7.12 MeV subthreshold states have
the most significant contribution to the total capture cross
section, small branching to other excited states make con-
tributions to some of the cascade cross sections.
Several measurements have been made to investigate the
ground state γ widths of the Ex ¼ 6.92 and 7.12 MeV
subthreshold states by way of inelastic electron scattering
(Stroetzel, 1968; Miska et al., 1975) and nuclear resonance
florescence (Evers et al., 1968; Swann, 1970; Moreh et al.,
1985). The values are in relatively good agreement and the
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FIG. 19. Sample region of the scattering data of Tischhauser
et al. (2009) in the vicinity of the resonances that correspond to
the levels at Ex ¼ 11.49 (3−) and 11.51 (2þ) MeV. The cross
section ratio changes rapidly with energy, causing the effect of
energy uncertainties on the χ2 to be amplified.
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compilation (Tilley, Weller, and Cheves, 1993) adopts a
weighted average of all the past measurements. This results
in uncertainties of 3.1% and 5.4% for the γ widths of the
Ex ¼ 6.92 and 7.12 MeV states, respectively. For the latest
discussion, see Moreh et al. (1985).
Past measurements of the different cascade γ rays have
been made by Fuchs, Hagemann, and Gaarde (1965),
Lowe, Alburger, and Wilkinson (1967), Wilkinson,
Alburger, and Lowe (1968), and Miska et al. (1975). A
recent measurement by Matei, Brune, and Massey (2008)
investigated the branching ratios of the decay from Ex ¼
7.12 MeV state, giving a more accurate value for the
branching to the Ex ¼ 6.13 MeV state and an upper limit
to the Ex ¼ 6.92 MeV state. The γ-ray decay widths that
lead to significant subthreshold contributions to the cross
section have been measured to a precision that is smaller
than or competitive with other uncertainties as summa-
rized in Table XII.
At present, what seems to be the most reliable method of
determining the α ANCs of bound states is via sub-Coulomb
transfer reactions (see Sec. V). Recent measurements of the
α ANCs of the Ex ¼ 7.12 (1−) and 6.92 (2þ) MeV states
were made by Brune et al. (1999), Belhout et al. (2007), and
Oulebsir et al. (2012) using the α transfer reactions
TABLE XII. Summary of the known γ-decay widths for the bound states of 16O. Where values are averaged, the
compilation is quoted.
Ei (Jπ) (MeV) Ef (MeV) ΠL Γγ (eV) Reference
6.05 (0þ) G.S. E0 Forbidden
6.13 (3−) G.S. E3 2.60ð13Þ × 10−5 Miska et al. (1975)
6.05 E3 Unobserved
6.92 (2þ) G.S. E2 0.097(3) Tilley, Weller, and Cheves (1993)
6.05 E2 2.7ð3Þ × 10−5 Tilley, Weller, and Cheves (1993)
6.13 E1 < 7.8 × 10−6a Wilkinson, Alburger, and Lowe (1968)
7.12 (1−) G.S. E1 0.055(3) Tilley, Weller, and Cheves (1993)
6.05 E1 < 3.3 × 10−7 Lowe, Alburger, and Wilkinson (1967)
6.13 E2 4.6ð3Þ × 10−5a Matei, Brune, and Massey (2008)
6.92 E1 < 1.1 × 10−6a Matei, Brune, and Massey (2008)
aCalculated from branching ratio and Γγ0.
TABLE XIII. Summary of α particle asymptotic normalization coefficients of the two subthreshold states at Ex ¼ 6.92
and 7.12 MeV. Because the CN reaction data do not place strong constraints on the ANCs (and are sometimes
inconsistent), the values obtained from transfer studies are adopted as the best estimates for this analysis. For comparison,
theoretical values and those deduced from R-matrix analysis are also shown.
ANCα (fm−1=2)
Reference 6.92 MeV, 2þ 7.12 MeV, 1−
Theory
Descouvemont (1987) 1.34 × 105a
Sparenberg (2004) 1.445ð85Þ × 105
Dufour and Descouvemont (2008) 1.26ð5Þ × 105
R matrix
Barker and Kajino (1991) 3.19 × 105b
Azuma et al. (1994) 1.90 × 1014
Angulo and Descouvemont (2000) 4.02 × 105a
Buchmann (2001) 2.28þ33−37 × 10
5a
Matei, Brune, and Massey (2008) 2.3ð4Þ × 105
Tischhauser et al. (2009) 1.54ð18Þ × 105a
Tang et al. (2010) 1.67 × 105 1.96 × 1014
Schürmann et al. (2012) 1.5 × 105 1.94 × 1014
Sayre et al. (2012) 1.59 × 105
Transfer
Brune et al. (1999) 1.14ð10Þ × 105 2.08ð20Þ × 1014
Belhout et al. (2007) 1.40ð50Þ × 105c 1.87ð54Þ × 1014
Oulebsir et al. (2012) 1.44ð28Þ × 105 2.00ð35Þ × 1014
Avila et al. (2015) 1.22ð7Þ × 105 2.09ð14Þ × 1014
aγα transformed to ANCα by Sparenberg (2004).
bγα transformed to ANCα by Dufour and Descouvemont (2008).
cRenormalized by Oulebsir et al. (2012).
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12Cð6Li; dÞ16O and 12Cð7Li; tÞ16O and were found to be in
excellent agreement as summarized in Table XIII.
The ANCs of the Ex ¼ 6.05 and 6.13 MeV states have
received less attention because the Ex ¼ 6.13 MeV state is too
weak to have a significant ground state subthreshold state
contribution and the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV to ground state tran-
sition is forbidden. However, the Ex ¼ 6.13 MeV (3−) state
makes a weak yet important contribution to the 16NðβαÞ12C
spectrum just in the sensitive interference region between
the Ex ¼ 7.12 and 9.59 MeV 1− states. These ANCs were
recently measured for the first time using sub-Coulomb
transfer by Avila et al. (2015). Their effects on fits to the
capture data and the β-delayed α spectrum are discussed in
Secs. VI.C and VI.D, respectively. The past values are
summarized in Tables XIV and XV.
The ground state α ANC is outside the kinematic window
for sub-Coulomb transfer but it can be deduced by other
means, such as sequential breakup reactions (Adhikari and
Basu, 2009). Morais and Lichtenthäler (2011) also inves-
tigated the use of the scattering reaction 12Cð16O; 12CÞ16O. In
addition, the R-matrix analysis of Sayre et al. (2012) contends
that the ground state E2 external capture makes a significant
contribution to that cross section and has given a value based
on an R-matrix fit to ground state transition E2 data. The
measurements giving estimates of the ground state α ANC are
summarized in Table XVI. In this work, a much smaller value
has been obtained (see Table XXI). The data that constrain the
value are primarily the E2 ground state data of Schürmann
et al. (2011) in the off-resonance region near Ec:m: ≈ 3.5 MeV
(see Fig. 9).
This section has summarized the best fit for the R-matrix
analysis and has described the wide range of experimental
measurements that have been used to constrain the phenom-
enological model parameters. The parameters for the best fit
can be found in Tables XXI, XXII, and XXIII of Appendix A.
For convenience, the main contributions to the low-energy
cross section are summarized in Table XVII to aid in a quick
reproduction of the low-energy cross section. Yet for any
analysis of this kind, the best fit is only the beginning, the real
challenge is the estimation of the uncertainties. In particular,
how are the systematic differences in the data and the
ambiguities inherent in the model dealt with?
VII. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
The total uncertainty of the capture cross section, and
subsequent reaction rate, resulting from the R-matrix analysis
has significant contributions from both the experimental
observables and the phenomenological model. In the follow-
ing sections, investigations of these uncertainties are made by
way of different sensitivity studies.
The studies begin with an examination of the sensitivity of
the fit to different sets of data. Then the uncertainties
stemming from the model are explored (i.e., background
poles, channel radii, goodness of fit estimate). A frequentist
Monte Carlo analysis (Gialanella et al., 2001; deBoer et al.,
2014) is then performed to estimate the contributions from the
statistical and overall systematic uncertainties of the data. The
uncertainties from quantities that were fixed in the fitting,
primarily the ANCs and γ widths of the subthreshold states,
are now varied so that their uncertainties can be propagated
through the Monte Carlo analysis.
Throughout this section the results of different fits that test
the uncertainty of the R-matrix analysis are compared to the
S factor of the best fit at Ec:m: ¼ 300 keV by giving the
deviation ΔS300 keV (see the bottom of Table IV for the best fit
TABLE XIV. Asymptotic normalization coefficients for the Ex ¼
6.05 MeV bound state in 16O.
Reference ANCα (fm−1=2)
R matrix
Schürmann et al. (2011) 44þ270−44
deBoer et al. (2013) 1800
Transfer
Avila et al. (2015) 1560(100)
TABLE XV. Asymptotic normalization coefficients for the Ex ¼
6.13 MeV bound state in 16O.
Reference ANCα (fm−1=2)
R matrix
Azuma et al. (1994) 121–225
Tang et al. (2010) 191–258
deBoer et al. (2013) 150
Transfer
Avila et al. (2015) 139(9)
TABLE XVI. Summary of previous measurements of the α particle
asymptotic normalization coefficient of the ground state of 16O. The
scatter in the values combined with different favored solutions of the
data represents a systematic uncertainty in the E2 cross section. See
text for details.
Reference ANCα (fm−1=2)
R matrix
Sayre et al. (2012) 709
Transfer
Adhikari and Basu (2009) 13.9(24)
Morais and Lichtenthäler (2011)
1200 (WS2)
4000 (WS1)
750 (FP)
TABLE XVII. Summary of the critical parameters necessary to
reproduce the total 12Cðα; γÞ16O low-energy cross section at Ec:m: ¼
300 keV with about 7% deviation (lower) from the full parameter set.
Signs on the partial widths indicate the sign of the corresponding
reduced-width amplitude. See Tables XXI and XXII of Appendix A
for further details.
Jπ Ex (MeV) Γα ðkeVÞ=ANC ðfm−1=2Þ Γγ0 (meV)
0þ 0 58
0þ 6.05 1560
2þ 6.92 1.14 × 105 97
1− 7.12 2.08 × 1014 55
1− 9.586 382 −15
2þ 11.5055 83 −490
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value of this work). This is a shorthand comparison since
different solutions produce different deviations from the best
fit as a function of energy, but it serves to give a good measure
of the effect at the region of greatest interest (see Table XIX
for a summary). The full excitation curves were recorded for
each different test calculation and then used for the total cross
section and reaction rate uncertainties.
A. Sensitivity to different data sets
In Sec. VI.B it was shown that the ground state E2 data are
not always well reproduced by the R-matrix fit and that they
show significant discrepancies between one another. Since the
global fit includes data for the total cross section, the ground
state E1, and all cascade transitions, the E2 cross section
should be highly constrained even with no E2 cross section
data (i.e., σtotal − σG:S:E1 − σcascades ¼ σG:S:E2). In practice, this
is with the caveat that the E2 cross section is significant
compared to the total cross section compared to the uncer-
tainties of the data, which it is over several regions, especially
at higher energies. When the E2 data were completely
neglected in the fit, a similar result was obtained
(ΔS300 keV ¼ −0.6 keV b). This is largely because the E2
cross section is dominated by the subthreshold state at
Ex ¼ 6.92 MeV. Since the parameters that describe these
contributions are highly constrained by other types of data, it
does not change significantly.
The ground state angular distribution data also show
discrepancies, both between one another and with the fit at
certain energies and angles (see Fig. 10). Another test was
made by completely eliminating the ground state angular
distribution data from the fit, leaving only the derived E1 and
E2 excitation curve data. This had a somewhat more pro-
nounced effect resulting in a lower value in the extrapolation
(ΔS300 keV ¼ −5.2 keV b). Finally both the E1 and E2 exci-
tation curve data were removed, fitting only to the angular
distribution data for the ground state transition. Again, only a
small deviation (ΔS300 keV ¼ −0.9 keV b) was observed from
the standard fit.
B. Limiting interference solutions
One of the largest sources of uncertainty in an R-matrix
analysis can come from different possible interference sol-
utions that cannot be ruled out by the data. These different
solutions are a result of the different possible signs for the
reduced-width amplitudes. When more than one level is
present in the sum of Eq. (17), the difference in the sign of
each element can produce drastically different values for the
cross section. This sign cannot usually be predicted by theory,
therefore experimental capture data are critical. However,
limiting the solutions is often challenging because the cross
section must usually be measured in off-resonance regions
where the experimental yields are small. For the case of the
12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction, different interference solutions have
been proposed for both the E1 and E2 ground state transition
and can produce large differences in the extrapolated value of
S300 keV. Different interference solutions have also been
proposed for the cascade transitions and these are not as well
established as the ground state transition. At this stage, the
data have limited the possible solutions, at least over the lower
energy range, to only a few.
Starting with the ground state E2 cross section data, Sayre
et al. (2012) made an extensive reanalysis of this low-energy
data where a statistical criterion was used to eliminate outlying
data points. Further, Sayre et al. (2012) analyzed the narrow
resonance region in order to determine the relative interference
signs of the E2 contributions to the cross section. The main
result of Sayre et al. (2012) was to limit the E2 interferences to
two possible solutions. If the subsequent higher-energy data
from Schürmann et al. (2011) are now considered, only one
interference solution remains viable as shown in Fig. 20. This
then gives a final interference pattern for the E2 cross section,
at least between the 2þ subthreshold state, the narrow 2þ at
Ex¼9.84MeV, the first broad resonance at Ex ¼ 11.51 MeV,
and the E2 external capture.
As an aside, in the analysis of Sayre et al. (2012) the R-
matrix fit was performed to only the ground state E2 data
allowing the ANCs of the ground state and Ex ¼ 6.92 MeV
subthreshold state to vary freely. The fit resulted in values of
709 and 1.59 × 105 fm−1=2 for the ANCs of the ground state
and 2þ subthreshold state, respectively. This can be compared
to the values of 14 (Adhikari and Basu, 2009) or 750–4000
(Morais and Lichtenthäler, 2011) for the ground state and
1.14ð10Þ × 105 (Brune et al., 1999) −1.22ð7Þ × 105 (Avila
et al., 2015) fm−1=2 for the 2þ subthreshold state. The two
components interfere with each other destructively and can
result in a range of values that produce a similar E2 cross
section over the energy range of the data. The analysis of
Sayre et al. (2012) was made before the data of Schürmann
et al. (2011) were available that significantly increase the
sensitivity of the fit to the E2 data, especially the external
capture that has a maximum effect in the off-resonance region
at Ec:m: ≈ 3 MeV. A measurement of the ground state ANC
taken together with the capture data would then provide a
consistency check for the value of the 2þ subthreshold state
ANC. Since large systematic differences occur for the E2
cross section, another method of verification is highly desir-
able (see Secs. VI.B and VI.F).
Now turning to the E1 cross section, a large source of
uncertainty can come from the ambiguity in the interference
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FIG. 20. Comparison of the two allowed E2 interference
solutions determined by Sayre et al. (2012). If the higher-energy
data of Schürmann et al. (2011) are also considered, only one
solution remains viable.
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sign between the 1− Ex ¼ 7.12 MeV subthreshold state and
the unbound state at Ex ¼ 9.59 MeV. Most analyses have
concluded (or assumed) that the constructive solution is
favored, but most also do not provide detailed quantitative
support for this decision. A few analyses, those of Ouellet
et al. (1992),3 Hale (1997), and Gialanella et al. (2001), have
either ruled in favor or determined that the destructive solution
cannot be dismissed. Here the E1 destructive solution is
investigated in detail in light of the present analysis and the
most current data.
The situation was investigated in detail by Kunz (2002),
Fey (2004), and Hammer et al. (2005b). However, approx-
imations were made in these analyses that can now be
improved upon and in fact are very significant to the analysis.
The first is the neglect of the overall systematic uncertainties.
This resulted in greatly inflated χ2 values for the fits of those
works, regardless of the interference solution. This is because
the systematic uncertainties are quite large compared to the
statistical ones, at least near the peak of the low-energy 1−
resonance. The second issue is that the contributions from the
two 1− levels at Ex ¼ 12.45 and 13.10 MeVare not explicitly
included but are instead treated as a single background pole
(the classic three level E1 fit). The single pole assumption
leads to fits to the low-energy data that are now found to be
unphysical when the added constraints of the higher-energy
data are imposed. The last improvement is that the transfer
reaction measurements have provided much tighter constraints
on the values of the ANCs, further limiting the number of
viable solutions.
These further constraints have a strong impact on the E1
destructive and constructive solutions. In fact, they limit the
destructive solution to only one possibility, and it will be
shown that this is also ruled out, in favor of the constructive
one. Figure 21 shows the result of an analysis of the
destructive solution compared to the constructive one. In this
fit, the ANC of the 1− subthreshold state has been fixed to a
value of 2.08ð20Þ × 1014 fm−1=2 (Brune et al., 1999). This has
been done because if it is allowed to vary freely, tension from
other data sets causes the destructive solution result in
unphysical values for the ANC. This on its own is one hint
that this solution may not be viable. In particular, the fit would
favor a very small ANC, many sigma removed from the value
of Brune et al. (1999). Considering only the χ2 from the E1
data (165 data points), the constructive solution gives χ2 ¼
259.8 and the destructive solution gives χ2 ¼ 583.8, a differ-
ence of Δχ2 ¼ 324.0 (see Table XVIII). The difference in χ2
for a 5σ deviation for 78 fit parameters is Δχ25σ ¼ 169. Hence
the destructive solution is ruled out under these conditions,
and the ANC would have to be changed to a value far outside
the acceptable range of the transfer measurements to recover a
χ2 of less than 5σ.
At higher energies, the possible interference combinations
are further limited by the stronger E1=E2 interference in the
angular distributions. This uniquely defines the interferences
at high energy between the 1− levels at Ex ¼ 12.45 and
13.10 MeV and the 2þ level at Ex ¼ 12.97 MeV. A similar
situation exists for the 15Nðp; α0Þ12C data. Examples of these
different interference solutions are shown in Fig. 22 for the
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FIG. 21. Comparison of destructive (dashed red lines) and constructive (solid red lines) E1 solutions. A 1− background pole is included
in the ground state γ-ray channel in these cases. The energy of the pole is held constant in both cases and the fitted α widths are very
similar. For the constructive case Γγ0 ¼ 1.8 eV, while the destructive case gives 21.7 eV.
3However, this seems to have been retracted in a subsequent
publication (Ouellet et al., 1996).
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12Cðα; γ0Þ16O reaction and Fig. 50 of deBoer et al. (2013) for
the 15Nðp; α0Þ12C reaction.
Turning to the cascade transitions, in Avila et al. (2015),
ANCs were measured for the Ex ¼ 6.05, 6.13, 6.92, and
7.12 MeV bound states, with the Ex ¼ 6.05 and 6.13 MeV
ANCs being measured for the first time via sub-Coulomb
transfer. ANCs similar to those deduced in the global R-matrix
fit of deBoer et al. (2013), where the capture data of
Schürmann et al. (2011) were fitted to constrain the ANCs,
were found. An interference ambiguity in the low-energy
S factor for these two transitions was still left undefined in
Avila et al. (2015). If the external capture determined by these
ANCs is combined with the higher-energy capture data of
Schürmann et al. (2011) the interference combination can be
uniquely determined for the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV transition and is
suggestive of a solution for the Ex ¼ 6.13 MeV transition as
shown in Fig. 23.
The most important result of this section is that only one
viable interference solution is possible for both the E1 and E2
ground state cross sections. This drastically decreases the
uncertainty, by ruling out the destructive E1 solution. While
there is a limited amount of data for the cascade transitions, the
current data seem to constrain the major interference solutions.
However, because of the limited data it is certainly possible that
some of the solutions here are incorrect. The situation worsens
at higher energy where the data become even more sparse.
For the cascade transitions there is almost no data above Sp.
While these different solutions do not have a direct effect on the
low-energy cross section determination, they may affect the
extrapolation indirectly since the overall fit is quite sensitive to
the total cross section data at higher energies. Hence further
studies of the cascade data are highly desirable.
C. Channel radius and background poles
A long-standing complication with R-matrix theory is that it
requires two sets of model parameters: channel radii and
background poles. What complicates the situation is that these
two sets of model parameters are correlated to one another,
hence there is a range of viable solutions.
A phenomenological R-matrix fit must then be tested for its
sensitivity to the choice of both the channel radii4 and the
TABLE XVIII. Comparison of χ2 values for different E1 interfer-
ence solutions. Only the data of Kremer et al. (1988) favor a
destructive solution.
χ2
Reference N Constructive Destructive
Dyer and Barnes (1974) 24 69.6 135.9
Redder et al. (1987) 26 67.5 146.2
Kremer et al. (1988) 12 18.2 16.9
Ouellet et al. (1992) 9 29.2 82.6
Roters et al. (1999) 13 13.6 26.5
Gialanella et al. (2001) 20 22.9 58.0
Kunz et al. (2001) 19 12.1 36.8
Fey (2004) 11 4.5 39.0
Assunção et al. (2006) 24 19.4 26.3
Makii et al. (2009) 2 0.2 5.5
Plag et al. (2012) 4 1.9 5.2
All 164 259.8 583.8
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FIG. 22. Example angular distribution for the 12Cðα; γ0Þ16O
reaction at Ec:m: ¼ 5.91 MeV (Ex ¼ 13.07 MeV). The solid red
line shows the differential cross section with the preferred
interference pattern while the dashed red line shows the differ-
ential cross section with the relative interference sign between the
E1 and E2 contributions switched. From Kernel, Mason, and
Wimmersperg, 1971.
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FIG. 23. Comparison of the different possible interference
solutions for the Ex ¼ 6.05 and 6.13 MeV transition capture
cross sections as purposed by Avila et al. (2015). The different
solutions are compared with the higher-energy data of Schür-
mann et al. (2011), the only data available for these transitions.
For the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV transition, the constructive solution at
low energy is highly favored. For the Ex ¼ 6.13 MeV transition,
the destructive solution is favored but there is more ambiguity,
especially since the 3− state at Ex ¼ 11.49 MeV can contribute to
the cross section over the energy range of the data. The
calculation shows that additional measurements at just slightly
higher energy than those of Schürmann et al. (2011) could
provide a more definitive solution.
4Even the choice of how many different channel radii will be used
is different for different R-matrix analyses. In principle a different
channel radius can be chosen for each s − l channel. While this is
sometimes done, many analyses restrict themselves to different
channel radii only for different particle partitions. That is the
approach taken here.
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background poles. The radius and the number of levels
included in the analysis are closely linked as discussed in
Sec. IV.A. In the strict R-matrix theory, the fit should be
completely insensitive to the choice of channel radius, but this
is in the limit of an infinite number of levels. It is also
important to note that the channel radius does not correspond
to a real nuclear radius, although the value used in phenom-
enological analyses is often rather close, which has caused
much confusion over the issue. In practice the number of
levels in an R-matrix calculation is truncated to only a few or
even just one. Even if the tails of higher-energy resonances do
have an effect, their contributions can often be reproduced, up
to some level of precision, with only a single background pole
(for each Jπ). However, as the data become more precisely
measured, especially in the interference regions between
resonances, it may be possible that more than one background
pole is required.
While the sensitivity of the fit to the channel radius and
background poles are closely linked, each is discussed
separately in order to try to gauge their contributions.
Further, while it is not often explicitly stated, the many
sensitivity tests that were made involved several different
combinations of both radii and number and value of back-
ground poles.
A strong sensitivity in χ2 to the channel radius exists for the
present fit. This is primarily the result of the fit to the
scattering data and was detailed previously by Tischhauser
et al. (2002). This was interpreted as a positive result by
Tischhauser et al. (2002), giving a constraint on the radius that
should be used. However, this is in direct conflict with the
previous discussion, where it was argued that the value of the
channel radius should be insensitive to the fit. This represents
one of the remaining puzzles to be solved, not only for this
case, but for the phenomenological R-matrix technique in
general.
It should be possible to decrease the sensitivity of the fit
on the channel radius by adding more background poles.
This procedure was performed, yet the sensitivity remained
almost unchanged. Therefore, to gauge the sensitivity of the
fit to the extrapolated value of the capture cross section,
different fits were made at different channel radii varying
between 4.5 and 6.5 fm and using various numbers and
combinations of background poles. A radius of 5.43 fm was
found to be the best fit value, in excellent agreement with the
value of 5.42þ0.16−0.27 of Tischhauser et al. (2002). Despite a
rather large change in the overall χ2 of the fit, the
extrapolated value of the S factor changed only by
8 keV b. This is because the sensitivity in χ2 comes
mainly from the scattering data, while that of the capture
data is much less so.
Turning now to the background poles, one of the assertions
of this analysis is that a reasonable fit can be obtained for the
12Cðα; γÞ16O data with no background pole contributions in
the capture partition (they remain very necessary for the
scattering partition). The reason for this assertion is that no
strong higher-energy resonances have been observed in the
capture data up to Ec:m: ≈ 20 MeV (Snover, Adelberger, and
Brown, 1974). This is the main reason for explicitly including
the two 1− levels at Ex ¼ 12.45 and 13.09 MeV, which
correspond to the final two strong E1 resonances observed in
12Cðα; γ0Þ16O, at least up to Ex ≈ 20 MeV. It is therefore
expected that higher-energy background contributions will be
weak for the ground state.
However, adding additional background poles is allowed by
the data and does improve the quality of the fit. The question
becomes whether the improvement is physically reasonable or
is it simply the result of adding more free parameters to the fit.
Additionally the improvement results largely from achieving a
better fit to the very low-energy data, but there are strong hints
that much of these data may overestimate the cross section
(see Sec. VI.A).
Ground state background contributions were considered
for both the E1 and E2 cross sections using Jπ ¼ 1− and 2þ
poles, respectively. The Jπ ¼ 1− background pole contribu-
tion resulted in a significant improvement in the fit of the
low-energy 12Cðα; γÞ16O data. For example, it decreased the
χ2 from 436 to 203 for the 164 data points considered in
the low-energy E1 capture data. This ambiguity in the
strength of the 1− background pole is one of the most
significant uncertainties in the fitting, producing a value
of Sð300 keVÞ ¼ 15.2 keV b larger than the fit without.
Inclusion of a Jπ ¼ 2þ background pole had only a small
effect.
One way to obtain further constraint on the background pole
contributions is to continue to fit to higher energies. This
becomes increasingly difficult in practice as the numbers of
levels and channels increase quickly at higher energies. Even so,
a test can be made to see if the magnitude of the background
contributions is reasonable. There is one measurement by
Snover, Adelberger, and Brown (1974) which extends the
ground state transitions cross section to much higher energies.
The data show that the ground state cross section decreases
substantially above the two strong 1− resonances at Ex ¼ 12.45
and 13.09 MeV. In Fig. 24 the data of Snover, Adelberger,
and Brown (1974) are shown together with a fit that has all
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FIG. 24. Differential S factor of the data (θlab ¼ 52°) of Snover,
Adelberger, and Brown (1974). The R-matrix fit was made with
the data fixed at the reported cross sections in order to test
whether the amplitude of the free background poles were
reasonable. The extrapolated values of the S factor using the
two different methods proved to be very similar. In the legend, E2
hard-sphere (EC) refers to the hard-sphere contribution to the
external capture.
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of the background poles placed now at higher energies
(Ex ¼ 40 MeV). The fit gives a background contribution
that is roughly consistent with these data in that it follows the
off-resonance trend of the data. This produced a value for
Sð300 keVÞ ¼ 155.3 keV b, very similar to the value of
153.7 keV b found with out this higher-energy data (with the
lower energy background poles), demonstrating that this addi-
tional background contribution is at least physically reasonable.
It is somewhat surprising that such good fits can also be
obtained for the cascade transitions without background poles.
There is no higher-energy data for these transitions so their
higher-energy behavior is unknown. In fact the higher-energy
(above Sp) constraint of this fit comes indirectly from
15Nðp; γÞ16O cascade transition data (Imbriani et al., 2012),
and these have large uncertainties. One likely reason for such
good fits is that external capture is the dominant contribution
to the cascade transitions at low energy, lessening the effects
of resonance interference.
D. Different fitting methods
In principle, if the data were expressed as true cross
sections, were consistent with each another, and the uncer-
tainties were completely characterized, performing a standard
χ2 fit would be all that was required to achieve the best fit
and accurate extrapolation of the low-energy cross section.
Unfortunately these conditions are hardly ever met in practice
and therefore a blind χ2 fitting is likely to lead to an erroneous
result. This is the reason why many different experimental
approaches are critical; by examining the reaction mechanism
through different methods, hidden systematic errors can be
more readily revealed.
While a standard χ2 fit analysis has been used as the
standard fit procedure for this analysis, other methods have
been investigated to check the robustness of the fitting and
the uncertainty estimates. In particular, the tension between
different data sets and the background pole contributions has
the effect that the subthreshold parameters need to be fixed
during the normal fitting.
An alternative fitting method investigated here is to base
the goodness of fit on the reduced χ2 of each data set. The
idea is based on that presented by Dodder et al. (1977),
where a similar analysis involving many data sets was made.
Equation (87) is modified to
χ2 ¼
X
i
P
jR
2
ij
Ni − ν

þ ðni − 1Þ
2
σ2syst;i
; ð93Þ
where Ni is the total number of data points in the ith data set
and ν is the number of fit parameters. Fitting to the reduced χ2
puts each data set on a more equal footing regardless of the
number of data points in that set. This is statistically incorrect,
but has the result of putting each data set on a more equal
footing, even if that data set has many experimental points.
From a purely statistical view this does not make much sense,
but from a practical standpoint this can be reasonable since it
will lessen any systematic bias of a single data set over the
rest, especially if that single data set has many points with
small uncertainties.
In the current analysis the scattering data of Tischhauser
et al. (2009) dominate the normal χ2 function because they
contain, by far, the largest number of data points and have
small statistical uncertainties (see Sec. VI.E). If the data were a
perfect representation of the true cross section, this would be
ideal because this would reflect the experimenter’s ability to
easily access this cross section. However, it is known that the
data of Tischhauser et al. (2009) require experimental reso-
lution corrections, which are quite significant at the statistical
uncertainty level of the data points, particularly in regions
where the cross section changes rapidly. If the method used
for this correction is not precise enough or if there are any
unaccounted for uncertainties in the data this will result in a
bias in the fit from this data set. This issue undoubtedly exists
in the data considered and is not limited to the scattering data.
The other main data sets where this effect is most likely are
in the 16Nðβ; αÞ12C spectrum measurements of Azuma et al.
(1994) and Tang et al. (2010).
Another different approach would be to also include
the uncertainties on the subthreshold parameters in the χ2
fitting. This can be done by adding additional terms to the χ2
function
χ2¼
X
i
P
jR
2
ij
Ni

þðni−1Þ
2
σ2syst;i
þ
X
k
ðPfit;k−Pexp;kÞ2
σ2exp;k
; ð94Þ
where Pfit;k is the parameter value varied in the fit, Pexp;k is the
experimentally determined value, and σexp;k is the experimen-
tal uncertainty.
This method, combined with using the reduced χ2 method,
results in much more reasonable fits than the standard χ2
fitting when the subthreshold state parameters are allowed
to vary freely. Using this approach the fit favors a larger ANC
for the 1− subthreshold state (ANC ¼ 2.6 × 1014 fm−1=2,
Γγ0 ¼ 48 meV) and a smaller one for the 2þ ANC
(ANC ¼ 0.84 × 105 fm−1=2, Γγ0 ¼ 98.0 meV). This is a
reflection of the tension between the 16Nðβ; αÞ12C, transfer,
and elastic scattering measurements. The increasing 1− ANC
and decreasing 2þ ANC have canceling effects in the ground
state cross section and in the cascade cross sections, resulting
in a somewhat larger value for the total capture cross section
of Sð300 keVÞ ¼ 152.1 keV b.
In any analysis that contains a large amount of data there
tend to be outlier data points. It has been shown that certain
data sets are plagued by this problem in the current analysis.
There are various methods of testing the sensitivity of fits to
these points. For example, Sayre et al. (2012) used
Chauvenet’s criterion to reject outliers in the E2 ground state
data. Instead of outright rejection of data points, there are
different methods of modifying the χ2 function to give less
weight to outlier data. These methods are similar to increasing
the uncertainties on the data points. One example is the
method given by Sivia and Skilling (2006) where instead of
minimizing χ2, the function
L ¼
X
j
log

1 − e−R
2
ij=2
R2ij

ð95Þ
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is maximized. This alternative function has a broader prob-
ability density function leading to more conservative uncer-
tainty estimates than the standard χ2 function. Fitting with this
alternative approach produced a very similar fit as the standard
χ2 method [Sð300 keVÞ ¼ 146.2 keV b] demonstrating that
outlier data points have a minimal effect on the central value
obtained for fit. However, as shown in the next section, the
effect on the uncertainty estimation is quite significant.
E. Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis
The best fit resulting from the R-matrix analysis was
subjected to a MC uncertainty analysis. From the MC
analysis, uncertainty contributions from the statistical and
the overall systematic uncertainties of the experimental data
were obtained for the fit parameters, the 12Cðα; γÞ16O cross
section, and corresponding reaction rate. However, in order for
the fit to yield accurate uncertainties, the reduced χ2 of the fit
should be approximately 1. Given that this is not the case,
as detailed in Table VII, the alternative goodness of the fit
method given by Eq. (95) was employed. In this way, the
uncertainty from outlying data points and discrepant data sets
can be better estimated. At Ec:m: ¼ 300 keV, the difference in
the uncertainty calculated with the standard χ2 function of
Eq. (87) versus the L estimator of Eq. (95) was quite
significant, inflating the uncertainty from about 10% to about
15%. Indeed, over other energy regions, especially near the
low cross section area in the vicinity of Ec:m: ≈ 3 MeV, the
increase in the uncertainty was even more dramatic.
The MC technique was adapted from those of Gialanella
et al. (2001), Schürmann et al. (2012), and deBoer et al.
(2014). The following assumptions and steps were taken for
this analysis:
(1) The best fit from the R-matrix analysis is taken as
the most probable description of the data. The L
method of Eq. (95) is used to define the goodness
of the fit.
(2) The data are then subjected to a random variation
based on their uncertainties. The data are varied,
assuming a Gaussian probability density function,
around the best fit cross section value. The uncertainty
on the data point is scaled by the square root of the
ratio of the cross section of the fit divided by the cross
section of the Gaussian randomized cross section.
(3) The systematic overall uncertainty for each experi-
mental data set is also varied assuming a Gaussian
probability density function.
(4) The ANCs and γ widths of the subthreshold states are
also allowed to vary. Their uncertainty contributions
are included using Eq. (94).
(5) Background poles for E1 and E2 multipolarities are
introduced to the capture channels to give further
freedom in the fit.
(6) The R-matrix fit (the L maximization) is then per-
formed again. The initial values of the parameters are
those from the original best fit.
(7) Steps 3–6 are then repeated many times (referred to as
the “MC iterations”). For each of the MC iterations, an
extrapolation of the cross section can be made using
the best fit parameters from that iteration. This cross
section is then numerically integrated to calculate the
reaction rate as a function of temperature.
Histograms were then created from the MC procedure for
the cross sections and reaction rates at specific energies or
temperatures, respectively. The lower and upper uncertainties
were then defined by the 16% and 84% quantiles. The central
value is defined as the 50% quantile.
The uncertainty in the cross section derived from the
MC analysis is shown in Fig. 25. At low energies, the
uncertainty budget is dominated by the uncertainties in
the ANCs of the subthreshold states and is about 15% at
Ec:m: ¼ 300 keV. In the region above Ec:m: ¼ 5.0 MeV, the
cross section is determined mainly indirectly through a
combination of the 15Nðp; γÞ16O, 12Cðα; α0Þ12C, and
15Nðp; α0Þ12C data. In this region the uncertainty becomes
much smaller and was found to be in good agreement with
that obtained from a standard χ2 analysis. At the highest
energies, where the experimental data taper off, the uncer-
tainty begins to increase again.
Therefore, using Eq. (95), it is believed that a conservative
estimate of the uncertainty stemming from the experimental
uncertainties has been obtained. Taking the approach consid-
ered here, where a large portion of the experimental data is
considered, it is useful to compare with the other extreme
where only a small subset of well-defined data is considered as
in Schürmann et al. (2012). Each approach has its advantages
and drawbacks. Foremost among them, the method considered
here likely errs on the side of including a significant amount of
data that is incompatible, yet it is not subject to the bias of
choosing the best data. On the other hand, choosing a small
subset of data can yield a smaller uncertainty that may be
accurate; however, the entire analysis hinges on choosing the
“correct” data.
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FIG. 25. (a) The uncertainty in the S factor as derived by
combining the MC analysis (which includes the subthreshold
state uncertainties) and the model uncertainties. The data from
Schürmann et al. (2005) are shown for comparison. (b) The
uncertainties relative to the best fit value for the Monte Carlo
analysis (dashed olive line) and the uncertainties derived from the
model (dot-dashed orange line). The total uncertainty, taken as
the MC and model uncertainties summed in quadrature, is shown
by the solid red line. The black vertical dashed line marks the
region of typical astrophysical interest at Ec:m: ¼ 300 keV.
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Both the uncertainties from the experimental data and the
uncertainties from the model have been estimated. These
results are now combined to give a best estimate of the total
uncertainty on the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction rate.
F. Summary and total uncertainty estimate
The previous sections have investigated different sources
of uncertainty in the extrapolation of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O cross
section to the stellar energy range. The uncertainty analysis is
complicated by data sets that lack good statistical agreement
and by ambiguities inherent in the phenomenological model.
For added clarification, the key results of these sections are
summarized here.
(•) The reaction data now provide definitive solutions for the
ground state interference patterns of both the E1 and E2
cross sections, eliminating a large source of uncertainty.
However, many of the E2 measurements show large
scatter with respect to one another as well as the
R-matrix prediction for the cross section that far exceeds
their quoted uncertainties. The E1 data are in better
agreement but still produce a reduced χ2 significantly
greater than 1.
(•) The reduced χ2 values for the β-delayed α emission
spectra and the scattering data are also significantly
greater than 1, likely a result of only approximate
modeling of the remaining experimental effects reported
in the data. This may even suggest that there are
additional unaccounted for uncertainties in the data or,
very likely, that the models used to correct for remaining
experimental effects in the data are insufficiently ac-
curate.
(•) If experimental measurements and uncertainties are
taken at face value and model uncertainties are ignored,
and the uncertainty in the extrapolation of the Rmatrix to
low energy is calculated, an uncertainty of only a few
percent is obtained. However, the large reduced χ2 values
found for such a fit indicate that this method would
significantly underestimate the uncertainty. For this
reason a more conservative uncertainty estimator, that
of Eq. (95), was used for the MC analysis. Additionally,
several sources of known model uncertainty were
explored and found to make a significant contribution
to the overall uncertainty budget.
(•) The properties of the subthreshold states seem to be well
known at present, both γ widths and ANCs. Since the
development of sub-Coulomb transfer measurements,
different experimental measurements have yielded con-
sistent results for the ANCs. In view of the previous
points, the uncertainties in the ANCs and γ widths of the
subthreshold states have been included in the fitting and
uncertainty analysis using Eq. (94).
The total uncertainty has thus been estimated by combining
the uncertainties from the experimental data via the MC
analysis and the model uncertainties summarized in
Table XIX. This produces a total uncertainty of 15% to
20% when both contributions are summed in quadrature over
most of the energy region. The results of this analysis are
compared to previous results of Sð300 keVÞ in Table IV and
Fig. 26. With the fitting and uncertainties discussed in detail,
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FIG. 26. Plot of Sð300 keVÞ values for all past estimates in the
literature back to 1970. For the E1 extrapolation, the uncertainty
is quite large before the early 1990s. The dramatic decrease is due
to the greatly improved constraint on the 1− subthreshold
contribution provided by β-delayed α emission data and later
from sub-Coulomb transfer experiments. The extrapolation of the
E2 data still has a somewhat larger spread but it too has seen
significant reduction in its uncertainty thanks to high-precision
scattering and sub-Coulomb transfer experiments.
TABLE XIX. Summary of the systematic uncertainties that were considered and their affects on Sð300 keVÞ.
Source Systematic uncertainty contribution (keV b)
Inclusion of Q coefficients þ1.2
Relativistic γ-ray angular distribution correction −0.3
Fixed energy of Ex ¼ 9.5779 MeV −1.2
Different fitting functions þ7.7
Fixed Kunz (2002) cascade data normalizations −0.5
Fixed Schürmann et al. (2005, 2011) data normalizations þ1.1
No ground state 12Cðα; γÞ16O E2 excitation curve data −0.6
No ground state 12Cðα; γÞ16O E1 or E2 excitation curve data −0.9
No ground state 12Cðα; γÞ16O angular distribution data −5.2
1− ground state 12Cðα; γÞ16O E1 BGP þ15.2
2þ ground state 12Cðα; γÞ16O E2 BGP −3.0
α0 channel radius variation 8
Alternative fitting approaches þ13.1
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the discussion can turn back to several important recent works
that were neglected in Sec. V.C.
VIII. DISCUSSION OF RECENT WORKS
Figure 26 gives an idea of the difficulty encountered in
analyzing and then extrapolating the cross section of the
12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction to low energy by the wide range of
values for Sð300 keVÞ that have been estimated over the
course of many works. As discussed in Sec. V.A, from the
outset, Barker (1971) realized the importance of a compre-
hensive analysis and it is an impressive feat that even his first
work on the subject contains the key elements of the most
sophisticated analyses published today: fit to capture, scatter-
ing, β-delayed α spectrum, and consideration of the reduced α
widths from transfer reactions. However, the complexity
involved in having to include data from many different
reaction types is also why many analyses have considered
only a subset of the data (or reactions). Even today, making a
general analysis code that can simultaneously fit all of the
data is quite challenging and simply compiling all of the
experimental data is no small task.
Note that even the implementation of the R-matrix methods
used over the years has undergone significant development.
This is for the most part limited to the γ-ray channels, but it is
important to realize that extrapolations using the R matrix have
not always been the same. In Sec. III.C it was described how the
hybrid R-matrix model was used for some time but fell out of
favor because it was unable to fit the scattering data as well as
the standard theory. A significant improvement to the modeling
of the external component of the capture cross section was
provided by Barker and Kajino (1991), as discussed in detail in
Sec. IV.D. Yet even after this work, several analyses continued
to neglected the external contributions.
Figure 27 demonstrates the effect of including external
capture in the ground state transition of the 12Cðα; γ0Þ16O
reaction in the R-matrix analysis. Since the α particle ANC of
the ground state of 16O remains quite uncertain, a moderate
value of 100 fm−1=2 has been chosen for an example calcu-
lation. Figure 27(a) demonstrates that the E1 external capture
can be neglected to a good approximation given the data
presently available. At Ec:m: ¼ 300 keV the effect is only
about 2% for the ANC used. The effect is maximum, ≈35%
difference, in the off-resonance region at Ec:m: ≈ 4 MeV.
Therefore if experimental measurements do access this region
E1 external capture does become a necessary part of the
calculation.
Figure 27(b) shows that the E2 external capture is much
more significant. Here the effect is maximum, ≈30%, in the
region in the range 2≲ Ec:m: ≲ 3.5 MeV. Here certainly the
E2 external capture cannot be neglected since data have been
measured throughout this region with uncertainties much less
than 30% in many cases. The effect lessens at Ec:m:¼300 keV,
but is still ≈10%. Therefore, if E2 external capture is
neglected, a fit may try to compensate by increasing the 2þ
subthreshold α particle ANC, which produces a similar energy
dependence in the cross section from the tail of the sub-
threshold state. This results in what would seem to be a
tension between the ANC measured via transfer reaction and
that deduced from the fit to the E2 capture data.
Further, as the main subject of Barker and Kajino (1991),
the cascade transition cross sections cannot be analyzed
without external capture since it dominates the cross section
over a wide energy range (see Fig. 8). Therefore any analysis
that is making a global analysis of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction
must include a model for the direct capture process.
This section now returns to the aforementioned recent
works that were not discussed in Sec. V.C, those of
Oulebsir et al. (2012), Schürmann et al. (2012), Xu et al.
(2013) (NACRE2) and An et al. (2015). Each of these
different works was made by a different research group and
has performed an independent comprehensive analysis of the
12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction.
A. Schürmann et al. (2011)
The global analysis of Schürmann et al. (2012) is based on a
long history of measurements and analyses performed by
Claus Rolf’s research group in Münster (Kettner et al., 1982;
Redder et al., 1987; Roters et al., 1999; Gialanella et al., 2001;
Schürmann et al., 2005, 2011) andWolfgang Hammer’s group
at Stuttgart (Kunz et al., 2001; Hammer et al., 2005a, 2005b;
Assunção et al., 2006). Much of the basis for the global
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FIG. 27. Comparison of calculations of the ground state
transition capture S factor made with (solid black line) and
without (dashed red line) an external capture contribution to the
R matrix. Here no external capture signifies that only the internal
part of Eq. (56) is considered. A moderate value of 100 fm−1 has
been used as the value of the ground state ANC (see Table XVI).
(a) As expected, the E1 external capture is negligible over much
of the energy range. Only in the very low S-factor region around
Ec:m: ≈ 3.75 MeV is there a significant effect. However, this
energy range has proved largely experimentally inaccessible.
(b) For the E2 external capture, the lack of low-energy resonances
makes its contribution more important. Its interference with the
subthreshold 2þ resonance can produce a change in the S factor
significant compared to the uncertainties of the data. As shown in
Fig. 8, all of the cascade transitions have very significant hard-
sphere contributions, making the inclusion of external capture
critical for their modeling. The significance of the external
capture for the different transitions is also reflected in the relative
contributions of the internal and channel portions of the total
reduced-width amplitude as given in Table XXIV.
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R-matrix analysis was developed by Ralf Kunz and was
published in Kunz et al. (2002) with many further details of
the analysis in Kunz (2002). Note that this work was done
with a completely independent R-matrix code to the one used
here. This extremely comprehensive work was the first to push
the R-matrix calculations up above the proton separation
energy. There were several approximations that were made
at that time that were subsequently improved upon in
Schürmann et al. (2012). Important improvements have been
an external capture calculation of the E2 ground state
transition and a systematic uncertainty term in the χ2 function.
However, even in Schürmann et al. (2012), the analysis does
not include the proton and α1 partitions at higher energies.
The main difference from the present analysis is that a
stringent rejection criterion for the data was adopted. This
highlights a common philosophical difference in data analysis.
On the one hand, the experimenter knows the details of his
own data on a first hand basis, but must often rely on only the
details of a publication for the reanalysis of other work. In
Schürmann et al. (2012) the criteria for their data analysis was
so stringent that in effect only data measured by that group
could be retained. On the other hand, despite the experiment-
er’s confidence in their own data, it is often hard to justify why
one measurement is correct over another.
Another major difference is that Schürmann et al. (2012)
did not directly consider the transfer reaction results for the
ANCs in their analysis. They were instead treated as fit
parameters. However, unlike in the current analysis, because
only a very limited amount of data was considered, the tension
between different data sets was greatly reduced and their fitted
values did not vary as widely as observed here. This may also
be because only the phase shifts from Tischhauser et al.
(2009) were used, and the fewer number of data points then
lessened the tension between the scattering data and other data
sets. Also, only the β-delayed α data of Azuma et al. (1994)
were considered eliminating the tension between those differ-
ent data sets.
For the ground state transition, a larger value for the ANC
of the 1− level than those of the higher precision transfer
reactions of Brune et al. (1999) and Avila et al. (2015) was
found. This is in general agreement with what was found here
as well when the ANCs are allowed to vary freely (see
Sec. VII.D). For the 2þ ANC, excellent agreement was
achieved (see Table XIII). The agreement with transfer is
quite poor for the Ex ¼ 6.05 MeV α ANC, as was discussed
in Sec. VI.C.
For the final uncertainty analysis a Monte Carlo analysis
similar to the one performed here [and originally applied to the
case of 12Cðα; γÞ16O by Gialanella et al. (2001)] was per-
formed. Systematic uncertainties were also explored but few
details were given regarding the details. In the end, a value of
Sð300 keVÞ ¼ 161 19statþ8−2 syst was found.
This central value is very close to the upper 68% confidence
level of the current analysis. However, it is difficult to
understand the values of Sð300 keVÞ for the E1 and E2
contributions compared to the present results. The E1 values
are very close (Schürmann et al., 2012) 83.4, current work
86.3 keV b. While naively these values are in good agreement,
they should not be, since the 1− ANC used by Schürmann
et al. (2012) is significantly larger than that used here. Further,
and equally perplexing, the E2 value is much larger than that
deduced here (Schürmann et al., 2012) 73.4, current work
45.3 keV b, yet the 2þ ANCs are nearly identical for the two
analyses. Unfortunately Schürmann et al. (2012) gave few
details as to the resonance parameters that were used so it is
impossible to make an exact comparison. One explanation
could be that different background pole contributions were
used. Since Schürmann et al. (2012) did not include data at
higher energies, more freedom should have been possible for
their background contributions.
The overall uncertainty quoted by Schürmann et al. (2012)
for Sð300 keVÞ is ∼13%. Given the comparison with this
work, this value seems reasonable, if one accepts that all of
the data used are correct. It may also be that some of the
systematic uncertainties discussed here were overlooked since
there are not many details given regarding this in Schürmann
et al. (2012).
B. Oulebsir et al. (2012)
A global R-matrix analysis was preformed as part of the
transfer reaction study of Oulebsir et al. (2012). Besides the
analysis being performed from a transfer reaction experimen-
tal point of view, this analysis was chosen for comparison
because it represents the most recent calculations with Pierre
Descouvemont’s R-matrix code DREAM (Mountford et al.,
2014), another R-matrix code developed completely inde-
pendently from the AZURE2 code used here. While this
analysis is limited to the more typical lower-energy range,
it considers all of the ground state transition E1 and E2 data.
None of the cascade data are considered however. The fits do
include some higher-energy resonances explicitly in the R-
matrix calculation with their parameters fixed to values in the
compilation. This analysis follows a similar analysis tech-
nique as the best fit of the present work in that the ANCs were
treated as fixed parameters. However, in addition, all the
resonance parameters of the unbound states were fixed to
previously determined values. Only the background pole
contribution widths were allowed to vary. Given that one
of the largest uncertainties in the R-matrix analysis stems
from the background poles, this seems to be a reasonable
approximation.
The fitting technique was done iteratively, first fitting to
the scattering data to constrain the energy and α widths, then
fitting to the capture data to constrain the ground state γ widths
of the background poles. Only l ¼ 1 and 2 phase shifts were
fit instead of the actual scattering yields, which may cause
difficulties in the uncertainty propagation as described by
Buchmann et al. (1996). The 16NðβαÞ12C spectrum was not fit
but a comparison of the l ¼ 1 contributions was performed
showing reasonable agreement.
The extrapolated S factors are in good agreement with
the current analysis. This should be expected because one
of the primary methodologies of the analysis is the same,
fixing the subthreshold state ANCs to the value measured
through transfer reactions. The values for the E1 and E2 S
factors [100(28) and 50(19) keV b, respectively] are system-
atically larger than the best fit values of this work (86.3 and
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45.3 keV b, respectively), although in good agreement con-
sidering the uncertainties.
This difference is likely because there are no background
poles included in the current best fit and inclusion of the poles
has only been found to increase the low-energy cross section.
For tests with background poles in this work, the extrapolated
value Sð300 keVÞE1 is nearly identical with the one found
here (101.5 keV b). For Sð300 keVÞE2 the value found here
remains nearly the same, actually slightly decreasing to
42 keV b. This may be a result of the greater constraint
imposed on the background poles by the inclusion of the
higher-energy data.
The uncertainty in the S factor quoted by Oulebsir et al.
(2012) is significantly larger than that of the current analysis.
This results from the larger uncertainties obtained in the ANCs
from their transfer experiment (∼20%) over those of either
Brune et al. (1999) or Avila et al. (2015) that have been
adopted in this work (∼10%) (see Table XIII). Further, the
lack of higher-energy data, in particular, the total cross section
data of Schürmann et al. (2005), results in significantly more
freedom in the background contributions.
C. Xu et al. (2013) (NACRE2)
The analysis presented as part of Xu et al. (2013)
(NACRE2) provides an interesting comparison because it
uses a PM calculation instead of a phenomenological R-matrix
method to predict the low-energy S factor. While still a
phenomenological procedure, the PM method tries to take a
step in a more fundamental direction by defining real Woods-
Saxon potentials for each Jπ . The parameters that define the
potential, its magnitude, radius, and diffuseness are treated as
free parameters in the fit to match the resonances and binding
energies of the experimental data. This has the advantage that
it may lead to less fit parameters than the standard phenom-
enological R-matrix approach but it comes at the cost of less
flexibility. Further, some states cannot be produced by the
potential model, as discussed in Sec. III.B, and have been
parametrized separately using approximate Breit-Wigner for-
mulas. Interference between resonances must also be intro-
duced ad hoc. The direct capture contribution to the cross
section is modeled in a similar manner as that proposed by
Rolfs (1973). Additionally, each transition is fit independ-
ently, and this includes the different ground state E1 and E2
fits. The phase shifts and the 16Nðβ; αÞ12C data are not
considered in the model.
It is clear from Fig. 64 of NACRE2 that the PM model used
is not able to reproduce the experimental data to the same
degree as the phenomenological R-matrix fits. However,
considering the added constraints and approximations that
are imposed, the reproduction of the data is impressive. While
a χ2 fit to the data was likely made, the value is not given
so an exact comparison is not possible. The final value of the
extrapolated S factor [Stotal ¼ 148ð27Þ, SE1 ¼ 80ð18Þ, and
SE2 ¼ 61ð19Þ keV b] is similar to that deduced here, although
with all the considerations pointed out, this may be somewhat
coincidental. The total uncertainty is quoted as about ∼18%,
but the details of how this is calculated are not given.
D. An et al. (2015)
Previous to the current work, An et al. (2015) considered
the largest amount of data over the broadest energy range.
While a phenomenological R-matrix analysis was performed,
it seems that the capture formalism was limited to that of
internal contributions. The analysis is performed using the
R-matrix code RAC, which has been used previously for
evaluations of neutron capture data (Carlson et al., 2009).
The neglect of external contributions for the ground state E1
cross section has been justified ( Barker and Kajino, 1991).
However, for the ground state E2 cross section, which has an
appreciable external capture component, this approximation is
not valid for a high-precision analysis as shown earlier in this
section. Further, the cascade transition cross sections all have
significant external contributions. Additionally, no mention
was made of the corrections for experimental effects, which are
quite important for the 16NðβαÞ12C and scattering data sets.
An et al. (2015) made the bold claim that the low-energy S
factor has been constrained to 4.5%. However, the lack of an
investigation of systematic effects and approximations that
seem to have been made in the theory make this difficult to
defend. The uncertainty determination that was used is an
iterative fitting procedure that involves inflating the exper-
imental error bars in order to achieve a fit with a reduced χ2
that approaches 1. However, this has the underlying
assumption that the average value of all of the data gives
the best estimate of the cross section and it is far from clear
that is the case. In this work it has been found that capture data
likely overestimate the low-energy cross section and that there
is tension between the 16NðβαÞ12C, scattering, and transfer
reaction data that translates into different preferred values for
the subthreshold ANCs and by extension the low-energy cross
section. The results of the transfer reaction measurements of
the ANCs were also not considered.
It is also unclear how or if the experimental systematic
uncertainties are included in the fit, since no χ2 function is
given. A related issue is that the normalizations of some data
sets were fixed and it is unclear how or if these uncertainties
were propagated through into the final uncertainty budget. It is
also unclear if systematic effects of the R-matrix model were
investigated. It is stated that a channel radius of 6.5 fm was
used for the fitting but there is no discussion of how different
channel radii affect the fit and there is no discussion of
how the background poles affect the fitting and extrapolation.
The qualities of the fits to the scattering data are also rather
poor compared to the quality of a similar R-matrix analysis
made by deBoer et al. (2013). The reason for this is not
discussed. Further, the definition of the γ-ray fit parameters
given in Table IV are unclear making a recalculation of the fit
impossible.
In the end, not enough details are given by An et al. (2015)
to understand the fitting or uncertainty estimate procedure.
It appears as though the many systematic uncertainties
identified in the current work were neglected. In fact, if the
model uncertainties and the tension between different data sets
are ignored in the Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis described
here, a result similar to the 4.5% uncertainty of An et al.
(2015) is obtained.
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IX. STELLAR REACTION RATE AND IMPLICATIONS
The stellar reaction rate for 12Cðα; γÞ16Owas calculated as a
sum of nonresonant, or broad resonant, S-factor contributions
that were determined through the R-matrix analysis by
numerical integration of Eq. (2), and narrow resonance
contributions that were calculated through a Breit-Wigner
approximation using Eq. (6). This separation was made to
avoid numerical integration problems for the narrow reso-
nances and because their uncertainties were better quantified
experimentally as uncertainties on their strengths ωγ (see
Sec. II.E). The uncertainties in the rate were calculated from
the MC analysis (see Sec. VII.E) and from the model
uncertainties (see Sec. VII) discussed previously. The exper-
imental uncertainties in the energies and the strengths were
likewise used to propagate the uncertainties stemming from
the narrow resonances.
Figure 28 shows the Gamow window [see Eqs. (4) and (5)]
and the integrand of the S factor with the Maxwell-Boltzmann
energy distribution [the integrand of Eq. (2)] for a range of
temperatures. This depicts how different energy ranges of the
cross section contribute to the reaction rate at different stellar
temperatures.
The narrow resonance contributions (Γtotal ≲ 1 keV) are
from the 2þ resonance corresponding to the state at Ex ¼
9.8445ð5Þ MeV [Γα ¼ 0.62ð10Þ keV, Γγ ¼ 9.8ð8Þ meV]
and the 4þ at Ex ¼ 11.0967ð16Þ MeV [Γα ¼ 0.28ð5Þ keV,
Γγ ¼ 5.6ð14Þ meV] (Tilley, Weller, and Cheves, 1993). There
is an additional narrow 0þ state at Ex ¼ 12.049ð2Þ MeV
[Γtotal ¼ 1.5ð5Þ keV]. Its strength was reported for the first
time by Schürmann et al. (2005) [ωγ ¼ 11.2ð15Þ meV].
The narrow resonance contributions and their uncertainties
have been calculated using STARLIB (Sallaska et al., 2013). As
these resonances are narrow, their interferences with the broad
states can be neglected to within the uncertainty of this
analysis. The uncertainties are combined by summing (inco-
herently) the rate probability density functions (PDFs) from
the R-matrix Monte Carlo procedure with those from the
Monte Carlo Breit-Wigner narrow resonance approximation
calculations from STARLIB.
Of the narrow resonances, only the 2þ has a significant
effect on the rate. It makes a contribution of > 2% at
T > 1.75 GK with a maximum contribution of 15% at
T ¼ 3.5 GK. It is estimated that this resonance can have a
> 2% contribution up to T ≈ 9 GK. It is estimated that the 4þ
resonance has a maximum contribution of ≈1% at T ≈ 6 GK.
The 0þ resonance is too weak to make a significant con-
tribution even at T ¼ 10 GK.
The total reaction rate is compared to the NACRE rate
(Angulo et al., 1999) in Fig. 29. The present rate is within the
uncertainties of Angulo et al. (1999) except at T ≈ 2 GK,
where the present rate is larger because of the inclusion of the
narrow 2þ resonance and the cascade transitions. The uncer-
tainty band is significantly smaller at low temperatures but is
similar at higher temperatures reflecting the significantly
increased constraint on the subthreshold parameters imposed
by transfer reactions since the NACRE publication. The rate
from Kunz et al. (2002) is also shown in Fig. 29 for additional
comparison. The reaction rate of this work is given in
Table XXV of Appendix B.
With the revised reaction rate in hand, investigations can
now be made to ascertain the effect of the smaller central value
and smaller uncertainty band on stellar model calculations.
X. ASTROPHYSICS IMPLICATIONS
Returning at last to the discussions of Sec. II, the
12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction is responsible for the origin of oxygen
in the Universe and for setting the profile of the carbon to
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FIG. 28. The reaction rate integrand as a function of c.m. energy
for T ¼ 1, 2, 4, and 10 GK. At larger temperatures above T ¼
1 GK several resonance contributions begin to dominate the rate.
Above T ≈ 4 GK it is estimated that higher-lying resonance
contributions (at Ec:m: > 6.5 MeV) not included in the present
analysis could have a significant contribution compared to the
quoted uncertainty. While the ground state transition has been
shown to be fairly weak at these higher energies, limited
information is available for the cascade transitions, and they
may make significant contributions. For comparison, the Gaus-
sian Gamow energy windows described by Eqs. (4) and (5) are
indicated by the horizontal error bars.
FIG. 29. Comparison of the reaction rate and uncertainty
calculated in this work (orange band, solid central line) and that
from Kunz et al. (2002) (blue band, dashed central line)
normalized to the adopted value from Angulo et al. (1999)
(NACRE compilation) (gray band, solid central line). The
deviations at higher temperature are the result of the different
narrow resonance and cascade transitions that were considered in
the different works.
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oxygen ratio in stars. This, in turn, affects subsequent stellar
evolution and determines the nucleosynthesis phases of
quiescent and explosive burning events.
Attention is focused on models of a single star, with solar
metallicity, and zero-age main-sequence masses of 3M⊙,
15M⊙, and 25M⊙. These three masses are representative of
different stellar evolution and nucleosynthesis paths. The
3M⊙ models are of interest because they produce CO white
dwarf masses near the M ≃ 0.6M⊙ peak of the observed DA
(hydrogen-dominated atmosphere) and DB (helium domi-
nated atmosphere) white dwarf mass distributions (Eisenstein
et al., 2006; Kepler et al., 2007, 2015, 2016). The 15M⊙
models are chosen because, for a classical Salpeter initial mass
function with slope Γ ¼ −1.35 (Salpeter, 1955; Scalo, 1986;
Maschberger, 2013), the average supernova mass by number
is hMSNi ¼ ð1=2Þ1=ΓML (here ML is the lower mass limit for
stars that become core-collapse supernovae). ForML ¼ 9M⊙,
this yields hMSNi ¼ 15M⊙. Finally, the 25M⊙ models are
motivated by their representation of the average nucleosyn-
thesis supernova for a Salpeter initial mass function; that is,
the average supernova mass by number weighted by the mass
fraction ejected in heavy elements.
The stellar models are evolved using the Modules for
Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics software instrument
(MESA, version 3372 for 3M⊙ models and version 7624 for
15M⊙ and 25M⊙ models (Paxton et al., 2011, 2013, 2015).
The 3M⊙ models were computed from the pre-main sequence
to the AGB phase and through several thermal pulses (He-
shell flashes). The 15M⊙ and 25M⊙ models were calculated
from the pre-main sequence to extinction of core He burning,
defined as the time when the central mass fraction of He has
fallen below 1 × 10−5. Other than the specified 12Cðα; γÞ16O
reaction rate, models with the same initial mass assume
identical input physics assumptions (Jones et al., 2015;
Farmer et al., 2016; Fields et al., 2016). An overview of
the model results using the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction rate from
this work is given in Table XX.
Throughout this section a comparison to the rate from this
work is made to that of Kunz et al. (2002), as they are
propagated through different stellar models. The Kunz et al.
(2002) rate has been chosen because it has been widely
accepted as one of the most accurate determinations of the
12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction rate and has been used for several years
in many rate libraries such as JINA Reaclib (Cyburt et al.,
2010). As illustrated in Fig. 29, the rates of Angulo et al.
(1999) (NACRE), Kunz et al. (2002), and the present work are
all in agreement, but their central values trend lower as do their
uncertainties, respectively.
A. Aspects of 12Cðα;γÞ16O on 3M⊙ stellar models
Figure 30 summarizes some of the key differences between
using the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction rate of this work and that of
Kunz et al. (2002). The x axis is the lower, adopted, and
upper reaction rates for each source of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O rate.
The left y axis is the percentage difference in the central
12C=16O mass fraction ratio at the end of helium burning.
The right y axis is the percentage difference in the surface
12C=16O molar abundance ratio for two thermal pulses. A
molar abundance is related to the mass fraction by the
atomic weight (see Fig. 1 caption). For both y axes the
percentage difference is relative to Kunz et al. (2002)
[i.e., ΔA ¼ 100ðAthis work − AKunzÞ=AKunz].
One of the key features shown in Fig. 30 is that the central
12C=16O mass fraction ratio is ≃30% larger when using the
adopted or upper rates from this work compared to those of
Kunz et al. (2002). This is because the latter reaction rates are
larger than those from this work at the relevant temperatures
(see Fig. 29). The trend is opposite, a ≃ − 10% decrease, for
the lower limits because the rate from this work is larger than
that of Kunz et al. (2002). The red arrow along the left y axis
in Fig. 30 gives the range of XCð12C=16OÞ, ≃35%, resulting
from the use of the lower and upper 12Cðα; γÞ16O rates of
this work.
Also highlighted in Fig. 30 is the impact of thermal pulses
on the surface abundances, which can be measured with stellar
spectroscopy (Smith and Lambert, 1990; Abia et al., 2002).
TABLE XX. Overview of the MESA stellar models. Mini is the
initial mass in solar masses, λ12αγ is the lower (L), adopted (A), and
upper (U) 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction rates from this work. MCO is the
carbon-oxygen core mass at the end of core helium burning. Xcð12CÞ
and Xcð16OÞ are the central mass fractions of 12C and 16O,
respectively.
Model Mini λ12α;γ MCO Xcð12CÞ Xcð16OÞ Xcð12CÞ=Xcð16OÞ
m3l 3 L 0.189 0.35 0.62 0.56
m3a 3 A 0.180 0.34 0.64 0.53
m3u 3 U 0.190 0.27 0.71 0.38
m15l 15 L 3.07 0.30 0.67 0.45
m15a 15 A 3.03 0.25 0.72 0.35
m15u 15 U 3.08 0.22 0.75 0.29
m25l 25 L 6.40 0.25 0.72 0.34
m25a 25 A 6.45 0.20 0.76 0.27
m25u 25 U 6.45 0.16 0.80 0.21
FIG. 30. Ratio of 12C and 16O mass fractions at the stellar center
at the end of core He burning (left axis, red circles) and number
ratios at the surface (right axis, gray and blue circles) during the
tenth and 15th thermal pulses (He shell flashes) in the 3M⊙
models. The points connected by lines are differences arising in
the models when using the 12Cðα; γÞ16O rate of this work and that
of Kunz et al. (2002). The red arrow along the left y axis spans the
range of XCð12C=16OÞ resulting from the uncertainty in the rate of
this work. The blue arrow along the right y axis is the equivalent
range of Ysurfð12C=16OÞ during the 15th thermal pulse.
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After a thermal pulse the products of shell He burning are
brought to the surface regions by convection. A larger
12Cðα; γÞ16O rate results in more 16O and less 12C during
helium burning. Every time the convective envelope dredges
freshly burned helium up to the surface, it mixes more 16O and
less 12C with the existing surface composition, decreasing the
12C=16O ratio.
At the tenth thermal pulse (gray circles), the differences
between the 12Cðα; γÞ16O rate of this work and that of Kunz
et al. (2002) are in the range between ≃5%–9%. At the 15th
thermal pulse (blue circles), the differences become ≃ − 5%
and þ13%. Both thermal pulses show a linear trend toward
larger differences as the two rates are varied across their
respective low, adopted, and high values. Finally, the blue
arrow along the right y axis shows the range, ≃5% spread, of
YSurfð12C=16OÞ, which represents the uncertainty in the MESA
stellar models for the surface abundance ratio, given the
uncertainty range of the rate from this work.
The treatment of convective-boundary mixing in stellar
models for the thermal pulses has a major role on the surface
abundances of 12C, 16O, and s-process elements, but remains
uncertain (Straniero et al., 1995; Gallino et al., 1998; Herwig,
2005; Herwig et al., 2007; Karakas and Lattanzio, 2014;
Cristallo et al., 2015; Pignatari et al., 2016). Several physics
mechanisms have been proposed that could dominate con-
vective-boundary mixing including overshooting (Herwig
et al., 1997), exponential decay of convective velocities
(Cristallo et al., 2001), internal gravity waves (Denissenkov
and Tout, 2003; Battino et al., 2016), and magnetic buoyancy
(Trippella et al., 2016). A consensus on the solution to this
puzzle has not yet been reached.
B. Aspects of 12Cðα;γÞ16O on 15M⊙ and 25M⊙ models
Figure 31 shows the percent differences between using the
12Cðα; γÞ16O rate from this work and that of Kunz et al. (2002)
on the CO core mass ΔMCO and the central carbon/oxygen
ratio ΔXCð12C=16OÞ for the 15M⊙ and 25M⊙ MESA models.
The core masses are measured as the mass coordinate where
Xð4HeÞ < 0.01 and Xð12CÞ > 0.1 when Xcð4HeÞ reaches
1 × 10−5. For the 15M⊙ models, ΔMCO (red circles) ranges
from ≃1.2% for the respective low rates to ≃ − 0.5% for the
respective adopted and high rates. For the 25M⊙ models,
ΔMCO ranges from ≃1.7% for the respective low rates to≃1.0% for the respective adopted rates and ≃0.5% for the
respective high rates. See Table XX for the absolute values of
the CO core masses resulting from the 12Cðα; γÞ16O rate from
this work. The red arrow along the left y axis in Fig. 31 is the
range of MCO resulting from the uncertainty in the rate from
this work. The central CO core masses have a spread of
≃1.5% for the 15M⊙ models and ≃0.7% for the 25M⊙
models.
The 15M⊙ and 25M⊙ models show CO mass fraction
profiles that are nearly flat, due to convective mixing, from the
center to the inner edge of the shell He-burning region. For the
15M⊙ models, ΔXCð12C=16OÞ ranges from ≃ − 30% for the
respective low rates through ≃0% for the respective adopted
rates to ≃30% for the respective high rates. For the 25M⊙
models, ΔXCð12C=16OÞ ranges from ≃20% for the respective
low and adopted rates to ≃100% for the respective high rates.
The difference in the trends between these 15M⊙ and 25M⊙
MESA models is driven by the 15M⊙ models having a larger
electron degeneracy in the core than the 25M⊙ models, and
nonlinear couplings between the shell-burning regions and the
core as the helium fuel depletes. The blue arrow along the
right y axis is the spread of central carbon mass fraction
achieved when using the lower, adopted, and upper rates from
this work, and shows larger spreads, ≃50% for the 15M⊙
models and ≃45% for the 25M⊙ models.
The mass fractions of 12C and 16O in the core at the end of
the He-burning phase for the models using the rate from this
work are listed in Table XX. The models using the highest rate
have the lowest 12C abundance at the end of core He burning.
This results in a smaller convective C-burning core in the
subsequent evolution which will in turn change slightly where
the various shell-burning episodes will ignite. Both the 15M⊙
and 25M⊙ models exhibit higher central C/O ratios using the
upper limit for the rate of this work compared with the upper
FIG. 31. Percent difference in the carbon-oxygen core mass
ΔMCO (left axis, red circles), and the central carbon/oxygen ratio
ΔXcð12C=16OÞ ratio (right axis, blue circles), between using the
12Cðα; γÞ16O rate of this work and that of Kunz et al. (2002) for
15M⊙ (top panel) and 25M⊙ (bottom panel) MESA models at core
He depletion (defined as when the central He mass fraction falls
below 10−5). The x axis gives the low, adopted, and high
12Cðα; γÞ16O rates for the respective rate selection. The red arrow
along the left axis is the range of MCO resulting from the
uncertainty in the rate of this work. The blue arrow along the
right y axis is the equivalent range for the central carbon mass
fraction.
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limit of Kunz et al. (2002), because the latter rate is faster (see
Fig. 29). The converse statement is true for the lower limits.
The nucleosynthesis from the 15M⊙ stellar models was
computed by postprocessing the thermodynamic evolution of
the models with a 1107-isotope nuclear reaction network and
mixing the species after every network time step by solving
the diffusion equation using the diffusion coefficient from the
MESA model. For this, the NuGrid software instruments were
used (Pignatari and Herwig, 2012; Jones et al., 2015). In
Fig. 32 the abundances of elements with 26 < Z < 42
(Fe–Mo) that are affected by the weak s process are shown
at the end of the core He-burning phase. The top panel shows
the mass-weighted average of the elemental mass fractions in
the innermost 2M⊙ of the star as so-called overabundances
(i.e., the abundance of each element is normalized to the solar
abundance, which in this case was the initial composition of
the models). Both models exhibit the familiar weak s-process
pattern that is made when 56Fe, the seed isotope, is depleted as
it captures neutrons being released by the 22Neðα; nÞ25Mg
reaction, producing the elements up to the neutron shell
closure at N ¼ 50 (Sr, Y, Zr).
The bottom panel in Fig. 32 shows the differences, as
percentages, in the abundances of the elements in the CO core
at the end of core He burning when using the 12Cðα; γÞ16O
reaction rate of this work compared with that of Kunz et al.
(2002). The differences are shown for both the total masses of
the elements in the CO core (M, blue circles) and the average
mass fractions across the CO core (X¯, red circles). The two
lines are similar, indicating that the difference in the actual CO
core masses resulting from the different 12Cðα; γÞ16O rates has
no strong influence on the weak s-process element production,
as for instance the α capture rates on the neutron source 22Ne
[see, e.g., for a recent impact study Talwar et al. (2015)]. The
weak s-process production is more efficient in the model that
uses the adopted 12Cðα; γÞ16O rate from this work because the
rate is slower and therefore 12C is less of a competitor for α
particles than 22Ne, the neutron source. This can also be seen
by simply noting that ΔMðFeÞ < 0 or ΔX¯ðFeÞcore < 0 in the
bottom panel of Fig. 32, i.e., the element Fe—comprised
mostly of the s-process seed isotope 56Fe—is further depleted
in the model with the adopted rate of the present work than in
the model with the Kunz et al. (2002) rate.
The difference in the weak s-process production arising
from the different 12Cðα; γÞ16O rates [this work versus Kunz
et al. (2002)] is significant and is as much as≃30% in the total
masses of Ga and Ge that are produced. The variation in the
weak s-process production that is due to the uncertainty of the
12Cðα; γÞ16O rate from this work (not shown in Fig. 32) is on
the order of 20%–30%.
XI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction has remained one of the most
challenging problems in nuclear astrophysics. This is because
it is extreme difficultly to access experimentally, it cannot be
accurately predicted with theory, and even its impact on stellar
environments is so convoluted with other uncertainties that its
exact effect is difficult to quantify. Yet there is no doubt that it
remains one of the most critical reactions for our under-
standing of nucleosynthesis and stellar evolution, and attempts
to address these issues have remained at the forefront
across the field. The major experimental improvements have
been made through indirect techniques such as improved
measurements of the β-delayed α emission spectra of 16N and
sub-Coulomb transfer. This is apparent in Fig. 26 where
16NðβαÞ12Cmeasurements drastically decreased the E1 uncer-
tainties in the early 1990s and the transfer measurements
resulted in a large decrease in the E2 uncertainty around the
early 2000s. The combination of these measurements together
with a large amount of low-energy data and the inclusion of
higher-energy data in the R-matrix analysis has thus reduced
the uncertainty in the extrapolation for Sð300 keVÞ to ≈20%
uncertainty level. However, improvements in the uncertainty
are now hindered by the tension produced by inconsistencies
between different measurements. This issue now bars the way
to the smaller uncertainty level reflected by the statistical
uncertainties of the individual measurements. To move for-
ward, these inconsistencies must be resolved.
With the uncertainty in the rate suggested by this work and
other recent global analyses, is there still a real need for
improvement? Some stellar modelers have indicated that if the
uncertainty in the 12Cðα; γÞ16O rate reaches the 10% level, it
FIG. 32. Top: Mass-averaged mass fractions of the weak s-
process elements in the central 2M⊙ of the 15M⊙ models at the
end of core He burning using the 12Cðα; γÞ16O rate of this work
and that of Kunz et al. (2002). Bottom: Percentage difference in
weak s-process production at the end of core He burning as both
total elemental masses and mass-averaged mass fractions for the
15M⊙ models using the rates of this work and Kunz et al. (2002).
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will be on par with other non-nuclear physics uncertainties as
well as that of the 3α reaction rate. However, it was pointed
out that for AGB stars the impact of the present level of the
uncertainty in the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction rate is smaller than
other sources of uncertainties, e.g., the convective-boundary
mechanisms active at the He intershell, during the AGB phase.
Yet for massive stars the required level of precision must be at
this level of about 10% since the posthelium burning evolution
is strongly affected by the 12Cðα; γÞ16O rate. For example, in
this work it was suggested that relevant structure differences
are at the ≃2% uncertainty level in the carbon-oxygen core
mass, at the ≃15% level in the carbon and oxygen mass
fractions, and at the ≃30% level in the weak s-process yields.
These estimates are only for a limited number of stellar
models, and we encourage the community to more thoroughly
investigate the impacts of this work’s 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction
rate.
So how should we proceed? Of course any new method that
allows for the more precise and accurate determination of the
various different experimental data will improve the situation.
For now we conclude finally with some suggestions for
specific experimental measurements that could improve our
knowledge of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction that can likely be done
with existing experimental techniques.
(•) Measurement of ground state angular distributions to
higher energies (Ec:m: > 3 MeV), specifically in off-
resonance regions, to place more stringent upper limits
on E1 background terms and verify both E1 and E2
interference patterns.
(•) Further verification of α ANCs from transfer reactions,
perhaps by systematic studies of additional kinds of
transfer reactions.
(•) Reinvestigation of 16NðβαÞ12C spectrum measurements
until constant measurements can be achieved.
(•) Consistent measurements of ANCαG:S:.
(•) Recoil separator measurements to lower energy (Ec.m. <
2 MeV) and to higher energies, continuing above
Sp (Ec.m. > 5 MeV).
(•) Cascade transition measurements over wide energy
ranges.
(•) Reporting of differential cross sections, not just E1 and
E2 cross sections if the experiment permits.
(•) Scattering measurements using thinner targets and cover-
ing a wide energy and angular range.
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APPENDIX A: R-MATRIX FIT PARAMETERS
The R-matrix parameters in this section represent the best
fit of this work. Note that this fit does not include any
background poles for the capture channels, although it does
for the particle channels. The value of Stotalð300 keVÞ for the
12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction resulting from these parameters is
140 keV b. The fit used channel radii aα0 ¼ aα1 ¼ 5.43 fm
and ap0 ¼ 5.03 fm. No boundary conditions must be defined
since the alternate parametrization of Brune (2002) is
utilized.
The comprehensive fit used in this work is also quite
complicated and includes many parameters. In order to aid in
the reproduction of the results of this work, an AZURE2 input
file is provided in the Supplemental Material [410]. The
AZURE2 code is open source and can be obtained at azure
.nd.edu.
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TABLE XXI. Observable energies and particle widths (or ANCs) used for the R-matrix fit [see Eqs. (43) and (44)]. Parameters marked in bold
were treated as fit parameters. All others were held constant at their central or nominal values. For the uncertainty analysis, fixed parameters with
uncertainties were varied assuming a Gaussian PDF. Minus signs on the partial widths correspond to the sign of the corresponding reduced-
width amplitude. Uncertainties are given in the form ðcentral valueÞþðstat;systÞ−ðstat;systÞ .
(keV or fm−1=2)
~Ex (MeV) ~Γα0 or ANCα ~Γp0 or ANCp ~Γα1
Jπ This work Lit. This work Lit. This work Lit. This work Lit.
0− 12.7954ð4;0Þð3;0Þ
12.7937 40.9ð15;1Þð15;2Þ
40
0þ 0.0 58 13.9(19)
0þ 6.0494(10) 1560(100)
0þ 12.049(2) 1.5(5)
0þ 15 (BGP) −11.900ð220;50Þð165;110Þ × 10
3 420ð37;70Þð47;20Þ
1− 7.1165(14) 2.08ð20Þ × 1014 0.98(12)
1− 9.586ð1;0Þð1;8Þ
9.585(11) 382ð3;0Þð3;4Þ
420(20)
1− 12.4493ð8;2Þð8;0Þ
12.440(2) 99.2ð11;2Þð8;2Þ
91(6) 1.73ð4;2Þð4;20Þ
1.1 −0.031ð2;4Þð2;2Þ 0.025
1− 13.094ð1;2Þð1;0Þ
13.090(8) −29.9ð1;0Þð1;6Þ 45 110.4
ð2;5Þ
ð2;0Þ
100 0.636ð27;5Þð43;0Þ
1
1− 17.09 (BGP) 500
1− 20 (BGP) 15.6ð7;1Þð4;2Þ × 10
3 270ð61;15Þð30;170Þ
1þ 13.6646ð7;0Þð7;2Þ
13.664(3) −10.3ð2;1Þð4;3Þ 8(3) 61.1
ð23;4Þ
ð17;2Þ
55(3)
2þ 6.9171(6) 1.14ð20Þ × 105 0.45(13)
2þ 9.8445(5) 0.62(10)
2þ 11.5055ð3;0Þð5;1Þ
11.520(4) 83.0ð6;1Þð3;0Þ
71(3)
2þ 12.9656ð14;5Þð28;2Þ
13.02(1) −349ð8;2Þð3;3Þ 150(10) 1.82
ð8;4Þ
ð8;18Þ −4.0
ð7;0Þ
ð9;0Þ
2þ 15 5.5ð5;2Þð5;2Þ × 10
3 −8.1ð20;0Þð15;5Þ
3− 6.129 89(4) 139(9) 1.88(23)
3− 11.5058ð28;0Þð19;7Þ
11.60(2) 902ð5;1Þð6;1Þ
800(100)
3− 13.1412ð10;3Þð13;0Þ
13.129(10) 72.9ð42;9Þð24;8Þ
90(14) −1.11ð2;1Þð3;2Þ 1 20.5
ð13;0Þ
ð16;1Þ
20
3− 13.2650 13.259(2) 12.8ð6;2Þð4;2Þ
9(4) 3.66ð10;1Þð8;2Þ
4.1 11.74ð33;1Þð54;1Þ
8.2(11)
3− 20 (BGP) −22ð1;2Þð2;0Þ × 10
3
4þ 10.3581ð1;0Þð1;1Þ
10.356(3) 26.13ð25;3Þð15;3Þ
26(3)
4þ 11.0967(16) 0.28(5)
4þ 15 (BGP) 2.57 × 103ð22;2Þð14;4Þ
5− 14.66 (BGP) 1.22 × 103ð10;12Þð6;9Þ
8
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TABLE XXII. Observable γ-ray widths of the best fit of the R-matrix analysis as defined by Eq. (77). Excitation energies are in MeV and
correspond to those of Table XXI.
(meV)
~Γγ0 ~Γγ6.05 ~Γγ6.13 ~Γγ6.92 ~Γγ7.12
Jπ ~Ex This work Lit. This work Lit. This work Lit. This work Lit. This work Lit.
0− 12.80 3.28ð24;2Þð19;2Þ × 10
3
1− 7.12 55(3) 3.3 × 10−4 0.046 1 × 10−3
1− 9.59 −15ð1;3Þð2;2Þ 15.6(12) 0.5
ð3;7Þ
ð2;0Þ
1.4(14) 4.2ð9;30Þð4;2Þ
7.8(16)
1− 12.45 5.6ð2;0Þð2;9Þ × 10
3 9.5ð17Þ × 103 −53ð18;8Þð16;4Þ 120(60) 30ð15;2Þð18;9Þ 118ð16;15Þð15;2Þ
1− 13.09 42ð2;0Þð1;8Þ × 10
3 44ð8Þ × 103 244 −400 1.35ð4Þ × 103
1− 17.09 500 × 103
2þ 6.92 97(3) −0.027ð3Þ < 0.0078
2þ 9.84 −5.7ð6Þ −1.9ð4Þ 2.2(4) 0.3
2þ 11.51 −490ð40;100Þð70;30Þ 610(20) 49
ð27;19Þ
ð23;0Þ
30(5) −33ð5;1Þð4;5Þ 24
ð7;5Þ
ð5;0Þ
29(7) 14.0ð4;1Þð4;6Þ
< 5
2þ 12.97 −560ð120;0Þð60;190Þ 700
3− 6.13 0.0260(13)
3− 11.51 0.20ð20;64Þð18;20Þ
a 8ð3Þð3Þ 8
ð7;10Þ
ð5;8Þ
a 21ð4;7Þð4;7Þ
3− 13.14 10 8000
3− 13.26 −5.2ð6;3Þð6;0Þ × 10
3
4þ 10.36 5.6ð20Þ × 10−5 < 1.0 42.7ð2;7Þð6;2Þ 62(6)
4þ 11.10 3.1(13) 2.5(6)
aConsistent with zero and should be treated as an upper limit.
TABLE XXIII. β-delayed α-decay parameters resulting from the R-matrix fit. The half-life of 16N was taken as t1=2 ¼ 7.13ð2Þ s with a βα
branching ratio of 1.20ð5Þ × 10−5 (Tilley, Weller, and Cheves, 1993). β-decay feeding factors ~Bλ are those defined by Brune (2002) and can be
compared directly with those found in Table I of that work. log ft1=2 values were calculated using Eq. (83).
log ft1=2
Jπ ~Ex (MeV) ~Bλ This work Tilley, Weller, and Cheves (1993)
3− 6.13 2.54 4.59ð16;0Þð24;25Þ
4.48(4)
1− 7.12 1.27 5.08ð0;1Þð2;2Þ
5.11(4)
1− 9.59 0.451 6.15ð2;1Þð2;0Þ
6.12(5)
1− 20 (BGP) −0.618 −5.70ð6;1Þð4;1Þ
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APPENDIX B: TABULATED REACTION RATE
The tabulated reaction rate is calculated at the same
temperatures as in Angulo et al. (1999) (NACRE) for
ease of comparison. In addition, the rate has been
parametrized using the format recommended by JINA
Reaclib (Cyburt et al., 2010). In order to fit the rate
in the range 0.06 < T9 < 10 GK to a precision of better
than 5%, two instances of the rate parametrization
formula,
NAhσvi ¼ exp

a0 þ
X5
i¼1
aiT
ð2i−5Þ=3
9 þ a6 lnT9

; ðB1Þ
were necessary: a nonresonant and a resonance term (i.e.,
NAhσvitotal ¼ NAhσvinonresonant þ NAhσviresonance). The first
follows the suggested format for a charged particle induced
nonresonance contribution, while the second represents a
single isolated narrow resonance term. The parameters are
given in Table XXVI. Note that the parameter values do not
necessarily correspond to physical quantities.
TABLE XXVI. The sum of two instances of Eq. (B1) are necessary to fit the reaction rate to better than 5% accuracy over the range
0.06 < T < 10 GK and the parameters given here reproduce the recommended rate to better than 3.5%. Not all parameters are necessary for the
fitting and these have been set to zero. Parameters that were adjusted for the fit are set in bold.
Term a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6
Nonresonant 24.1 0 −32 −5.9 1.8 −0.17 −2=3
Resonance 7.4 −30 0 0 0 0 −3=2
TABLE XXV. The rate of the 12Cðα; γÞ16O reaction. Uncertainties are calculated using a combination of Monte Carlo analysis and
investigation of systematic contributions from both data and model sources and are listed separately.
T (GK) Adopted rate Lower rate Upper rate
0.06 6.78 × 10−26 5.69 × 10−26 7.90 × 10−26
0.07 3.28 × 10−24 2.76 × 10−24 3.83 × 10−24
0.08 8.00 × 10−23 6.71 × 10−23 9.35 × 10−23
0.09 1.18 × 10−21 9.91 × 10−22 1.38 × 10−21
0.1 1.20 × 10−20 1.00 × 10−20 1.40 × 10−20
0.11 9.03 × 10−20 7.55 × 10−20 1.06 × 10−19
0.12 5.38 × 10−19 4.50 × 10−19 6.31 × 10−19
0.13 2.65 × 10−18 2.21 × 10−18 3.11 × 10−18
0.14 1.11 × 10−17 9.28 × 10−18 1.30 × 10−17
0.15 4.08 × 10−17 3.41 × 10−17 4.80 × 10−17
0.16 1.34 × 10−16 1.12 × 10−16 1.58 × 10−16
0.18 1.09 × 10−15 9.11 × 10−16 1.29 × 10−15
0.2 6.64 × 10−15 5.53 × 10−15 7.83 × 10−15
0.25 2.43 × 10−13 2.02 × 10−13 2.87 × 10−13
0.3 3.73 × 10−12 3.10 × 10−12 4.43 × 10−12
0.35 3.28 × 10−11 2.72 × 10−11 3.90 × 10−11
0.4 1.96 × 10−10 1.62 × 10−10 2.33 × 10−10
0.45 8.82 × 10−10 7.30 × 10−10 1.05 × 10−9
0.5 3.22 × 10−9 2.66 × 10−9 3.85 × 10−9
0.6 2.70 × 10−8 2.23 × 10−8 3.23 × 10−8
0.7 1.47 × 10−7 1.21 × 10−7 1.76 × 10−7
0.8 5.92 × 10−7 4.90 × 10−7 7.11 × 10−7
0.9 1.92 × 10−6 1.59 × 10−6 2.31 × 10−6
1 5.30 × 10−6 4.40 × 10−6 6.38 × 10−6
1.25 4.10 × 10−5 3.42 × 10−5 4.93 × 10−5
1.5 2.03 × 10−4 1.70 × 10−4 2.43 × 10−4
1.75 7.65 × 10−4 6.46 × 10−4 9.14 × 10−4
2 2.40 × 10−3 2.04 × 10−3 2.86 × 10−3
2.5 1.57 × 10−2 1.32 × 10−2 1.88 × 10−2
3 6.66 × 10−2 5.51 × 10−2 8.10 × 10−2
3.5 2.09 × 10−1 1.71 × 10−1 2.55 × 10−1
4 5.31 × 10−1 4.37 × 10−1 6.48 × 10−1
5 2.38 × 100 2.02 × 100 2.84 × 100
6 7.93 × 100 6.96 × 100 9.22 × 100
7 2.11 × 101 1.89 × 101 2.41 × 101
8 4.64 × 101 4.20 × 101 5.26 × 101
9 8.75 × 101 7.96 × 101 9.86 × 101
10 1.46 × 102 1.33 × 102 1.64 × 102
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